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FOREWORD
NASTRAN (NASA STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS) is a large, comprehensive,
nonproprietary, general purpose finite element computer code for
structural analysis which was developed under NASA sponsorship
and became available to the public in late 1970. It can be obtained
through COSMIC (Computer Software Management and Information Center),
Athens, Georgia, and is widely used by NASA, other government
agencies, and industry.
NASA currently provides continuing maintenance of NASTRAN
through COSMIC. Because of the widespread interest in NASTRAN,
and finite element methods in general, the Eighth NASTRAN Users'
Colloquium was organized and held at the Goddard Space Flight
Center, October 30-31, 1979. (Papers from previous colloquia held
in 1971, 1972, 1973, 1975, 1976, 1977, and 1978 are published in
NASA Technical Memorandums X-2378, X-2637, X-2893, X-3278, X-3428,
and NASA Conference Publications 2018 and 2062.) The Eighth
Colloquium provides some comprehensive general papers on the
application of finite element methods in engineering, comparisons
with other approaches, unique applications, pre- and post-processing
or auxiliary programs, and new methods of analysis with NASTRAN.
Individuals actively engaged in the use of finite elements
or NASTRAN were invited to prepare papers for presentation at
the colloquium. These papers are included in this volume. No i
editorial review was provided by NASA or COSMIC, however, detailed
instructions were provided each author to achieve reasonably con-
sistent paper format and content. The opinions and data presented
are the sole responsibility of the authors and their respective
organizations.
Cochairmen:
Robert L. Brugh
NASTRAN Project Manager
COSMIC
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia
and
Reginald S. Mitchell
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland
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ON THE CONGRUENT FEATURE IN NASTRAN
P. R. Pamidi
Computer Sciences Corporation
Silver Spring, Maryland
ABSTRACT
The congruent feature, which is a capability in NASTRAN that can contribute to
significant increases in computational efficiencies, is discussed in this paper. The
usage of the capability and the software design characteristics affecting it are explained.
The factors affecting the efficiency of the feature are pointed out. The details per-
taining to the software design of the congruent feature are presented; in particular, the
congruent element table is described. Several examples employing the congruent fea-
ture are considered and comparisons of EMG (Element Matrix Generator) module CPU
times with and without this feature are presented. The results of the paper clearly
demonstrate the role of the congruent feature in increasing computational efficiencies
and its applicability to large-size problems.
INTRODUCTION
An important step in any NASTRAN problem is the generation of element matrices
(stiffness, mass, and damping matrices as required) in the EMG module. In many cases,
this step can represent a significant portion of the total problem activity. Because of
the differences in algorithms and procedures, the cost of generating the element matrices
for an element depends on the element type, its configuration and its properties. How-
ever, this cost is associated primarily with CPU activity and is not significantly affected
by core size or I/O transfers (Reference 1).
Normally, the element matrices are generated in the EMG module once for each
element in the model. However, when two or more elements in the model have the same
element matrices, there is no reason why the same matrices should be computed sep-
arately for each such identical element. By declaring such elements as congruent, it is
possible to cause their element matrices to be computed only once for all elements in the
congruent set instead of their being computed repeatedly for each of the individual
elements in the set. This results, in general, in a saving of CPU time in the EMG
module. In many cases, judicious formulation of the problem to facilitate the use of the
congruent feature can result in substantial savings in the computational effort. In some
problems, over 99 percent reductions in EMG module CPU times have been obtained.
The congruent feature is not yet adequately publicized in the NASTRAN docu-
mentation. Currently, it is only referenced in the NASTRAN User's Manual (Refer-
ence 2) with a one-page description of the CNGRNT bulk data card. It is hoped that the
discussion of this feature herein will lead to more widespread use of this capability in
large-size problems thus resulting in significant increases in computational efficiencies.
CONGRUENT FEATURE USAGE
The congruent feature is specified in NASTRAN by means of one or more CNGRNT
cards in the Bulk Data Deck (Reference 2). Any number of such cards may beemployed.
The CNGRNT bulk data card is an open-ended card and requires the specification
of a primary element identification number and one or more secondary element identif-
ication numbers. (A description of the CNGRNT card is given in the Appendix.) The
terms primary and secondary as used with regard to congruent data are purely relative
and have no real significance. Generally, the primary element is the lowest numbered
element in the congruent set, but this need not be so. The element matrices are
computed in the EMG module only for the lowest numbered element in a congruent set
(even though this element may not be the primary element). The element matrices for
the rest of the elements in the congruent set are then derived from these computed
matrices.
SOFTWARE DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS AFFECTING
CONGRUENT FEATURE USAGE
When using CNGRNT cards, the user should be aware of the following important
characteristics of the congruent capability software design in NASTRAN.
• User Responsibility for Congruency Specification
The elements declared as congruent must have characteristics (such as their
orientation and geometry) that cause their element matrices in the global coordinate
system to be truly identical. The program cannot test the validity of this structural
specification. It is, therefore, the user's responsibility to ensure that element
congruence specifications are valid. Improper congruence specifications will result
in an improper structure definition and will in turn lead to erroneous results. It should
be emphasized that the proper use of the congruent feature will not cause the answers to
be any different from those obtained without the use of the feature, but will result in a
saving of CPU time in the EMG module.
• FlexibilityinSpecifyingCongruencies
Clearly, congruency by itsvery definitioncan apply onlyto elements of the same
type. Thus, for instance,a bar element can be congruentonly to another bar element
and not to a plateelement. However, because ofthe effectivemanner inwhich the
congruentfeaturehas been incorporatedintoNASTRAN (aswillbe evidentfrom the
discussionin a latersection),elements of different ypes can be specifiedon the same
logicalCNGRNT card withoutin any way making the differentelement types congruent.
Thus, on the same logicalCNGRNT card, severalbar elements can be declared as
belongingto a congruent set and several plateelements can be specifiedas belonging
to a separate congruent set. However, the user should ensure thatsuch specifications
do not lead to erroneous declarationswhen elements of different ypes have the same
identificationnumbers.
• Provision of "Phantom" Element Identification Numbers
As a corollary to the above, it may be noted that the element identification
numbers (primary or secondary) specified on a CNGRNT card need not all exist in a
model. This facilitates the use of the THRU option on the card more often than is pos-
sible in many other similar cases.
• Primary Element Specification
The same element can appear as theprimary ID on more thanone CNGRNT card,
but an element listedas a primary ID on one CNGRNT card cannotbe listedas a
secondary ID on another CNGRNT card. However, ifa primary ID is also listedas a
secondary ID on the same card, then such secondary IDs are ignored.
• Secondary Element Specification
The same secondary ID cannot be listed as congruent to two or more different
primary IDs.
• Redundant Specifications
Redundant specifications on CNGRNT cards are ignored.
FACTORS AFFECTING CONGRUENT FEATURE EFFICIENCY
As indicated earlier, the use of the congruent feature results in increased
computational efficiency. The degree of efficiency obtained depends on the following
factors some of which can be influenced by the user input specifications:
• Number of Congruent Elements
Clearly, the larger the number of elements in a congruent set and the larger the
number of sets, the higher the savings in CPU time.
• Type of Elements Specified as Congruent
Larger savings in CPU time are obtained for certain element types than for other
element types. Thus, for instance, declaring two IHEX3 elements as congruent will
result in more savings than declaring two IHEX1 elements as congruent.
• Type of Analysis
For a specified congruent set, larger savings are obtained in dynamic analysis
than in static analysis since, in the former, mass and/or damping matrices need to be
computed in addition to stiffness matrices.
• Numbering of Grid Points of the Congruent Elements
Processing is slightly more efficient if the relative order of the numbering of the
grid points of the congruent elements is the same. Thus, for instance, two congruent
quadrilateral plate elements are processed more efficiently if their grid points are
numbered 1-7-4-6 and 12-23-16-20, respectively, than if they were numbered 1-7-4-6
and 11-14-17-15, respectively. In the former case, the grid point numbers of the two
congruent elements increase or decrease in the same order as we go around the elements.
In the latter case, the grid point numbers of the two congruent elements increase or
decrease in different orders as we go around the elements.
SOFTWARE DESIGN OF THE CONGRUENT FEATURE
The preliminary checking of the validity of the data on the CNGRNT bulk data cards
is performed in subroutine IFS1P of the IFP module, but the detailed processing of these
cards is done in subroutine EMGCNG of the EMG module. Besides checking for various
errors in the CNGRNT data, the EMGCNG routine sets up a table of congruent element
IDs in open core. This important table forms the basis for handling congruent elements
subsequently in subroutines EMGPRO and EMGOUT of the EMG module. It is, therefore,
useful to know the manner in which this table is set up. (The detailed manner in which
congruent elements are handled in the EMG module can be ascertained from the source
code and from Reference 3. )
The congruent element table consists of a pair of words for each element (primary
or secondary) specified on a CNGRNT card. The first word of this pair contains the
user-specified ID of the element. The second word of the pair indicates whether the
element identified by the first word is the primary ID of that congruentset or is a
secondary ID of that set. In the case of a secondary ID, the second word of the pair is
a positive integer specifying the open core address of its primary ID. In the case of a
primary ID, the second word of the pair is either zero or a negative integer. Initially,
this word is set to zero in the case of all primary IDs. When the element matrices for
the first element (which is also the lowest numbered element) in a congruent set are
computed, the zero in the corresponding word is changed to the negated open core
address of the element matrix (or dictionary) data.
The second word of any pair of words in the congruent element table thus contains
very important information. If it is a positive integer, then it is a pointer to the
primary ID of that congruent set. If it is zero, then the corresponding ID in the first
word is the primary ID and the element matrices have not yet been computed for that
set. If it is a negative integer, then the corresponding ID in the first word is the
primary ID and the element matrices have been computed for that set and can be obtained
from the open core address information represented by that negative integer. The table
as set up by the EMGCNG routine is sorted on the element lDs in the first words of the
word pairs. An example of a congruent element table is shown in Table 1.
The unique design of the congruent element table allows for a very efficient pro-
cessing of the congruent data by the EMG module. It should be noted that the EMG
module will never mix element matrices for different element types. The EMG module
processes each element type one after another. When it completes the processing of an
element type, the negated open core addresses in the congruent element table (if any)
are replaced by zeroes. Thus, when the processing of the next element type starts,
the congruent element table (if any) has no history or evidence of the processing of the
previous element type. Note also that the design of the table permits the specification
of non-existent element IDs in the CNGRNT data.
EXAMPLES OF CONGRUENT FEATURE USAGE
There are 82 demonstration problems in Level 17.5 of NASTRAN. The congruent
feature is employed in fifteen (15) of these problems. A comparison of the EMG module
CPU times (on IBM S/360-95 computer) for these problems with and without the
congruent feature is presented in Table 2. The savings resulting from the use of the
congruent capability are quite apparent from this table. The most dramatic savings are
obtained in NASTRAN Demonstration Problem Nos. 3-1-2 and 8-1-2 (UMF Problem ID
Nos. 30120 and 80120, respectively) in which the EMG module CPU times are reduced
by more than 99 percent.
SUMMARY
The congruent feature in NASTRAN is explained and the software design charac-
teristics affecting its usage and the factors affecting its efficiency are discussed. The
details pertaining to the software design of the capability are presented. Examples
illustrating the usage of the feature are considered. The results of the paper clearly
demonstrate the role of the congruent feature in increasing computational efficiencies
and its applicability to large-size problems.
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APPENDIX
Input Data Card CNGRNT IdenticalElements Indicator
Description: Designatessecondary element(s) identicalto a primary element.
Format and Example:
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO
CNGRNT PRID SECIDI SECID2 SEClD3 SECID4 SECID5 SECID6 SECID7 abc
CNGRNT II 2 17 34 35 36
+bc SEClD8 SEClD9 -etc.-
Alternate Form
CNGRNT PRID SECIDI "THRU" SECID2
CNGRNT 7 lO THRU 55
Field Contents
PRID Identificationnumber of the primary element (not necessarilythe owest number)
SECIDi Identificationnumber(s) of secondaryelement(s)whose matrices will be identical
(or congruent) to those of the primary element.
Remarks: I. Orientation,geometry, etc. must be truly identical such that the same stiffness,
mass and dampingmatrices are generated in the global coordinatesystem.
2. This feature is automaticallyused by the INPUTmodule.
3. The CNGRNT feature cannot be used when an AXIC card is present in the bulk data deck.
4. An element that has been listedas a primary ID on a CNGRNT card cannot be listedas
a secondary [D on another CNGRNT card. However, if the element is listed as a
secondary [D on the same card, then such secondary [Ds are ignored.
5. The same secondary iDs cannot be listed as congruent to two or more different
primary IDs.
6. Redundant specificationson CNGRNT cards are ignored.
7. The stiffness,mass and damping matrices are actually calculatedfor the lowest
numbered element in the congruent set (even though this elementmay not be the
primary ID).
TABLE 1. - EXAMPLE OF A CONGRUENT ELEMENT TABLE
Open Core Table Table
Location Column 1 Column 2
Z (53) _ 1 54
Z (54) 3 0
Z (55) 7 59
Z (56) 12 54
Z (57) 15 59
ii,
Z (58) 18 54
Z (59) 36 0
Z (60) 40 59
Z (61) 69 54
Note: The above table represents the congruent element table as initially set up
by EMGCNG routine resulting from the processing of two CNGRNT bulk data
cards--one with a primary ID of 3 and secondary IDs of 1, 12, 18 and 69 and
the other with a primary ID of 36 and secondary IDs of 7, 15 and 40.
TABLE 2. - EXAMPLES OF CONGRUENT FEATURE USAGE IN LEVEL 17.5 NASTRAN DEMONSTRATION PROBLEMS
Congruent Element Data EMG Module CPU Times (sec.)*
Saving in EMG Module CPU Time ()brained
UMF Without Using the by Using the Congruent Feature (%)
Example Demonstration Problem Element Number of Number of Using the Congruent Congruent Feature (b) - (a) x 100
No. Problem No. ID No. Type Elements CNGRNT Sets Feature (a) (b) (b)
1 1-3-1 10310 QDMEM 216 1 0.8 8.3 90° 4
2 1-3-2 10320 QDME M1 216 1 i.2 13.5 91.1
3 1-3-3 10330 QDMEM2 216 1 1.5 11.1 86, 5
4 I-8-I 10810 HEXAI 40 1 0.1 3.5 97.1
5 1-9-1 10910 HEXA2 40 1 0o3 7.4 95.9
6 1-11-1 11110 QUAD1 50 1 0.2 7.7 97.4
7 1-13-1 11310 IHEXI 40 5 2.8 16.9 83.4
O 8 1-13-2 11320 IHEX2 2 1 2o7 4.5 40. 0
9 3-1-1 30110 QUAD1 200 1 0.4 15.4 97° 4
i0 3-1-2 30120 QUAD1 800 1 0.8 130.5 99.4
11 5-1-1 50110 TRIAl 80 4 0.7 11.7 94.0
12 8-1-1 80110 QUAD1 I00 1 0.4 5o8 93. i
13 8-1-2 80120 QUADI 400 1 0.4 49.1 99°2
14 14-1-1 140110 QUAD2 10 5 I.7 2.3 26.1
15 15-1-1 150110 BAR } I0 } 5 } 1.4 5.0 72.0QUA.2 20 5I
*All of the above problems were run on the IBM S/360-95 computer°
DEVELOPMENTOF THE LEARJET28/29 WINGUSINGNASTRANANALYSIS
Robert R. Boroughs
Gates Learjet Corporation
SUMMARY
A great deal of the structural development work performed on the Learjet
28/29 wing was accomplished using Nastran analysis. This included the basic
sizing of primary structural members such as wing skins, wing skin splices,
and spar caps, as well as the calculation of preliminary weight estimates
utilizing the weight computation routine in Nastran. The eight spar redundancy
of the Learjet wing made this task somewhat more complex and challenging than
for the more determinate type wing structures. The discussion that follows
describes some of the problems that were encountered and the solutions and
methods that were used.
INTRODUCTION
The Learjet 28/29 wing was the most significantly different derivative
! wing both structurally and aerodynamically, since the introduction of the
Li Learjet Model 23. This wing evolved from the earlier Model 35/36 wing and
_ has been installed on a modified Model 25 fuselage. The most outwardly notice-
able changes to the 28/29 wing from previous Learjet wings were at the wing
tips. Here the two foot extension and tip tank on the Model 35/36 wing were
replaced by a six foot extension and winglet on the 28/29 wing (see Figures
1 & 2). The outward appearance of the 28/29 wing in the inboard section
remained the same as the 35/36 wing, and internally this section still had
eight spars as does the 35/36, but this was where most of the similarity ended.
The wing skin and center line splice plate thicknesses have increased, the
section properties of several of the spar caps have increased, and wing skin
stringers have been extended or added.
This same basic 28/29 wing configuration was later selected as the airfoil
for the Learjet Model 54/55/56 series aircraft. Somegrowth capability was
included in the 28/29 wing for the 50 series aircraft, but the complete detail
structural definition was to be determined further into the 50 series project.
BACKGROUND
Approval to proceed with the development of the Learjet 28/29 aircraft
was received in February of 1977, and work began on the wing structural analysis
using Nastran that same month. The basic objectives established for the wing
structural redesign were to obtain satisfactory margins of safety, minimize
the impact on tooling, keep the weight increases as small as possible, and
complete the certification on a very tight schedule. These goals were to be
achieved while operating under constraints such as limited manpower availability
and increasing lead times for parts and materials. Factors such as these later
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influencedalternativesthat were chosen during the course of this project.
Initialanalyticalwork performedon the 28/29 wing inboardsectionwas
accomplishedusing the 35/36 Nastranwing model describedin NASA TMX-3428
(Ref. 1). This model was later updated in the outboardsectionwith the six
foot extensionand winglet attachmentstructure. Sizing of the structural
memberswas to be accomplishedby a combinationof Nastrananalysis,post
processorprograms,and detail stress analysis. Since the resultsof the 35/36
Nastranwing model had correlatedvery closelywith the experimentaldata from
the 35/36 wing static test, the strategyfor the 28/29 wing qualificationwas
to performlimit load tests on a highly instrumentedwing static test article,
establisha correlationbetweenthe Nastranresultsand experimentaldata at
this point, and qualifythe ultimate load conditionsby analysis using Nastran
resultsfor FAA certification. The advantageof this type of approachwas to
reduce the costs and lead time associatedwith a static test.
MODELDESCRIPTION
Since the 28/29 wing was symmetrical about the aircraft center line, a
half model was used. The Nastran wing model geometry was developed from the
35/36 wing contours inboard of W.S. 181.10 and from the 28/29 wing contours
outboard of W.S. 181.10. The wing surface was divided into a basic mesh which
was defined by the intersection of the spar caps and rib caps. This was further ;_
subdivided in the spanwise direction by breaking these bays into equal incre-
ments where possible. Structural members modeled included the spar caps, rib
caps, and wing skin stringers with RODelements, the spar webs and shear webs
with SHEARelements, and the wing skins and wing skin splices with QDMEM2
elements (See Ref. 2).
Modeling of the wing skins included the effect of sculpturing and contour-
ing, and the lower skin reflected thestiffness of the access doors. The wing
skin stringers were modeled by dividing the stringer areas in half and lumping
each half as a separate element with the adjacent spar cap. This was done in
order to simplify the modeling and conserve degrees of freedom. There were
four different splice plates on the 28/29 wing skin. These were the upper and
lower splices at W.S.O.O0 and the upper and lower splices at W.S.181.10 where
the six foot wing extension was attached. The finite element representation
reflected the contour and taper characteristics that had been machined into
these members.
The six foot extension geometry was basically an extension of the taper
and contour of the inboard_ng section. The inboard eight spars were continued
into the six foot extension, and two additional spars were added in the trailing
edge. This spar addition was incorporated to provide stiffness and an internal
load path for forces developed by the winglet, since the winglet was mounted
very near the trailing edge of the wing. The winglet attachment Structure was
modeled from W.S. 244.10 to winglet station 6.00. This structure included spars
five through ten and the winglet skin in this area. RODelements were used to
model the winglet spar caps, SHEARelements were used to model the winglet spar
webs, and QDMEM2elements were used to model the winglet skin. Beyond winglet
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station 6.00 the winglet structure was modeled strictly as a load fixture using
Nastran BARelements (See Fig. 3).
Constraints for the model were applied in the spanwise direction at the
W.S.O.O0 spar caps, and in the vertical direction at the wing attachment
fittings at spars 2, 5, 7 and 8, and in the fore-aft direction at spar 5. Ten
basic load conditions were examined during the static analysis. These cases
consisted of positive and negative gust loads as well as various landing loads.
STRUCTURALCONFIGURATIONDEFINITION
Preliminary design analysis of the existing 35/36 wing structure had
revealed that larger section properties or higher allowables would be necessary
to sustain the increased 28/29 loads. During the initial phase of wing redesign
strong emphasis was placed on retention and utilization of existing tooling.
This was done in an attempt to keep tooling costs and the parts count down and
simplify the fabrication and assembly process. Consequently, several different
configurations were analyzed where the wing skin was selected as the primary
member for material addition with reinforcement of the spar caps in localized
areas as the secondary means of material addition. This type of approach
normally has been reserved to supersonic airfoil construction where a thin
wing chord section eliminates many possible structural configurations (See Ref.
3), but in this situation the constraints were more cost oriented.
Each successive configuration examined had a thicker skin than the preced-
ing configuration, but many of the spar caps still had unacceptably high stress
levels. By this time the weight increases had become substantial and the impact
of this parameter on flight performance had become a serious factor. Conse-
quently, this approach was eliminated as an acceptable solution for obtaining
the basic design goals.
A new approach was then chosen where the emphasis was placed on increasing
the spar cap areas in combination with the wing skin thickness as the means for
developing satisfactory stress levels. Based on the wing skin studies that
were conducted earlier, a wing skin configuration was selected for the 28/29
wing. The thickness of these skins were slightly greater than the existing
35/36 wing skins, but the total thickness was also considerably less than most
of the other configurations previously examined. The material selected for
both the upper surface and lower surface was 2014-T6. This was the same mate-
rial that had been used on the upper surface of the 35/36wing, but on the
lower surface the 2014-T6 was used in place of 2024-T3. Selection of
this material was influenced to a great extent by raw stock lead times
in effect during that period, as well as the change in loads from the
35/36 wing to the 28/29 wing.
Using the basic wing skin selected from the previous studies, spar cap
areas were increased in the regions where the margins of safety were deficient.
This process initially concentrated on the wing section inboard of the landing
gear rib where the stresses were the highest. When this region was improved
to satisfactory levels, the process was expanded to the region outboard of the
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landing gear rib, and from there on out to the winglet attachment structure.
A localized buckling analysis which has been described in NASATMX-3428
(Ref. 1) was used to determine the non-linear effect of wing skin buckling on
the spar cap stresses. This analysis generally required several iterations
before a convergent solutionwas obtained.
INTERNALLOADSREDISTRIBUTION
Redundancy in the 28/29 wing with the multiple spar construction has some
very distinct advantages for fail safe capability, but this same asset makes
the structure somewhat more difficult to analyze. Nastran finite element
analysis has made this task more manageable and has permitted a better under-
standing of this complex structure. As the first series of iterations on the
inboard spar cap areas were approaching a convergent solution, there was ob-
served a significant redistribution of internal loads from the previous con-
figuration. As material was added to the critical sections, there appeared to
be a significant redistribution of internal loads from the less critical areas
into the more critical areas (See Fig. 4). Although stress levels decreased
in the critical areas, these levels did not decrease linearly with the increase
in spar cap area, and the stress levels in the non-critical regions also de-
creased at the same time. This reduction in stress level in the non-critical
areas may have seemed to indicate that material could have been removed from
these areas to help reduce weight, but there was obviously another factor to
consider. Further area reductions in the non-critical regions would have
increased the stresses in the critical regions further, and created a need for
more material additions in those regions. This redistribution of internal
loads into a few key structural members also raised serious questions as to
whether an effective and efficient fail safe qualification could be used for
a structure defined in this manner.
As a result of the concern for maintaining an effective and efficient fail
safe capability for the 28/29 configuration, a different approach was selected
for establishment of the spar cap section properties. This new approach
emphasized maintaining.an internal load and stress level balance across the
chord section of°4_ wlng. This was accomplished by initially assigning equalareas to each spar caps from the leading edge to the trailing edge,
and increasing each spar cap area by an equal increment for each iteration
until a satisfactory margin of safety was achieved for the critical member.
This worked out quite well and the weight penalties were not quite as severe
as was seen in the first approach (See Fig. 5). After acceptable margins of
safety were achieved in the critical spars, area reductions were then made
on some of the less critical spars. These spars were generally located
near the leading edge of the wing and the trailing edge of the wing. These
spars were not generally highly loaded, and the reduction in these spar cap
areas had little impact on the other spars. Further weight reductions were
made by tapering the spar caps in the spanwise direction.
A new material was also chosen for the spar caps inboard of the landing
gear rib in order to obtain higher allowables that were more compatible with
the wing skin allowables and to also help reduce the weight of these members.
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This material was 7075-T73 extrusion, and in addition to the improved allowable
values this material also had improved stress corrosion resistant properties
over some of the other 7000 series aluminum alloys,
Improvement of the upper surface capability outboard of the landing gear
rib was another area which received considerable attention. On previous
Learjets the spar caps in this region had been constructed from bent up sheet
metal channels which tapered in thickness from the inboard end to the outboard
end as opposed to the extruded caps attached to shear webs in the inboard
section. All of the spar caps in the wing section outboard of W.S. 53 were of
nearly equal areas; thus maintaining a fairly even internal loads distribution.
The margins of safety for these members were generally not as deficient as the
inboard spar caps, and other methods were used to correct the low margins than
were used in the inboard region.
The bucklinq analysis that was mentioned earlier revealed that there were
a number of panels that indicated advanced stages of buckling. To help
relieve the spar cap stresses existing stringers that were used on the 35/36
wing were extended further into the outboard sections, and stringers were added
to some bays where no stringers had existed previously. This not only caused
the skins to carry more load in compression, but also added more basic area
very near the outside fiber to help reduce the bending stresses on the spar
caps. In some areas the use of wing skin stringers was not sufficient to
obtain satisfactory stress levels and local reinforcements were added.
PRELIMINARYWEIGHTESTIMATES
Preliminary weight estimates were arrived at with the aid of the weight
calculation routine in Nastran. Two PARAMcards were inserted into the Bulk
Data deck. The first PARAMcard called out the GRDPNToption, and the second
card called out the WTMASSfeature. Accordingly, density factors were added
to all of the material cards. A model 35/36 wing was run first to determine a
base line weight upon which weight increases for the 28/29 wing would be
determined. Although this routine does not include such detail factors as
fuel sealer weights, control mechanism weights, and other miscellaneous factors,
the preliminary weight estimates were still considered to be a reasonably
accurate measure of weight increase over the 35/36 wing.
DOWNBENDINGANALYTICALQUALIFICATION
Originally both the up bending and down bending ultimate load conditions
were proposed to be qualified by analysis. Although there was a great deal
of analytical work done on the up bending load condition, this load case was
eventually qualified by static test due to the tight schedule and lack of man
power availability that was prevalent at that time. However, the ultimate
down bending load case was certified by analysis. The down bending load condi-
tion was not as critical as the up bending load condition, and the 28/29 wing
did not require nearly as much rework for this condition as was necessary for
the up bending condition. A comparison of the 28/29 down bending loads with
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the 35/36 down bending loads showed that the 28/29 loads were greater than the
35/36 loads, but not by a large amount, Considering the material additions to
the lower wing skin thickness, there was very good reason to expect that the
stress levels might be very nearly the same.
To achieve this analytical qualification a correlation was first established
between the35/36 wing static test strain levels and the 35/36 Nastran strain
levels inboard of W.S. 181.10. A comparison was then made between the 35/36
Nastran strain and the 28/29 Nastran strain levels. Im almost every location
the 28/29 wing Nastran strain levels were less than or equal to the 35/36
Nastran strain levels. In those areas where the 28/29 wing down bending strains
exceeded the 35/36 down bending strains margins of safety were calculated, and
in all cases these margins of safety were shown to be more than adequate.
The wing structure between W.S. 181.10 and 244.10 commonly referred to as
the si× foot extension was qualified by analysis and proof load tests.
Generally the stress levels in this section were low and had quite high
margins of safety. The structure outboard of W.S. 244.10 consisted
entirely of the winglet and winglet attachment structure. Due to the
complexity of this member, certification was accomplished with a static
test for both the up bending and down bending conditions. Typical plots
Showing the relationship between the 35/36 wing experimental data, the
35/36 Nastran wing data, and the 28/29 Nastran wing data have been shown
in Figures 6 thru 9.
STATIC TEST UP BENDINGCORRELATION
There were over 400 strain gages installed on the 28/29 wing static test
article. This was more than twice the number of gages installed on any previous
Learjet wing test. All the strain gages were installed on the right hand wing
to simplify the installation and instrumentation. During the static test these
gages were monitored on a cathode ray tube (CRT) using an interactive graphics
program. This program provided a quick means of monitoring the status of the
static test article and identifying areas that could become critical. Upon
commandthe program would list the top 15 gages in tension and compression on
the CRTas well as on a hard copy printer. Warnings were also issued for non-
linear gages above a certain strain level, and individual stress versus load
plots could be obtained within seconds for any strain gage channel. Using
previously calculated Nastran stresses in key areas, a comparison was made
with the appropriate strain gage channel to determine whether the test was
proceeding as planned. This approach proved extremely valuable in monitoring
and controlling the static test (See Fig. I0).
At the conclusion of the static test the strain gage results were used for
a more detailed comparison with Nastran analytical results. The correlation
of this experimental data with the Nastran data was generally very good for
the majority of strain gage locations. Agreement was probably best in the
wing section outboard of the landing gear rib where the structure was most
uniform. Correlation in the section inboard of the landing gear rib was good,
but in some locations there was more noticeable deviation which appeared to
be significantly influenced by structural cutouts and discontinuities in the
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vicinity of the gage attachment. Figure 11 shows the strain values on the spar
5 upper cap, and Figure 12 shows the strain values on the spar 5 lower cap.
These values correlate quite well except in the area of the carry through
fittings at wing station 53. These fittings were installed to maintain con-
tinuity of the spar caps which were interupted by the landing gear rib at this
point,
Correlation of the strain gage values and the Nastran results were shown
in Figure 13 for the spar 4 upper cap and in Figure 14 for the spar 4 lower
cap. Again agreement was generally very good except in a couple of areas.
The first area was mentioned previously in regard to spar 5 in the vicinity of
the landing gear rib. The other area of some deviation was in the area adjacent
to the W.S. 181.10 rib. Here the wing skins were discontinuous and were spliced
by a fingered and contoured splice plate both upper and lower. The spars were
also discontinuous in this region, and splices were installed for spar cap
continuity,
RESULTSAND CONCLUSIONS
The Model 28/29 wing development at Learjet was significantly influenced
by Nastran analysis. Configuration development and member sizing were performed
much more accurately and faster than could have been done previously. This
permitted Learjet to determine the impact of changes in the wing structural
arrangement and member section properties on stress levels, internal loads,
and aircraft weight at a much earlier point in the wing development.
Substantiation of the 28/29 wing was accomplished by a combination of
testing and analysis where Nastran was the basis for much of the analytical
work. During the static test phase of certification there were no structural
failures in the 28/29 wing due to any of the design load conditions, Correla-
tion of the analytical results with the experimental data was generally very
good except in areas where there were discontinuities. The ultimate down
bending load condition was qualified by Nastran analysis which reduced the
cost and lead time for this segment of the certification.
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TENSIONING OF A BELT AROUNDA DRUM USING _E ELEMENT*
C. H. S. Chen
The BFGoodrich Company
SUMMARY
A class of problem which can be solved by using the membrane element
approach is that in which the membrane surface is either unchanged or allowed
to undergo a given amount of transverse displacement. A problem belonging to
the latter case is the tensioning of a belt around the drum. In this paper
the belt tension increase due to drum edge wear or material trapped between
_he drum and the belt is investigated and some interesting results are
obtained. In both eases the increase in belt tension is due to the additional
stretching of the belt resulting from the drum radius change rather than from
the transverse deflection of the belt.
INTRODUCTION
One shortcoming of the NASTRAN membrane elements is that in their for-
mulations the coupling between bending and stretching is neglected (Ref. I).
In other words, the in-plane strains are independent of the transverse dis-
placements. As a result, the use of NASTRAN membrane elements is very
restricted. One class of problems which permits the use of the membrane
elements is that in which the membrane surface is either unchanged (such as
in a plane stress elasticity problem) or is allowed to undergo given amounts
of transverse displacement. In either case, the applied load vectors should
always be in the plane of themembrane element. This means that in this class
of problems the membrane elements can not take either a normal pressure load
or a concentrated load. The problem of belt tensioning around a drum can be
classified into that particular class of problem and is used here as an
example,
ANALYSIS
This paper demonstrates an application of the membrane element to the
problem of the tensioning of a conveyer belt which wraps around a drum. The
conveyer belt to be considered has one row of longitudinal wire cable
reinforcement placed in a thin sheet of rubber. Conventionally the wire
cables are equally spaced across the width of the belt. The dimensions of the
belt cross-section and the drum diameter are such that the assumption of the
* The author wishes to acknowledge The BFGoodrich Company for thepermission
to publish this paper,
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belt as a membrane structure in the conventional engineering sense can be
justified. The belt is assumed to be orthotropic linear elastic and its
in-plane material properties are derived using composite material theory.
In particular the well known Halpin-Tsai equations are used by knowing the
constituent properties and the wire volume ratio (Ref. 2). The tensioning
of the belt considered here comes from the counterweight which is needed to
develop sufficient friction between the belt and drum so that the belt can
be driven when the driving pulley turns.
We are particularly interested in investigating the stresses developed
in the belt under the following situations:
(1) When the drum edges wear out,
(2) When there is material trapped between the belt and the drum,
(3) When both the drum edge wearing and the material trapping occur.
In all three eases there are dangers of an increase in cable tension
which affects the belt safety.
The trapped material considered here is in the form of a narrow strip
wrapping around the drum for the entire region of belt-drum contact. Figure I
shows the modeling of a belt using isoparametric quadralateral membrane
elements. This belt has 180 degree contact with the drum (called 180 degree
wrap angle), but because of symmetry only one half of the wrap angle is
included in the model. The drum is not modeled in the problem since it is
considered to be rigid. The belt-drum contact region extends from grid point
I to grid point 7 as ShOWn in Figure I. The fine grids are used at the edge
regions of the belt for convenience in examining different degree of the drum
edge wear. The width of the edge regions is arbitrarily assumed.
The tensioning of the belt is simulated by imposing at the straight end
of the belt (marked by gr_d points IX and 187) a specified amount of uniform
displacement while retaning the wrapped end at the half-wrap angle (marked by
grid points I and 177) ur_oved, The drum edge wearing is simulated by allow-
ing the grid points in the belt edge regions to be unrestrained in the radial
direction. The trapped materials between the belt and the drum is simulated
by specifying at the appropriate grid points within the belt-drum contact a
specified amount of radial displacement. For all three cases just mentioned,
the loaded belt can be said to have well defined surfaces and thus the
membrane elements can be satisfactorily applied.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The belt under consideration has the following dimensional and material
property characteristics :
$4
Ratio of edge region width (2de) to center region width (2de) = 2de/2dc
= 0.35
Ratio of belt thickness (t) to drum radius (R) = t/R = 1/22.529
Ratio of belt thickness (t) to belt total width (2de. 2do) = t/2(do+ 2do)
1/78
Ratio of longitudinal Young's modulus (El! to transverse Ynung's
modulus (_) = El/_ = 160.417
Ratio of the height of trapped material (h) to drum radius (R) = h/R
--1131.
The specific amount of displacement required at the straight end (or far
end) of the belt to produce a given amount of belt tension is obtained by
interpolation between several solutions. Once the element stress (O-e) is
known the cable force (F) can be calculated thus,
F = O-e/Z1
where E and A are the Young's modulus and the cross sectional area of the
reinforcing cables respectively.
Figure 2 shows the results of the cable force when there is no drum edge
wear, whereas Figure 3 shows that when there is complete drum edge wear. They
are all normalized with respect to the ideal uniform cable force (Fo) when the
drum has no edge wear and there is no trapped material. Fo is obtained either
by dividing the total belt tension by the number of cables or using the
equation after the I_STRAN run. The force profiles of Figures 2 and 3 are
those along the line of the half-wrap angle where the peaks are always found
to be max--. Five locations of the trapped material are examined. These
locations are the belt oenterline and four other l_catlons at distances of
de/4 , de/2, 3d0/4 and de away from the belt centerline. Here do is the half-
width of the belt center region.
It can be seen fr_ Figures 2 and 3 that, for this particular case, the
cable force (or stress) increases by about 3.3 times due to material trapping
alone, about 1.3 times due to drum edge wear alone and about 4 times due to
the combination of the two. These clearly indicate the danger of material
trapping and excessive drum edge wear. Figures 2 and 3 also reveal that the
force or stress concentration is highly local in nature and that the peak
values appear to be independent of the location of the trapped material.
These imply that the interactions between the cables are not very strong and
they decay fast. This fact suggests that in the simplified analysis the cable
interaction can be neglected.
CONCLUDING R_4ARKS
Using the problem of tensioning of a belt as an example, the present
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paper has pointed out a class of problems which can be adequately solved by
using NASTRAN membrane elements. This class of problems are such that the
middle surface of the membrane is either undeformed or undergoes a specified
amount of deflection. We have studied the effects of material trapping and
drum edge wear on the cable tension in a belt. It should be noted here that
the material trapped between the drum and belt is of a special form that has
the equvalent effect of increasing the_drum radius. The increase of the belt
tension really comes from the additional stretching of the bel_ resulting from
the growth of the dz_m radius rather than due to the transverse deflection of
the membrane.
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THERMAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF SYMMETRIC SHELLS
SUBJECTED TO ASYMMETRIC tHERMAL LOADS*
Gordon R. Negaard
ANAMET Laboratories, Incorporated
SUMMARY
This paper presents a study of the performance of the NASTRAN level 16.0
axisymmetric solid elements when subjected to both symmetric and asymmetric
thermal loading. A ceramic radome was modeled using both the CTRAPRG and
the CTRAPAX elements. The thermal loading applied contained severe gradients
through the thickness of the shell. Both elements were found to be more
sensitive to the effect of the thermal gradient than to the aspect ratio of
the elements. Analysis using the CTRAPAX element predicted much higher ther-
mal stresses than the analysis using the CTRAPRG element, prompting studies of
models for which theoretical solutions could be calculated. It was found that
the CTRAPRG element solutions were satisfactory, but that the CTRAPAX element
was very geometry dependent. This element produced erroneous results if the
geometry was allowed to vary from a rectangular cross-section. The most sat-
isfactory solution found for this type of problem was to model a small segment
of a symmetric structure with isoparametric solid elements and apply the
cyclic symmetry option in NASTRAN.
INTRODUCTION
Two recent studies have been conducted to determine stresses in ceramic
radomes due to asymmetric thermal loadings. Transient thermal loads in both
studies produced much sharper temperature gradients through the thickness of
the shell than along the surface. For this reason, shell elements could not
be used and it was necessary to use a formulation capable of modeling a three-
dimensional temperature distribution. In the first study, four layers of
NASTRAN level 16.0 twenty node isoparametric bricks (CIHEX2) of various thick-
nesses were used to construct a radome model (Fig. I). The thermal loading
simulated a threat level laser irradiation. The results were found to be very
dependent upon matching the nodal spacing to the temperature distribution and
a problem size limitation was reached where economics prohibited creating a
finer model which would be less sensitive to the temperature gradient.
In the second study, the thermal loading simulated both axisymmetric and
non-axisymmetric aerodynamic heating. The structure was modeled with a
CTRAPAX axisymmetric element capable of handling both loading cases. The nodal
point temperatures for an axisymmetric thermal load case are shown in Figure 2,
*The work described herein was performed by the Aerospace Structures Informa-
tion & Analysis Center (ASIAC) at the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory,
WPAFB, Ohio under Air Force Contract F33615-77-C-3046.
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which also illustrates the modeling of the radome nose-tip. The grid illus-
trated represents the third iteration of the mesh size. The initial grid had
the same spacing through the thickness but was several times coarser in the
axial direction. This resulted in temperature gradients between nodal points
of as much as 600°R. The NASTRAN results predicted unrealistically high
stresses which were at first thought to be a function of the temperature gra-
dient. The grid shown in Figure 2 reduced these gradients to less than 300°R,
however, the stress levels were still not believable. A switch to CTRAPRG
elements produced maximum compressive stresses of about 21000 psi, which
agreed well with a SAAS III analysis and indicated that the CTRAPAX elements
were indeed predicting erroneous stresses. These cases had been conducted
with temperature dependent material properties so both elements were run with
the temperature dependence removed, however this chan_ed the results only
slightly, eliminating this also as a possible source of the error.
At this point, the reason for the variations in the stresses predicted by
the two elements were unknown. A preliminary study on a hollow cylinder had
shown almost identical answers for both a linearly and logarithmically vary-
ing radial temperature distribution for the two elements. Various ways of
modeling the radome with triangles and quadrilateral elements were investigated
to determine if the problem was a function of modeling techniques. This did
not appear to be so since all combinations of the AX elements produced similar
stresses and the RG elements likewise produced a set of similar stresses.
Figures 3 and 4 compare hoop stresses for the two elements and show that the
CTRAPAX element predicts a ridiculously high stress of more then 600,000 psi
in the same area. Since only the CTRAPAX and CTRIAAX elements could handle
asymmetric loading, it was necessary to determine the reliability of these
elements before continuing with the asymmetric aerodynamic heating case.
SYMBOLS
= thermal expansion coefficient
V = poisson's ratio
E = young's modulus
T = temperature field
q = stress
t = thickness
b = radius
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DISC ANALYSIS
In order to determine why the CTRAPAX and CTRAPRG elements produced
differing results for the radome model, a simple disc model restrained at the
outer circumference and which had known theoretical solutions was chosen (ref.
i). Both a quadratically varying radial temperature and a linearly varying
axial temperature could be applied as shown in Table i. The model and cross-
sections of the axisymmetric model using rectangular elements are shown in
Figure 7. For this model, both types of elements produced exact theoretical
answers for aspect ratios varying from 1.0 to i0.0 for temperature independent
material properties for combinations of radially and axially varying temper-
atures. This eliminated aspect ratios and two-dimensional temperature gra-
dients as being responsible for the differing results in the radome. There
was no theoretical solution for temperature dependent material properties,
however, both elements still produced identical answers. This left geometry
of the elements as the only likely remaining candidate for the source of
error.
The geometry of the elements was changed so that all elements had at
least one skewed side instead of being rectangular (Fig. 7). This model was
then run with only the radially varying temperature distribution. These runs
produced results that definitely proved that the CTRAPAX elements produced
incorrect results when a non-rectangular cross-section is used. For the
temperature independent results, the CTRAPRG elements produced results which
matched the theoretical solution exactly, while the CTRAPAX elements gave
radial and hoop stresses sixty to one hundred per cent too high. Even worse,
these elements predicted axial stresses almost as high as the axial and radial
stresses while the CTRAPRG results agreed with the theoretical solution of
zero stress. The temperature dependent material runs predicted stresses that
followed the same pattern but of course could not be compared to a theoretical
solution. These results are shown in Figures 8 through ii.
This analysis showed that the CTRAPRG element appeared to produce
reliable results while confirming that the CTRAPAX element could not be trust-
ed in a model requiring the use of non-rectangular element shapes, essentially
ruling out the use of the CTRAPAX element in a model simulating a radome
shape. Since only the CTRAPAX andCTRIAAX elements can be used for axisym-
metric models subjected to non-axisymmetric loads, it was necessary to look
for an alternate way of solving the asymmetric aerodynamic heating problem.
RiNG ANALYSIS
The cyclic symmetry option in NASTRAN was examined to determine if better
results for symmetric structures subjected to an asymmetric thermal load
could be obtained. A ring subjected to a temperature distribution of the
form T=To (RK)cos(ne) was chosen because theoretical solutions could be
obtained (ref.2). The model of the ring is shown in Figure 12. Both thirty
degree and ten degree wedge shapes were examined, requiring twelve and thirty-
six cases respectively when runningcyclic symmetry. The model cross-section
was deliberately made as similar to the previous disc analysis as possible
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including the use of skewed elements shapes exactly as used in the previous
section. Table 2 describes the formulation of the temperatures used as input
and the resulting hoop and radial stresses to be expected. The axial stress
should be identically zero. The actual stresses obtained at several radii
are shown in Tables 3 and 4 for both ten and thirty degree wedges with skewed
and non-skewed geometry. It can be seen that skewness had little effect ex-
cept for the radial stress in the outermost elements in the ten degree wedge.
The axial stresses tended to be less than ten percent of the lower of the
radial or hoop stress except at the outer fiber. It was discovered that the
axial stresses could be made smaller by making the ring thinner, thus approach-
ing a state of plane stress more closely. Selected plots of hoop stress are
shown as Figures 13, 14 and 15. It can be seen in these figures that as the
wedge becomes narrower, it appears to approach the theoretical solution as a
limit.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In order to make a comparison of the computer costs of cyclic symmetry
against the use of the axisymmetric elements, a ring model with the same
geometry using the CTRAPAX elements with non-skewed geometry and temperature
input at every fifteen degrees as shown in Table i was examined. This pro-
duced almost exact theoretical answers, remembering that the CTRAPAX element
required that the element shapes be rectangular while the cyclic symmetry
option did not have this limitation. The following is a comparison of the
running time on the CDC CYBER 74, _sing level 16.0 NASTRAN with 32 elements
in each model.
CYCLIC SYMMETRY TECHNIQUE AXISYMMETRIC TECHNIQUE
(30 ° Wedge) (i0° Wedge) (15° Increments)
CM(octal) 165,000 170,000 250,000
CP(sec) 445 1,200 2,681
10(sec) 333 869 307
These results indicate that the cyclic symmetry option in NASTRAN is
better suited to the solution of a general axisymmetric problem under asymmet-
ric loading than the axisymmetric technique. A practical upper limit to the
size problem that can be solved with cyclicsymmetry remains to be determined.
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TABLE1. PARAMETERSUSEDIN DISCMODEL
DISCPROPERTIES RADIALTEMPERATUREANDSTRESSVARIATION
I
b (OUTERADIUS- 10.0 INCHES T(r) - To + (Ti- To)[1 - r,,,_,2 ]
b2
t (THICKNESS)MAX - 0.4 INCH <Jrr (r) - -¼ E a (Ti- To)[ 3-u r21---'_"- b2 ]
_" t (THICKNESS)MIN = 0.04 INCH %_ (r) -- -¼ E(x (Ti- To)[ 3-,,,._u3r2 ]
1" tl b2
E = 107PSI Ozz (r) = o
AXIALTEMPERATUREANDSTRESSVARIATION
II
a = 10"6 IN/IN/°R
T (z) -- lO00z
E(z T(z)
o rr (z)= (_6e(z)= 2 (l-u)
_zz (z) = o
FB 7-9-126 --4
TABLE2. PARAMETERSUSEDIN RINGMODEL
RINGPROPERTIES TEMPERATUREANDSTRESSVARIATION
I
b (OUTERADIUS)--- 1.0 INCH T (r,8) -- To (b)2 cos
a (INNERRADIUS)-- 0.2 INCH err (r,#) -- E a To Bk cos
t (THICKNESS)= 0.08 INCH G,, (r.#) = E rx To Dk cos
E = 107PSI
r Bk Dk
.2 0,0 .1202
a = 10.6 IN/IN/°R .3 .03258 .1177
.4 .04408 .1163
.5 .04808 .1024
.6 .04696 .07364
,7 .04144 .02929
.8 .03170 -.03088
.9 .01788 -.1070
1.0 0.0 -.1990
TABLE 3, STRESSES IN 30° WEDGE MODEL AS A
FUNCTION OF ANGLE AND RADIUS
RING WITHUNSKEWED ELEMENTS RING WIIHSKEWED tLEMENTS
RADIUS THETA RADIAL HOOP AXIAL RADIAL HOOP- AXIAL(INCHES) (DEGREES)
,25 0 41 187 -4 42 187 -3
30,0 35 162 -4 36 162 -2
60,0 20 93 -2 21 94 -2
90,0 0 0 0 0 0 0
,55 0 87 158 8 87 158 9
30,0 76 137 7 76 137 8
60,0 43 79 4 44 79 5
90,0 0 0 0 0 0 0
,95 0 26 -221 43 26 -221 43
30,0 23 -192 37 22 -192 37
60,0 13 -Ill 22 13 -Ill 21
90,0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TABLE4. STRESSESIN10° WEDGEMODELASA
FUNCTIONOFANGLEANDRADIUS
RING WITH RING WITH
UNSKEWED ELEMENTS SKEWED ELEMENTS
RADIUS THETA RADIAL HOOP AXIAL RADIAL HOOP AXIAL
(INCHES) (DEGREES)
,25 0 46 224 -8 50 224 -5
30 40 194 -7 43 194 -5
60 23 112 -4 25 112 -3
90 0 0 0 0 0 0
,55 0 i01 178 0 102 180 2
30 87 154 0 89 156 1
60 50 89 0 51 90 1
90 0 0 0 0 0 0
.95 0 28 -276 33 18 -279 33
30 25 -239 28 16 -242 29
60 14 -138 16 9 -140 17
90 0 0 0 0 0 0
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STRESS CONCENTRATIONS IN SCREW THREADS
G. Peter O'Hara
US Army Armament Research and Development Command
Benet Weapons Laboratory, LCWSL
Watervliet Arsenal, Watervliet, NY 12189
SUMMARY
The concept of stress concentration in screw threads is defined as a ratio
of maximum fillet stress normalized to shear transfer rate. The data is
presented as a plot of fillet stress vs. radial stress for a particular thread
form. The Heywood equation is used to generate the basic plots and NASTRAN is
used to extend the analysis to the case both where flanks of an individual thread
tooth are in contact and the case where a finite axial stress is superimposed.
INTRODUCTION
The concept that stress or flow lines concentrate around various structural
discontinuities is very old and has been the subject of many thousands of books
and technical papers. It is convenient to express this concept in terms of a
stress concentration factor (K) using the simple equation:
_max = K qnon
Where K is a ratio between the maximum stress and some nominal stress, the single
book "Stress Concentration Factors" by R. E. Peterson (ref. I) is a compilation
of the work included in some 378 references. The bulk of this work is contained
on graphs which are plots of K vs. some geometry factor and most use a family of
curves to show the effect of some other geometry factor. These plots provide
both useful numeric information and a quick visual picture of the structural
response.
The concept of stress concentration in screw threads is rather elusive and
in fact there is little work done on stresses in threads. R. B. Heywood (ref. 2)
published an empirical equation for the maximum fillet stress which was used in
the work of Weigle, Lasselle and Purtell (ref. 3) as a guide in trying to improve
fatigue life of cannon breech rings. Later this author demonstrated that the
Heywood equation would give accurate numeric data when the boundary conditions
were closely controlled (ref. 4).
However, most work with screw threads seems to be done for specific cases
such as the fine work of M. Heyinyi (ref. 5) who investigated bolt shank and
nut design in Witworth threaded bolts. This type of analysis using three
dimensional photoelasticity was also used by W. F. Franz (ref. 6) and J. D.
Chalupnik (ref. 7). A further attempt at optimizing a thread form was done by
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R. L. Marino and W. F. Riley (ref. 8).
In all of these works the calculated stress concentration factor is differ-
ent for each thread in the system. It would seem that if the stress concentra-
tion factor is properly defined something should be a constant for all threads
of a specific shape. In his original paper, Heywood demonstrated part of the
problem. The stress in the fillet is the result of two factors. First, is the
stress due to the load on the individual thread tooth and second, is the stress
due to the general stress field or the axial stress (_a) near the thread fillet.
In this paper I will add effect due to friction and normalize all stresses to
the average shear transfer rate (TR).
When the friction force and the force due to the "wedge" effect of the
loaded flank of the thread are combined a radial (normal) force is produced
which can be averaged into the radial stress (Gr)" The fillet stress (GF) can
be expressed as the sum of two functions.
In the above equation the first function (GI) is the relation between
fillet stress and the load on the individual thread tooth. The second function
(G2) is the factor due to the general stress field. Alpha (@), beta (8) and
are the thread geometry factors. The angle (8) is in both functions because
they do not maximize at the same position in the fillet. In this paper the
shear transfer rate is defined as the net load supported by the thread divided
by the area at the pitch line. The direction of the net load is parallel to
the pitch line and in the analysis this component of the force will be unity.
The radial stress (_r) and axial stress (_a) are normalized to the shear transfer
rate.
The above discussion relates to a normal screw thread problem where only
one flank of a particular thread contacts one flank of a mating thread. In
some structures the relative displacement in the radial direction across the
threaded connection is such that the radial gap in the threads is closed and
both flanks of each thread carry loado Under these conditions the radial
component of the loads add together to produce high negative or compressive
radial stress across the joint. The axial loads oppose each other and the
pressure on the primary flank must become very high to overcome the secondary
flank load. This is not a common condition; however, it may become very impor-
tant in the cannon breech-to-tube connection.
THREAD GEOMETRY
The thread geometry parameters are Shown in Figure 1 and in this report
all linear dimensions will be normalized to pitch (P). The primary geometry
parameters are the primary flank angle (G), the secondary flank (B) and the root
radius R. These, in conjunction with the pitch space (PI), define the basic
thread geometry. Other factors are required to insure a practical thread which
will fit together. The addendum (AD) and dedundum (DD) dimensions sum to the
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total height (HT). The tip radius (RT) eliminates a sharp corner and helps to
support the bearing surface. The root flat (FLAT) is often used to make up for
the root radius tolerance. The bearing height (Z) is used to calculate the
average bearing stress and the shear length (S) is used to calculate the maximum
shear-out failure load.
This complicated system is simplified by the fact that we must deal with
a small set of standard thread forms. In this report detailed analysis has been
done on the British Standard Buttress thread and Heywood analysis has also been
done on the controlled root bolt thread or "J" thread and the Watervliet Arsenal
Buttress used on cannon breeches. The nominal dimensions for these threads are
shown in Table I.
TABLE I. THREAD GEOMETRY DEFINITION
British Watervliet 30 "V"
Buttress Buttress .... (Rolled)
7° 20° 30°
45° 45° 30°
0.1205 0.1333 0.1804
P1 0.500 0.5276 0.500
HT 0.5059 0.4787 0.6077
RT 0.00 000480 0.1083
FLAT 0.0 0.0 0.0
LOADING PARAMETERS
The Heywood load parameters are also shown in Figure 1. They are a point
force (W) applied at some position (b) in the loaded flank with a friction
angle (y). This scheme can be repeated many times on the loaded flank to
produce some load distribution curve. The following loading assumptions are
made:
1. The total load vector parallel to the datum line is unity.
2. The load distribution is uniform.
3. Friction does not vary along the flank.
The first assumption given allows the normalization of stresses to shear
transfer rate and the other two establish a simple loading case.
Under conditions of high radial compressive load, it is possible for
threads to be pushed together until both flanks contact. This condition will
be discussed later. Under normal conditions only the primary flanks contact on
the thread and the radial stress become a function of the flank angle _ and the
friction angle y:
_r = tan (s-y)
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Note that friction becomes a signed variable depending on the relative displace-
ment of the two components of the structure.
In the above discussion the general field or axial stress is assumed to be
zero. In the NASTRAN finite element analysis the axial stress was simulated by
the use of a constraint subcase in which the relative axial displacement
between the two radial boundaries was fixed by the use of scalar points and
multipoint constraint equations. The radial displacements on these planes were
made equal for congruent points. The radial displacement of the inner axial
boundary was set equal to the Poisson contraction of a solid bar.
HEYWOOD ANALYSIS
The Heywood equation is shown in Figure 2. This is a semi-emperical equa-
tion that was fit to a large body of photoelastic data. It calculates maximum
fillet stress for a point load on the primary flank of a thread using a specific
friction angle. In order to simulate a uniform load distribution, the results
are averaged for seven different "b" values evenly distributed over the flank.
The process has been programmed into a program called HEY40. The calculations
have been done for many standard thread forms, and the three reported in Figure
3, have been defined in Table I. This plot of fillet stresses plotted against
radial stress will be referred to as the "thread characteristic curve". This
curve covers a friction angle range of -45 ° to 45° or a coefficient of friction
range of -1.0 to 1.0.
In Heywood's photoelastic experiments he was careful to transfer the load
supported by the threads profiles in a shear mode to make the axial stress as
small as possible. This process limited his equation to the case where axial
stress is equal to zero.
NASTRAN FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
The finite element work was done for three reasons: (1) to verify the
Heywood analysis; (2) to examine the two-flank problem; and (3) to include a
finite axial stress. The grid for the British Standard Buttress is shown in
Figure 4. It contains 216 triangular ring elements (CTRIARG) and 133 grid
points. The run required five basic loading subcases plus fourteen subcase
combinations for each value of axial stress. These fourteen subcases cover both
1-flank and 2-flank contact over a range coefficient of friction of -1.0 to 1.0
in increments of 0.25.
The grid was generated using IGPES(ref. 9) and following that, force sets
were calculated to apply uniform pressure and uniform shear loads on both flanks
of the thread and a displacement was calculated for a nominal 1.0 psi axial load
on the grid. Two different constraint conditions were required to complete the
boundary conditions for a single thread taken from a long series of threads.
For loads on the thread the inner boundary points were fixed in both radial and
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axial directions and similar points on the two radial boundaries were con-
strained to equal displacements. In this way the net load was taken out as
shear load on the inner axial boundary and the multipoint constraint equations
replaced adjoining material. For the axial load condition the inner axial
boundary was constrained to the Poisson displacement in the radial direction
and left free in the axial direction. The two radial boundaries were given
fixed relative axial displacements and the radial displacement was made equal
for similar grid points. This condition was set to simulate a far removed
axial loading.
Because the basic loads were all for a 1.0 psi uniform applied pressure or
shear and the results were desired for a 1.0 psi shear transfer rate (calculated
at the datum line), it became necessary to calculate the correct Subcase Sequence
Coefficients for fourteen subcases for each of four axial stress values (or 56
sets). Therefore a small program was generated to supply all necessary SUBCOM,
SUBSEQ and LABEL cards for that portion of the case control deck.
Uniform increments of 0.25 in coefficient were used from -1.0 to 1.0. If
the friction value was positive, a single subcase combination was generated
which would superimpose the two primary flank loads with the proper value of
axial stress. If the friction was zero or less, a similar subcase combination
was generated along with one where both flanks were loaded and the second radial
stress was 1.0 greater than the initial.
The axial load subcase produced the conventional fillet stress concen-
tration factors of K = 2.89. This maximum stress was in an element at the
bottom of the fillet where e is approaching 0". In the cases where the load
is applied to the thread the exact position of the stress maximum is about 45*
up from the bottom of the fillet. Data is reported here for two cases of axial
stress. Zero axial stress is shown in Figure 5 and axial stress of 2.0 is shown
in Figure 6. These plots are a set of six lines with the single contact curve
at the right. Starting at that curve is a family of five lines going to the
left which represent two flank contacts at different values of friction from 0
to -1.0.
DISCUSSION
The first thing to note is that there is excellent agreement between Heywood
and NASTRAN over most of the range of the plots for the one case in question.
Because of this, the Heywood relation can be used to evaluate different thread
forms. The finite element method has allowed the expansion of the basic plot
to the 2-flank contact problem and the addition of the axial stress.
There are several important points that are demonstrated by this work.
Note that a small change in friction can produce a large fillet stress variation
in all three threads reported in the Heywood analysis. Negative friction angles
can produce marked reductions in thread fillet stress. This effect was noted
several years ago in an unpublished three dimensional photoelastic study where
the model was overloaded and the threads were forced to a high negative radial
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stress. In this case the fillet stresses were very low and the experiment was
repeated. This author suspects that friction variation may be responsible for
much of the scatter in bolt-fatigue data,
This work was initiated becuase of the necessity of analyzing a structure
with a long threaded connection using many small threads. In this case the
modeling of each thread would require an excessively large data deck. There-
fore, the threads were handled as a conventional contact problem where friction
could take on any value and limits were applied to the radial stress. In the
solution the contact surface was placed on the datum line of the threads and
one or two teeth were replaced by one element space. Shear transfer rates could
then be estimated from the shear stress data near the contact surface along with
radial and axial stress. The fillet stresses were estimated for use in fracture
mechanics analysis.
CONCLUSION
A stress concentration approach to the thread fillet stress problem has
been defined using the shear transfer rate as the fundamental quantity. This
stress concentration is plotted for a fixed geometry in a stress vs. stress
plot where the stress concentration is a function of the applied radial stress.
This process can be repeated for several values of the applied axial load. The
effects of axial stress and applied thread loads seem to be of equal importance
and accurate results require the analysis of both factors.
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CONDENSING LOADED POINTS FOR 'TRANSIENTS BY SUBSTRUCTURING'
THOMAS G. BUTLER
BUTLER ANALYSES
SUMMARY
This paper is an extension to my article presented at the 7th
NASTRAN Colloquium entitled "TRANSIENTS BY SUBSTRUCTURING".
In order to capitalize on the economies of (a) condensing of
omitted points during substructuring, and (b) of applying BANDIT
at the only place where it can enter the analysis, a strategy
needed to be worked out so that dynamically loaded points could
also be condensed in Phase i. This would obviate having to re-
tain points during dynamic analysis for no other reason than to
make them available for assigning load, and having to suffer the
consequences of expensively large matrices. This paper describes
a technique, vintage 17.5, for accomplishing these aims. A num-
ber of problems arose such as transferring of condensed loading
information from R. F. 1 to R. F. 9, and giving this loading a
correct time history. The method has been applied to substructure
transient solutions according to the approach as outlined at the
7th NASTRAN Colloquium. Only DMAP statements and some manual
transfer of data were used to implement this strategy.
PURPOSE
The cost of solving large order transient problems can be
high. If the matrix order is reduced by condensation without in-
flating the band, the cost of solving transients can be decreased.
The cost of condensing in itself can be expensive for large ma-
trices, so it behooves one to condense at the component level
whenver the matrices are small and the cost is exponentially
less. If this condensing of dynamically loaded degrees of free-
dom could be worked out, then the rder and band of the matrices
in the transient solution could also come under the control of
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the analyst to conform to his needs without operational con-
straints. The avenue is open in substructuring to do the con-
densing of each low order component matrix for small cost with a
net overall saving. It appears that the ideal is at hand to cut
the cost of transients without incurring high processing costs,
but the way is not straightforward. The plan should not be coded
without considering the needs of banding. One is compelled to
condense at the compoonent level when possible, because BANDIT
can be invoked in substructuring only at the component level.
The purpose of this enterprise is to find a way of condensing dy-
namic loads in stubstructuring economically, so that the load
matrices can be correctly formed when R. F. 9 is entered.
PROB LE MS
How can the dynamic loads be represented in Phase I? How
can the spatial, time amplification, and time delays be coordinated,
if the points scheduled for condensation have loading times that
differ from those of retained points? How can loading on the re-
tained points be merged with that resulting from condensing opera-
tions on the omitted points? Can all these objectives be met with-
out burdensome labor or cost? The answers to these questions will
be taken up in the section entitled IMPLEMENTATION. The reason
for having to pose the first question is that Phase 1 of fully
automated substructuring is operational for statics and eigen-
values only and not dynamics. Consequently, some property of the
dynamic load has to be isolated which behaves in a way that can be
treated in statics. The answer to the second question seems to
be even more elusive than the first. It appears like an attempt
to attach a time variation to something which has disappeared from
the problem. The merging difficulty posed in the third question
seems to be one of retaining some sort of identity of the con-
densed loads so that the relationships to the loads on uncon-
densed points can be maintained. The bulk of this report is spent
on how these questins were answered.
IMPLEMENTATION
Consider the composition of the dynamic load in its simplest
form
P(t,x,y,z) = A(x,y,z) x T(t-p)
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The component, A(x,y,z), is the spatial specification of the load-
ing. The data for this part is entered via DAREA cards. In that
the information contained on DAREA involves position and magnitude,
it is similar to stati loads. If one were to set up the TLOAD1
cards for the dynamic loads without regard for any intention to
condense loaded points, it would be easy to identify those spatial
sets (i.e. DAREA sets) that are loaded synchronously; i.e. those
having a common time amplification defined by a single TABLED1 set
and a single DELAY set. At completion of defining the total dynamic
load there will be as many synchronous sets as there are TLOADI
sets. There are, at most, the same number of DAREA sets as there are
TLOADI sets--in general there are fewer DAREA sets. It is now a
matter of comparing the omitted degrees of freedom with the DAREA
sets to find their intersection. All those DAREA sets having omit-
ted degrees of freedom are isolated. For purposes of illustration,
concentrate on just one substructure and assume there are three
such DAREA sets in that one substructure and designate them as
Q,R & S. Use lower case letters q,r & s for the sets of omitted
degrees of freedom in their respective parents. Delete q,r & s
from Q,R & S and label these DAREA sets with their condensed d.o.f.'s
removed: Q',R' & S'. The case in which all degrees of freedom
in one of the DAREA sets are omitted is admissable; for instance
q could be identical to Q and Q' could be null. With this notation
problem behind us it will ease our discussion of the strategy.
These individually synchronous sets (q,r & s) that are both loaded
and omitted, will be operated on during substructuring. In effect
q,r & s are going to be condensed as static loads in Phase I then
delivered back into the dynamic loads as pre-condensed DAREA sets.
The logic follows from the fact that spatial condensation in statics
operates exactly the same way that spatial condensation works in
dynamics. Time varying amplification won't operate any differently
on a condensed set that comes pre-condensed from statics and is not
further condensed in dynamics than it would on one that comes
earmarked to become condensed during transient execution. Con-
sequently, when the loads q,r & s are condensed in substructuring,
the resulting redistribution of loads to retained points will be
labeled q',r' & s'. The next step is to organize data from q',r' & s'
in DAREA format and give them the same set I.D.'s respectively
as the parent Q',R' & S' sets. Belonging to the same DAREA set,
constitutes a merge of sets in Case Control management, so the
q,r, & s that were deleted from Q,R & S will have been replaced
with their pre-condensed counterparts q',r' & s'. No changes
are made to the dynamic loading data involving TLOADI, DLOAD,
and TABLED1 entries. New DELAY cards will be organized. The
sets of synchronously omitted degrees of freedom q,r & s will
have to be replaced by the corresponding sets of retained degrees
of freedom q',r' & s' without any change to the delay times.
When more than one substructure has condensed loading, the same
procedure as outlined above should be followed for each component.
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So much for talk. It remains to be seen whether this idea has
substance or is just a brave show. The DAREA entries of loading
coefficients that would have been assigned to the omitted d.o.f.'s
of a substructure in a solo transient run are assigned instead to
those same omitted d.o.f.'s, as static force loads in a Phase I
run of that substructure. Each synchronous set is organized as a
static load set and each is scheduled in a succession of subcases.
In terms of the symbols of the previous paragraph, the DAREA
entries on the set q wil be arranged in a static load set for the
first subcase, those on r for the second subcase, and those on s
for the third subcase. Of the three solution routes available in
automated substructuring, the choice converges on R. F. 2 (Inertia
Relief), because it offers options for stiffness, mass, and load
matrix generation, while R. F. 1 omits the mass and R. F. 3 omits
the static load. If one scans the DMAP sequences for R. F. 2 and
compares it with the automated ALTER statements for SUBSTRUCTURE
one sees that the load vector is condensed down to retained degrees
of freedom in the module SSG2. It is output as the data block PL.
NASTRAN needs to be told that all 3 matrices are wanted. In the
SUBSCC this is indicated by selecting OPTIONS = K,M,P. Nothing
more is essential during Phase I except to emphasize that BANDIT
should be enlisted prior to Phase I to resequence all points ex-
cept mating points at the interfaces between substructures. The user
should manually assign the sequence numbers to interface mating points.
Even though all the Phase I requirements are met, we are not going
to leave it with such an uncaring attitude. Something extra is
going to be worked up to give a better "feel" as to how things went
during Phase I. We are going to "gin up" an ALTER packet to see
what the condensed DAREA components look like before being content
with the substructure component runs. The ALTER packet will use
the module SOFI to pick off PL, as it is delivered to the SOF, and
then will inflate PL with zeroes in a succession of merges until it
is G-sized. Then this matrix of "load vectors" is delivered to SDR2
for processing the OLOAD requests in Case Control and reformating
according to external grid sequencing. Now the OFP handles the
printing chores. Particulars of the DMAP ALTER packet are given
in Table I. The above outlined procedure is carried out for every
substructure which contains omitted loaded points.
If further condensing is decided on in Phase II, using the
REDUCE command, the bookkeeping of the several substructures is kept
straight inside the SOF data base. When the Phase II operations
have prepared the final pseudo structure, the SOF will contain all
of the information that is needed to proceed into transients, pro-
vided that OPTIONS = K,M,P has been used for every Phase II run.
The stiffness and mass matrices are in final form and the PVEC
item of the SOF contains a vector for each synchronous subcase of
coefficients for all component substructures in fully condensed
form. Now an ALTER uses the module SOFI to take the stiffness,
mass, and load data from the SOF and deliver them externally. Use
OUTPUTTI for K & M for subsequent insertion into R. F. 9. Use
OUTPUT2 for P if a FORTRAN preprocessor is to be used. If DAREA
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input is to be prepared manually then the PVERC matrix need only
be printed. MATPRN will be sufficient since the DAREA data will
be written by internal scalar index number instead of external grid
point numbers. Details of the Phase II ALTER are presented in
Table II. The highlights of the strategies for the Phase I and
Phase II solutions are depicted in Tables V & VI.
EXAMPLES AND CHECK CALCULATIONS
A small two component substructure problem was used to
illustrate the method of substructure condensation of dynamic load
prior to transient execution. Component BOX is a parallelepiped
of BAR elements with BAR diagonals on the rear end to make a con-
nection in the middle. Component END is a two bar appendage.
The combined pseudo structure is called ALL. Figure 1 shows P/S
ALL with grid points numbered and loading indicated. Grid points
2 and 4 are loaded simultaneously with load F(t) and GP's 6 & 8
are loaded simultaneously with load L(t). GP's 1 & 3 are loaded
simultaneously with load F(t) delayed an amount T. GP's 5 & 7
are loaded simultaneously with load L(t) delayed by an amount T.
Figure 2 has plots of loadings L(t) and F(t). The direction for
both dynamic loads F(t) and L(t) is in component direction 1 as
shown by the double shafted arrow in firgure I. If DAREA and DLOAD
coefficients are held at unity then the values from figure 2 will
become the TABLED1 entries. This pilot problem was deliberately
kept small to test only the new features and not redo all features
of transients by substructuring. D.o.f. no. 1 was omitted from point
6 of load L(t) and from point 3 of load F(t) and is indicated with
tiny circles in figure I.
In the spirit of keeping things simple, only displacement re-
sponses in the uncondensed component END will be examined as in-
dicated by open brackets in figure i. Since displacements can be
recovered as part of the R.F. 9 output, there will be no need for
scheduling Phases 3 & 4. In order to test the method, a separate
transient analysis entirely within R. F. 9 was run. The problem
flow is diagrammed starting with a Substructure Tree in figure 3
and flow charts of transients first with a substructure preface in
figure 4 and then in a stand-alone mode in figure 5.
A measure of the chore of converting the PVEC from substruc-
turing into DAREA data for transients can be obtained by looking at
the effects of condensing. Figure 6 shows the DAREA values for the
synchronous set of grid points 6 and 8 as it was prepared for the
solo transient solution. Figure 7 is a sketch of the points to
which the omitted loads of GP 6 and GP 3 were vectored by the SMP
module in Phase I. Figure 8 shows the results of manually prepar-
iing the DAREA data of the condensed loading for the synchronous set
of grid points 6 and 8 which are now organized according to in-
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terior scalar points. It is easy to imagine how burdensome this
manual preparation can become for a large structure. A processor
program is an obvious necessity. Only one digit of data was used
to illustrate the relative magnitudes of the redistribution. The
major contributions are circumscribed. Translations are enclosed
in boxes and rotations are enclosed in circles. The translation
load of GP 6 is essentially reduced to a translation at GP 5
(Scalar dof 7) and rotations about GP 8 (Scalar dof 18) and
GP 2 (Scalar dof 35). The box about scalar dof 13 identifies the
uncondensed loading of GP 8.
RESULTS
In order to test this method of condensing dynamic loads by
substructuring, a separate analysis was performed in the conven-
tional way by submitting the entire structure with loads defined
externally and all other features retained, using R.F. 9 in a
solo run. The quality of the substructure analysis was based on
making comparisons of only displacements at the tip of the appen-
dage where the amplifications would tend to be the greatest.
Comparisons of stresses and forces in elements were omitted for
reasons of brevity. Displacement comparisons could be made dir-
ectly from the two transient outputs, but stresses and forces
would have required two extra steps plus additional work in
Phase II. Results of the two displacement time histories are
assembled side by side for each translational and rotational com-
ponent in Tables III& IV. Where the displacements are large,
the outputs match in 6 digits and start to vary in the seventh
place. That is, the axial and vertical translations and the ro-
tations about the transverse axis compare almost exactly. But the
small displacements don't even match up in the first digit. In
theory all of these extremely small displacements should have been
zero, because the load was symmetrical; however the condensation
was unsymmetrical. This was a very small model that would be
highly sensitive to irregularities, whereas in a large structure
much smoothing would take place. This unsymmetrical condensation
caused numerical noise to creep into both the solo and the sub-
structure solutions, giving non-zero values 8 orders of magnitude
less than the signifigant displacements. Noise is highly depen-
dent on the sequence of operations and the sequences in the two
cases under scrutiny were different, so the noise from the two
can be expected to be different. The net opinion is that the
results compare favorably.
On the basis of good correspondence in the responses from
the two approaches, we can say that the technique of spatial con-
densation of DAREA coefficients by simulating them as static for-
ces is satisfactory. The method of condensing dynamic loads by
substructuring has been established.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
When transients are automated for substructuring, it appears
that the elements contained in this non-automated approach could
be used as a basis for the algorithm. The Phase I bulk data could
include a DAREA card, called say DAREAS, which would respond to the
user's input of condensed loading sets. A caption in the LODS
item could append a D to every load subcase that originated from
DAREAS input. At transient execution time the user would indi-
cate which sets of DAREAS data would carry the same set I.D. as
uncondensed transient DAREA data, and which sets of DAREAS data
would be distinct. Similarly, the Phase I bulk data could in-
clude a DELAY card, called say DELAYS, which would respond to the
user's input of condensed loading. Then the usual preparation of
the elements of dynamic loads would proceed as is now done in
transients. If further condensation is desired in transients
when preceded by substructuring, then caution would have to be
exercised in data recovery. Instead of passing the UDVT matrix
to Phase IV, the data recovery would have to reconstruct the
response histories to the full order of the original Scalar
Point compliment, before passing the displacements to Phase IV.
These displacements are contained in data block UPV. Modifica-
tions to the DMAP ALTER's for R.F.9 as outlined at the 7th Col-
loquium would be needed to allow for an option to output either
UDVT or UPV based on the condition of whether OMIT's are present.
The subsequent partitioning would have optional input of either
UDVT or UPV.
In effect, the user could be in full command of the conden-
sation of his problem in substructuring by using this proposed
technique. He could condense in Phase I where it is most eco-
nomical and where he could take maximum advantage of BANDIT.
He could condense again in Phase II where interface points
could be removed. Lastly, he could condense in transients where
the final trade-offs are reviewed between the transient solution
costs and additional condensation and data recovery costs.
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PHASEIALTER
PACKET
ALTER 136 _ _ E_D_
SOFI /PN,,,,/C,N,1/C,N,BOX/C,N,PVEC $
UMERGE USET,PN, /PLTOA/C,N A/C,N,L/C,N,R $
UMERGE USET,PLTOA,/PATOF/C,N,F/C,N,A/C,N,O$
UMERGE USET,PATOF,/PFTON/C,N,N/C,N,F/C,N,S$
UMERGE USET,PFTON,/PGG /C,N,G/C,N,N/C,N,M$
CHKPNT PGG$
SDR2 CASECC,STM,MPT,,EQEXIN,SIL,,,BGPDT,,,,,,PGG/
OPGI,,,,,/C,N,_O_ _P-_
SAVE NOSORT2
OFP OPG1,,,,,//V,N,CARDNO$
SAVE CARDNO$
ENDALTER
TABLE I
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PHASEIIALTER
PACKET
SOFI _/KN-I_N'PN"/C'N'I/C'N'NAME/C'N'KMTX/C'N'MMTX/C'N'PV--EC_._.__ __,_/P/E_ _Z_ $.
OUTPUT1 KN,MN,,,IIC.N,-IIC,N, NP#1C,N,(CONDKM)$
MATPRN PN,,,II $
OUTPUT2 PN,,,./_C,N,-I/C.N,II/C,N,(LODOMIT)$
OUTPUT2,,,,,//C,N,-9/C.N,II$
_ '_ .
ENDALTER_ __'_,
TABLE II
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COMPARISONSOFDISPLACEMENT
RESPONSESATEN_NDTIP(G.P.II)
BETWEENCOMPLETER.F.9& S/SR.F.9
ATEVERYSECONDFOR7 SECONDS
T1 T2
____TRC S/S _ _ TRC S/S
-4.000940+2 -4.000941+2 -3.4-5 -L__8-5
-7.335053+2 -7.335056_+2 -2.2-4 -L__6-4
6.445970+2 6.445966_+2 -5.4-4 -1__1-4
5.479066+3 5.479067_+3 -7.3-4 +2_L__6-4
1.451452+4 1.451452+4 -9.9-6
2.738419+4 2.738421-+4 +3.2-4 +21_3
4.287670+4 4.287672.+4 +9.2-5 +15_3
T3 R1
TRC S/S
TRC S/S -
3.159634+2 3.159632_+2 -i.4-6
5.792659+2 5.792651_+2 -1.5-5 _-5
3.949432+i 3.949254+I -5.7-5 _,6-4
-1.145368+3 -1.14537]_+3 -1.0-4 +3_13_2-4
-2.290734+3 -2.290735_+3 -1.0-4 +5_5___4-4
-2.317057+3 -2.317051_+3 +2.2-6 +7____9_
-1.342825+3 -1.34280__5+3 +2.2-4 +9.6-4
TABLEIll
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COMPARISONSOFDISPLACEMENT
RESPONSESATEN_ND_DTIP(G,P,11)
BETWEENCOMPLETER,F,9& S/SR,F,9
ATEVERYSECONDFOR7 SECONDS
R3
R2
TRC_ _ TRC S/S
-1,182428+1 -1,182427-+1 -9,0-7 -IO__D_T__6
-2,167783+1 _2,167781_+1 -5,9-6 +2,4-6
-1,477996+0 -1,47794_!.7+0 -1,4-5 +1,7-5
4,286305+1 4,28631!+1 -1,9-5 _-5
8,572603+1 8,572604_+1 +4,6-6 +_
8,671105+1 8,67107_9_9+1 +6,3-6 +10_4
5,025239+1 5,02516_3_3+1 -1,7-5 +3,0-5
TABLE IV
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PHASEI STRATEGY
FORDAREACONDENSATION
E_ECC SOL 2,0
ALTER
SUBSCC OPTIONS= K,M,P
CASECC OLOAD= ASETD.O.F.'s
S/C1
LABEL= DAREAGPA COMPi VALUER.R
LOAD = 1
S/C2
LABEL= DAREAGPB COMPJ VALUEs.s
LOAD= 2
I
I
S/C N
LABEL= DAREAGPM COMP_KVALUET.T
BULK FORCE1. . . .GPA.. COMPI.. VALUER.R
FORCE1. . . .GPB.. COMPJ.. VALUEs.s
FORCE1. . . .GPM.. COMPK.. VALUET.T
TABLE V
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PHASEIISTRATEGY
FORDAREACONDENSATION
EXECC SOL2,O
ALTER
SUBSCC OPTIONS= K,M,P
ANYCOMBINES& REDUCES
OUTPUT= SUMMARYOFPSEUDOSTRUCTURE
CONNECTIVITIES
CASECC DNA
BULK DNA
TABLE Vl.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF A TRAPEZOIDAL RING ELEMENT
IN NASTRAN FOR ELASTIC-PLASTIC ANALYSIS
P. C. T. Chen and G. P. O'Hara
U. So Army Armament Research and Development Command
Benet Weapons Laboratory, LCWSL
Watervliet Arsenal, Watervliet, NY 12189
SUMMARY
The explicit expressions for an elastic-plastic trapezoidal ring element are
presented and implemented in NASTRAN computer program. The material is assumed
to obey the von Mises' yield criterion, isotropic hardening rule and the Prandtl-
Reuss flow relations. For the purpose of demonstration, two elastic-plastic
problems are solved and compared with previous results. The first is a plane-
strain tube under uniform internal pressure and the second, a finite-length tube
loaded over part of its inner surface. A very good agreement has been found in
both test problems.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years finite element method has been widely used for solving
complex nonlinear problems and many large-scale general purpose computer programs
have been developed (ref. i). The MARC and ANSYS systems have found wide appli-
cations, yet they are quite expensive. The piecewise linear analysis option of
the NASTRAN program provides an algorithm for solving nonlinear problems in mater-
ial plasticity (ref. 2). The load is applied in increments such that the stiff-
ness properties can be assumed to be constant over each increment. However, the
usefulness of this option is quite limited because only a few elements have been
implemented. These include rod, tube, bar elements for one-dimensional problems
and plate elements for two-dimensional plane stress problems. This paper
describes the implementation of a trapezoidal ring element in NASTRAN for solving
elastic-plastic problems of rotational symmetry.
The theoretical basis of our implementation follows the approach first
developed by Swedlow (ref. 3). A unique relationship between the octahedral
stress and the plastic octahedral strain is assumed to exist. The material is
assumed to obey the Mises' yield criterion, isotropic hardening rule and the
Prandtl-Reuss flow relations. The explicit expressions for axisymmetric plas-
ticity are derived. The element stiffness matrix and the stress data recovery
routines for the trapezoidal ring element are developed. Seven new subroutines
are implemented and added to the NASTRAN code.
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For the purpose of demonstration, two elastic-plastic test problems are
solved. The first is an infinitely long tube under uniform internal pressure.
The NASTRAN results are in excellent agreement with an exact solution based on a
finite-difference approach (ref. 4). The second problem is a thick-walled
cylinder of finite length loaded over part of its inner surface. The NASTRAN
results are compared with those obtained by a two-dimensional code with the use
of quadrilateral ring elements (ref. 5). A good agreement between the two
results has also been achieved.
CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS
Following the development by Swedlow (ref. I), the constitutive relations
to he used in our formulation for solving elastic-plastic problems of rotational
symmetry will be presented here. In the development, a unique relationship
between the octahedral stress and the plastic octahedral strain is assumed to
exist and the use of ideally plastic materials is excluded. The total strain
components (er, e@, ez and Yrz) are composed of the elastic, recoverable defor-
mations and the plastic portions (eP, e_, ePz, and yP ). The rates of plastic
flow, C_p, etc.), are inaependent o_ a time scale and are simply used for con-
venience instead of the incremental values. The definitions of the octahedral
stress TO and the octahedral plastic strain rate _P in the case of rotational
symmetry are : o
To = (i/3)[((_r-GO)2+ (cr@-Crz)2+ (_z'_r)2 + 6Trz2]i/2 (i)
•P r..P.P. (_P__P)2eo (i/3) 2 .'P 'P.2= Lter-e@) + . + [ez-er) + (3/2)(.rz)2] I/2cP (2)
where (_r' _@' _z' Trz) are the nonvanishing stress components.
A unique relationship between TO and e_ is assumed and there exists a
function, MT(To), such that
2MT(_o) : "{'olEPo (3)
The plastic modulus, MT(To), can be related to the slope, ET, of the effective
stress-strain (_-e) curve by
1 1 1
= (4)
3MT(T o) ET E
where E is the elastic modulus and
Et = o/e
= (3/_)zo
: _ eo + _/E . (5)
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The material is assumed to obey the Mises yield criterion and the Prandtl-Reuss
flow rule. The matrix relationship for the plastic flow in the case of rota-
tional symmetry is
e = [c] (6)
EZ _Z
#rz d
[C] : _ 1 -_ -_ 0
-V 1 -V 0
-_ -V 1 0
0 0 0 2(i+_)
+ 6To2MT(To) St2 SrSo SrSz 2SrTrz
S@2 SoSz 2S@Trz
Sz2 2SzTrz
SYM 4Trz 2 _ (7)
where v is the Poisson's ratio,
Sr = (2Or-O@-Oz)/3 ,
So = (2o@-Oz-ar)/3 ,
Sz = (2Oz-Or-O@)/3 • (8)
For strain-hardening materials, MT (or ET) _ 0, we can obtain the inverse of
[C] numerically and this procedure is chosen in developing NASTRAN program. For
ideally-plastic materials, MT = ET = 0, matrix [C] does not exist and the NASTRAN
program fails. However, its inverse [C]-I still exists and the closed form has
been derived in Ref. 6. In the axisymmetric case, the explicit form is (ref. 7)
2G -
_ 2G -l-v SYM- - -- SYM-[D] i-2_ A Sr2
i-_ SrS@ SO2
v V l-v SrSz SoSz Sz2 (9)
1 2
_0 0 0 _(i-_)_ _SrTrz S Ttz SzTrz Trz _
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where
A = 3To2(1 + M,I,/G)
and
1E/(I+_) (10)G =
If we want toremove the limitation that the use of ideally-plastic materials
is excluded, we have to use Eq. (9) instead of Eq. (7).
TRAPEZOIDAL RING ELEMENT
The incremental displacement field employed for the trapezoidal ring
element are
Au(r,z) = 81 + 82r + 83z + 84rz ,
Aw(r,z) = 85 + 86r + 87z + 88rz . (ii)
The transformation from grid point coordinates to generalized coordinates is
{8}= [rsq]{Aq} (12)
where
{Aq}T = [AUl, Aw I, Au2, Aw2, Au3, Aw3, Au4, Aw4] ,
{8}T = [81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88] . (13)
the elements of the inverse of the transformation matrix [F_^] "I are theand
coefficients of the 8's in Equations (ii), evaluated at the COl_rs of the
element.
The stiffness matrix is formed in the same manner as that for the aniso-
tropic elastic element. The final form referred to grid point coordinates is
[K] = [rsq]T[K ][FSq],
where
[2]= 2_fr[B]T[D][B]dzdr . (14)
[D], the matrix of material coefficients, is defined by Equation (9). The [B]
matrix is the same as the elastic case, but now it expresses the incremental
strains in terms of generalized coordinates
{Ae} = [B]{8} • (15)
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NASTRAN IMPLEMENTATION
The NASTRAN implementation for an elastic-plastic trapezoidal ring element
follows the steps outlined in section 6.8, "Adding a structural element," of
reference 8. Changes were required in the functional modules PLAI, PLA3, and
PLA4, which included the writing of several new subroutines. These new routines
could easily be modeled after the existing code for the linear portion of the
program. There are two major differences in the nonlinear subroutines. First
is the new code for the calculation of the material stiffness matrix and second
is that thermal stresses and element force calculations are eliminated in the
nonlinear code.
The changes in PLAI allows this module to identify the new element as a
member of the piecewise linear element set and properly initialize the non-
linear Element Summary and Element Connection Property Tables. Three element
stress recovery subroutines were added to PLA3: PSAPRG, a driver for stress
data recovery; PSTRRI and PSTRR2, phase I and II stress recovery routines.
Element stiffness calculations in PLA4 require four new subroutines: PKAPRG,
a driver for nonlinear trapezoidal ring elements in PLA4, PKTRRI and PKTRR2,
stress recovery routines which generate stresses for the computation of the
nonlinear material matrix; and PKTRAP, the stiffness matrix generation routine
for nonlinear trapezoidal ring elements.
The computer system available for this work is IBM 360 Model 44. In order
to add the new code into Link 13, it became necessary to add a new branch to the
overlay trees to contain the new elements.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
For the purpose of demonstration, two elastic-plastic problems of rota-
tional symmetry were solved and compared with other results (refs. 4 and 5).
The first is an infinitely long tube under uniform internal pressure and the
second, a thick-walled cylinder of finite length loaded over part of its inner
surface. The material _roperties for both problems are the same. The elastic
constants are E = 30x10 ° psi, _ = 0.3 and the effective stress-strain curve is
represented by three line segments connecting the four points in the (e-_) plane,
(_,_) = (0.0,0.0). (0.00S, iS0,000 psi), (0.055, 225,000 psi), (0.I, 225,000 psi).
EXAMPLE i. Consider an infinitely long tube subjected to uniform internal
pressure p. The plane strain condition is assumed. The tube of outside radius
2" and inside radius i" has been divided into 25 trapezoidal ring elements.
The numerical results based on the NASTRAN program have been obtained. For this
problem, a new finite-difference approach (ref. 4) can be used to generate exact
solution and to assess the accuracy of the NASTRAN code. Some of the results
for the displacements and stresses are presented graphically in Figures 1 and 2.
Twenty-five load increments are used in NASTRAN as shown in Figure I. The
radial displacements at the inside as well as outside surface are shown as
functions of internal pressure. Figure 2 shows the distributions of radial,
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tangential and axial stress components in a pressurized tube when half of the
tube is plastic. The pressure required to achieve this state is 0.7378 _o based
on NASTRAN code and 0.7356 o o based on the finite-difference solution (ref. 4).
Both codes indicate that the maximum tangential stress occurs at the elastic-
plastic interface. As demonstrated in Figures 1 and 2, the NASTRAN results are
in excellent agreement with those based on the finite-difference approach
(ref. 4).
EXAMPLE 2. Consider a two-dimensional elastic-plastic thick-walled cylin-
der problem as shown in Figure 3. The tube with inner radius (i"), outer
radius (2") and length (4") is loaded uniformly over a middle portion (2") of
the inner surface. The mesh generation and the loading for the half of the
undeformed structure is shown in the figure. This problem was solved in (ref. 5)
based on a scale loading approach. The first load factor is the upper limit of
the elastic solution and ten additional increments were needed until one of the
outside elements becomes yielded. The same load factors were used to obtain
the NASTRAN solution. Both programs indicate that the sequence in which the
elements become plastic is 1,5,9,2,13,6,10,3,7,14,11,17,4. Some steps will
cause mgre than one element to become plastic and those elements with effective
stress _ > 0.99 oo have been considered as yielded. The numerical results for
the radial displacement at the inside, ua (point i) and outside, ub (point 5)
as functions of internal pressure are shown in Figure 4. The stress components
at the centroid of one inside element (No. I) are shown in Figure 5. The effect
of loading history on the displacements and stresses can be seen from Figures 4
and 5. A comparison of the results between NASTRAN program and reference 5
indicates that very good agreement has been achieved.
CONCLUSION
An elastic-plastic trapezoidal ring element has been implemented in NASTRAN
computer program. Its application to elastic-plastic problems of rotational
symmetry has been demonstrated by solving two thick-walled tube problems. The
NASTRAN results for both problems are in excellent agreement with the other
results.
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NORMALMODEANALYSIS OF THE IUS/TDRS PAYLOAD
IN A
PAYLOADCANISTER/TRANSPORTERENVIRONMENT*
Karl A. Meyer
Planning Research Corporation
John F. Kennedy Space Center, Florida
SUMMARY
Special modeling techniques were developed to simulate an accurate
mathematical model of the TransporterCanisterPayload (T/C/P) system during
ground transport of the Inertial Upper Stage/Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
(IUS/TDRS) payload on the John F. Kennedy Space Center (KSC). The three finite
element models -- the transporter, the canister, and the IUS/TDRS payload --
were merged into one model and used along with the NASTRANnormal mode analysis.
Deficiencies were found in the NASTRANprogram that make a total analysis using
modal transient response impractical. It was also discovered that inaccuracies
may exist for NASTRANrigid body modes on large models when Given's method for
eigenvalue extraction is employed. The deficiencies as well as recommendations
for improving the NASTRANprogram are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The capability to predict the operational life of a Space Shuttle payload
is essential to the success of an orbital mission. The amplitudes and approximate
number of load cycles that will be induced in each individual payload during
ground transport between facilities must be predictable in advance of each flight
into space.
This paper presents a solution to the problem of determining the dynamic
response of one particular payload: the IUS/TDRS. The TDRS, which will be
boosted to a geo-synchronous Earth orbit by the IUS, presents a problem in that
it has a flexible diaphragm tank that contains approximately 1,400 pounds of
hydrazine fuel. The tank is extremely sensitive to cyclic fatigue.
Though the original purpose of the study was to determine the dynamic
response of the IUS/TDRS payload to ground-induced, time-dependent displacements
* This work was done under NASA contract No. NAS10-8525
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using the NASTRANcomputer program, it became apparent that a modal transient
response analysis (solution 12) was not feasible due to deficiencies in the
program.
Instead, it was necessary to perform a normal mode analysis (solution 3).
Selected results from the NASTRANprogram were used as input to a FORTRANprogram
in which time-dependent displacements were imposed and the response was computed.
THE T/C/P SYSTEM
The T/C/P system transports Space Shuttle payloads between facilities at
KSC. It consists of a canister that houses the payload and a transporter on
which the payload canister is carried. The canister is a steel shell with rigid
steel frames and two large aluminum doors; it can be used in either a vertical
or horizontal position. The transporter has a steel flatbed frame that contains
supporting subsystems such as environmental control, instrumentation and
communication, fluids and gases, as well as the diesel generators required for
self-propulsion. The frame is mounted on 12 bogie units (6 drive units and 6
braking units) with 4 tires per unit.
The IUS/TDRS payload, the subject of this study, is carried with the canister
in the vertical position.
NORMALMODEANALYSIS
To perform a normal mode analysis, a NASTRANmodel was developed to determine
the normal mode shapes, eigenvalues, and generalized mass for selected mode
shapes as well as the total mass, mass moment of inertia, and center-of-gravity
location of the T/C/P system. It contained 900 grid points in which ASETI (ref.
I) bulk data cards were used to reduce the mass Degrees of Freedom to a total
of 338, using the Guyan reduction technique and the Givens method for eigenvalue
extraction. A total of 2915 CBAR, CELAS2, CQUADI, CTRIAI, and CONM2elements
were used in the model.
Figure I shows a NASTRANundeformed structural plot of the T/C/P system.
Figure 2 shows a NASTRANundeformed structural plot of the T/C/P system in which
the canister was plotted using NASTRAN PLOTEL elements. The second plot
configuration was used for modal deformed plots to clarify mode shapes.
Modeling - IUS/TDRS Payload
The IUS/TDRS payload was modeled using CBARand C_NM2elements and connected
to the payload canister with CELAS2 elements. The IUS/TDRS payload was modeled
in its own coordinate system using C_RD2R bulk data cards.
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Modeling - Payload Canister
The payload canister was modeled using CBAR, CQUADI, CTRIAI, and C_NM2
elements. Connections between payload canister and transporter were made using
CELAS2 elements. The payload canister steel shell was in the basic coordinate
system, and each canister aluminum door was modeled in its own coordinate system
using C@RD2Rbulk data cards.
Modeling - Transporter
The transporter was modeled using CBAR, CTRIAI, and C_NM2elements. It was
modeled in its own coordinate system using the CORD2Rbulk data cards.
DISCUSSION
Each component of the T/C/P system was modeled in its own coordinate system
for ease of analysis for future payloads. This modeling technique is particularly
useful for cases in which the location of the payload relative to the payload
canister may change and/or the transportation position of the payload canister
could be either horizontal or vertical. It points out the value of the NASTRAN
coordinate system bulk data cards: components of a total structural system may
be translated and/or rotated relative to one another, and only minor changes in
the NASTRANbulk data cards are required.
The NASTRANPARAMGRDPNTbulk data card was used to locate center of gravity,
to compute total mass, and to compute mass moment of inertia relative to the
center of gravity. This output was used as input to the previously mentioned
FORTRANprogram.
When modeling a plane frame in which the members have open sections and
substantial depth and are rigidly connected to one another, as in the transporter
bed frame, the torsional mode eigenvalues are inaccurate unless a specific
modeling technique is used. This inaccuracy occurs because warping normal and
warping shear strains (ref. 2) resulting from internal torsional loads are not
properly accounted for in the model and result in torsional mode eigenvalues
that are much smaller in value than actually occur.
To test this fact, two small NASTRANmodels of plane frames were analyzed.
Both models consisted of plane frames made up of l-shaped members; flanges of
the members were parallel to the plane of the frame. NASTRANCBARelements were
used in both models. The second model had additional members that consisted of
CBAR elements offset from the neutral axis of the total section to the neutral
axis of each flange. The PBAR bulk data card for these offset CBAR elements
consisted only of moment of inertia in the plane of the flange. All other values
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of this PBARbulk data card were zero. This modeling technique produces additional
stiffness terms that increase the torsional rigidity of the structural elements.
A NASTRANundeformed structural plot of these models is shown in figure 3.
A normal mode analysis was performed on both models. The results of the
first model analysis gave a first torsional mode frequency of 2.716209 Hz. The
second model first torsional mode frequency was 13.55733 Hz. The error of the
first model torsional frequency relative to the second model torsional frequency
was 499%. Figures 4 and 5 show modal deformed plots of the first torsional modes
of the first and second models, respectively.
The first model and second model first bending mode frequencies were 44.00233
Hz and 44.42864 Hz, respectively, which shows that the modeling technique has
little effect on pure bending mode. It also points out the importance of the
offset feature on the NASTRANCBAR bulk data card. Figures 6 and 7 show modal
deformed plots of the first and second model, respectively.
This modeling technique was used on the transporter bed frame. Tests were
run on a similar type frame and results show that this and similar modeling
techniques produce accurate eigenvalues.
NASTRANRESULTS
The T/C/P system was analyzed using the Givens method for eigenvalue
extraction in a free body configuration. A Univac 1108 computer was used with
level 16.0 NASTRAN.
Table I summarizes the T/C/P system real eigenvalues and frequencies for
the first six rigid body modes. The eigenvalues and frequencies are not zero,
thus raising the question of the accuracy of these modes. Also, the force and
stress output of NASTRANshowed appreciable strain energy at certain locations,
which raised additional doubts as to the the accuracy of the rigid body modes.
Because of these questions, the mode shapes were hand calculated at points of
interest and used as input to the previously mentioned FORTRANprogram.
Table II summarizes the T/C/P system real eigenvalues, frequencies, and
mode type for the first 12 flexible body modes. No tests related to this T/C/P
system have been made at this time, so no comment can be made on the accuracy
of these modes. Figures 8 and 9 show typical modal deformed plots of the T/C/P
system.
It should also be noted that the Forward - Backward Substitution time in
module SMPI was approximately 23,000 CPU--seconds o_a Univac 1-108 computer running
level 16.0 NASTRAN.
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DEFICIENCIES IN NASTRAN
It would have been desirable to run a full analysis of the T/C/P system
(solution 12, Modal Transient Response); however, certain deficiencies became
apparent as the analysis progressed. These include:
I. Questionable accuracy of rigid body modes when using Givens method for
eigenvalue extraction for free body systems
2. No provisions for non-zero initial conditions relative to modal
transient response rigid format
3. No provisions for time-dependent or frequency-dependent displacements
4. No provisions for checking accuracy of numerical integration for each
time or frequency step
Alteration of the NASTRANprogram and the use of special modeling techniques
were considered; however, the time frame of the analysis and the magnitude of
these deficiencies made these considerations infeasible.
NASTRANPROGRAMRECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are made for the improvement of the NASTRAN
program for dynamic modal response problems:
I. Develop a timing equation check of the _orward - Backward _ubstitution
method used by NASTRAN.
2. Check the accuracy of rigid body modes for large problems for all types
of eigenvalue extraction methods.
3. Make provisions for non-zero initial conditions as NASTRANbulk data
input in the solution of modal response type of rigid formats.
4. Add time and frequency-dependent displacement equations in the form of
NASTRANbulk data cards.
5. Develop a numerical integration technique (variable step integration)
that would check each integration step for accuracy. Some allowable
maximum error should be used as input by the user in the form of a
NASTRANbulk data parameter card.
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CONCLUSIONS
NASTRAN is an excellent tool when used for the extraction of eigenvalues
and eigenvectors. The use of several methods of eigenvalue extraction and the
existence of useful types of NASTRANbulk data cards, such as ASETI, coordinate
system cards, and PARAMGRDPNTbulk data cards, make it an efficient, time-saving
program.
The author concludes, however, that considerable care must be exercised in
the choice of modeling techniques and that there are deficiencies in the NASTRAN
program that make atotal analysis of some types of problems using modal transient
response impractical. The above-mentioned recommendations would improve the
NASTRANprogram, making it more useful and efficient for solving modal response-
type problems.
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Table I. NASTRAN Rigid Body Modes
MODE EIG ENVALUE FR EQUENCY
NO. (HZ)
1 --5.583629 0,376078
2 -3.456232 0.295884
3 -0,273054 0.083165
4 1,667725 0.205533
5 4.727485 0.346047
6 5,503941 0,373385
Table II. NASTRAN Flexlble,Body Modes
MODE EIGENVALUE FREQUENCY MODE
NO. (HZ) TYPE
7 723,2128 4.280093 IUS/TDRS BENDING
8 812.9676 4.537919 IUS/TDRS BENDING
9 1140.882 5.375767 TICIP SYSTEM
COUPLED
10 1478.755 6,120238 TR ANSPO RT ER
BENDING
11 2033.65 7.177253 TRANSPORTER
TORSIONAL
12 2330.44 7.683147 IUS/TDRS BENDING
13 2685.299 8.247388 IUS/TDR S BENDING
14 2982.683 6,692079 IUS/TDRS BENDING
15 3236.141 9.053861 TIClP COUPLED
16 3517.725 9.439545 PAYLOAD CANISTER
BENDING
17 3751.85 9.748613 T/CIP COUPLED
18 3880.339 9.914138 TICIP COUPLED
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Figure I. NASTRAN Undeformed Structural Plot of the T/C/P'System
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STEADYSTATESOLUTIONSTO
DYNAMICALLYLOADEDPERIODICSTRUCTURES
Anthony J. Kalinowski
Naval Underwater Systems Center
SUMMARY
The paper treats the general problem of solving for the steady state (time
domain) dynamic response (i.e., NASTRANrigid format-8) of a general elastic
periodic structure subject toa phase difference loading of the type encountered
in traveling wave propagation problems. Two types of structural configurations
are considered; in the first type, the structure has a repeating pattern over a
span that is long enough to be considered, for all practical purposes, as
infinite; in the second type, the structure has structural rotational symmetry
in the circumferential direction. Due to the periodic nature of the structure
and the traveling wave characteristics of the loading, one need only "cut out"
and subsequently model a typical periodic region of the total structure,
wherein appropriate periodic boundary conditions (i.e., unknown forces and dis-
placements are forced equal, except for unknown phase angle, for corresponding
points on both cuts) are used along the cuts. The paper presents both the
theory and a corresponding set of DMAPinstructions which permits the NASTRAN
user to automatically alter the rigid format-8 sequence to solve the intended
class of problems. The new input to a standard version NASTRANrun is a set
of alter cards, PARAMcards, and direct input matrix(DMl) partitioning arrays
which are needed for the purpose of partitioning and correspondingly restruc-
turing the internal NASTRANmass, damping and stiffness matrices. Final
results are recovered as with any ordinary rigid format-8 solution, except that
the results are only printed for the typical periodic segment of the structure.
A simple demonstration problem having a known exact solution is used to illus-
trate the implementation of the procedure.
SYMBOLS
[Bl Damping matrix of nth periodic substructure
{F} Total applied force vector
[I u] Diagonal unit identity matrix
I Number of degrees-of-freedom for interior nodes
[K] Stiffness matrix of nth periodic substructure
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Lp Spatial period of substructure
L Number of degrees-of-freedom for left cut nodes
[M] Mass matrix of nth periodicsubstructure
R Number of degrees-of-freedomfor right cut
t Time
{U} Displacementvector
x Spatial coordinate
Angular driving frequency
0, @ Angle of incident wave
Phase constant (complex form)
IJ* Phase constant (re_El part)
INTRODUCTION
A periodic structure consists of a number of identical substructures,
coupled together in identical manners to form the whole system, see for example
figure la. For such systems, under certain loading conditions, it is often
possible to treat only one representative substructure in order to obtain the
general response for the whole system. For example, if the loading is exactly
the same for all substructures, the latest (and even some earlier) versions of
NASTRANcan directly solve this class of problem for both static and steadystate
cases (i.e., rigid formats 1 and 8). In the case of steady state dynamics
problems (rigid format-8) involving traveling wave propagation type inputs,
there is a slightly more general loading condition on each periodic substruc-
ture, namely that the loading on each substructure is identical except for a
known phase constant _o More specifically, the relation between the a_lied
force vector {_}n in the nzn substructure and the one, {-F}n+I in the nTM sub-
structure is given by
{T}n+1 : e_ {T}n (1)
where _ is a known phase constant. For the class of problems addressed in this
paper, the phase constant is a purely imaginary constant, i.eo,
= 0.0 + i_* (2)
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and physicallyrefers to the fact that there is no differenceinenergyloss in
processingresultsfrom one substructureto the next.
Brillouin(ref. 1) points out that wave motion in periodicsystemshave
been studiedfor nearly 300 years, whereinphysicistsand electricalengineers
have worked in this field in problemareas relatingto optics,crystals,elec-
trical transmissionliner, etc. (Elachi,ref. 2, providesa comprehensivelist
of 287 referencesin this field). Applicationsof this theory to engineering
structuralanalysisand solid mechanicstype problemsis only recent. Refer-
ences 3, 4, and 5 are typicalof analyticalsolutionsto this type problemfor
simple configurationsconsistingof beams, grillagesand plate structures°
References6 and 7 representa significantlymore generalapproach to the prob-
lem whereintheir applicationof the theory of finite elementsenablesone to
solve a much larger class of problemsinvolvingrather arbitrary structures
than one could treat by purely analyticaltechniques. References6 and 7
appear to restrictthemselvesto the problemof determiningthe conditions
(i.e.,values of the steady state responsefreqencym) under which propagating
or non-propagatingfree wave motionwill occur in the absenceof explicit
externaldrivingforces.
In the work presented here, periodic structures with explicit external
driving forces satisfying Equations (I) and (2) are applied to each substructure
as illustrated in Figure la.
If the loadingand spatialboundaryconditionson each substructureare
the same, except for the phase difference, _*, (i.eo, the loading for two
typical points in two neighboring substructures separated by the period length
Lp,are the same except for a multiplying factor of ei_*) it follows that the
response in each substructure is also the same except for the phase difference
_*. A simple example of such a case is a propagating pressure wave passing
across an infinitely long ribbed plate as illustrated in figure 2b (the plate is
in air and no air-structure interaction effects are considered). The propagat-
ing surface loading wave is given by the formula
p = Poei(kx + mt) (3)
thus the phase difference between any two neighboring substructures is u* = kLp,
where Lpis the spatial period of the periodic system, Po is the input loading
pressure amplitude, m is the steady state driving frequency, x is the horizontal
spatial coordinate, and k is the wave number of the loading wave.
Other examplesof the phase constantrelativeto a particularexampleare
shown in figure 2. In figure 2a, we have a known pressurewave loadingpropa-
gating parallelwith the axis of the ribbed cylindricalshell; here, the phase
constant_* is analogousto the figure2b exampleand needs no furtherexplana-
tion. In figure 2c, the incidentwave is incidentat an obliqueangle 0 and
is incorporatedinto the formulafor the phase constantgiven in the figure lc.
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There is a specialcase where the ends of the structuredo not extendto
infinity(i.e.,the ends never meet) but insteadare connectedcyclically,as
in figure 3 for example. For such cyclicalcases, _* must satisfyan addi-
tional constraint,namely _* = 2_/n where n = I, 2, 3,.... For example,in
the figure 3 case, n = 8, thus _* = 7/4.
We limit ourselvesto problemshaving "one-dimensionalperiodicity",
wherebythis term we imply that only two cuts are needed (we shall refer to
these as the left and right cuts, see figure Ib) to separatethe typicalsub-
structurefrom the system. The responsewithin such a substructurecan be,
however,multi-dimensional.The remainderof the paper focuseson the proce-
dure for obtainingthe displacementand stress responsewithin one typical
block of the periodicsystem. The typicalsubstructureblock can be made up of
various types of structuralelements (includingboth elementswith structural
dampingand nodes with scalardampersattached)containedwithin the NASTRAN
libraryof elements(e.g., CQDMEM,CQDMEM1,CBAR, CONROD ... etc.).
SOLUTION FORMULATION
The solutionprocedurepresentedhere is very similarto the one in refer-
ence (6), except for the fact that here we are consideringproblemswith expli-
cit forcingfunctions. The first step in the solutionprocedureis to "cut
out" the typical substructurefrom the overall periodicstructureas illus-
trated in figure lb and to subsequentlyreplacethe cut nodes with the internal
forces ({_}n' for the left cut and {_Cr}n for the right cut) that existedat
those nodes beforecutting. The displacementsat the cut nodes are similarly
denotedby {_} and {U } where subscripts_ and r denote left and right and
n r n th
the subscriptn denotesthe n substructure. Since we are only focusingon
the results for the nth substructure,it is convenientto drop the subscript
n from here on for notationalconvenience°
The governingequationsof motion for the substructureare first expressed
in the familiarfinite elementform
[M]{_} + [B]{_} + [K]{O'} + {-F} (4)
where [M], [B], [K] are the mass, dampingand stiffnessmatrices of the nth
substructurerespectively;{_} is the displacementvector of all nodes of the
nth substructure;{_} is the generalizedforce fector; (') z d( )/dt, and bars
above the variabledenote the fact that the variablesare complexand that the
harmonictime responseeimt has not yet been suppressedthus
{_} : {U}ei_t {T} = {F}eimt (5)
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The next major step is to partition the matrices and vectors of equation
(4) into left cut unknowns, right cut unknowns and interior unknowns (subscripts
J_, r, i refer to left, right and interior respectively and L, R, I refer to the
total number of displacement component unknowns for the left, right and interior
domain respectively; note due to periodicity, L = R. Thus it follows that after
partitioning we have
M_I Mj_i IM_,r B_I Bj_i IBj_r
[M] = Mi_ I Mii I Mir [B] = Bij_IBii I Bir
- -F - -I .... I- - -I- o
Mrj_IMri I Mrr Brj_IBri I Brr
I I l I
(L+R+I) x (L+R+I)
-K_ IK_iIK_r _
--F --I-- I---1
[K] : Ki_ I Kii I Kir {U}= Ui (6)
Krj_I Kri l Krr Ur
I I
(1) x (L+R+I)
{_} = o + _i
gc ga
r r
m
Note the generalized force vectors {F} has been further decomposed as the sum of
an unknown force vector, {_-c}, (which denotes the yet unknown internal forces
existing at the cuts in the structure) and a known applied force vector, {T'a},
(which denotes all known forces existing within and at the cuts of the periodic
substructure).
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The full periodic structure is cut (left and right cuts), therefore it
follows that the internal nodal forces normally existing at the cuts now play
the role of external (as yet unknown) applied forces.
The special case of an externally applied force appearing at a left or
right cut requires special attention in that one component of the total force
vector is due to the externally applied force and the other component is due to
the internal force at the cut. The external force value on a cut must be
shared between the generic substructure block being analyzed and its immediate
neighbor; consequently these end type external force values are divided in half
(see, for example, the situation in figure Ic where node I lies on the left
cut)o
A further relation that is needed in the formulation relates to the fact
that the right end of the nth generic substructure is the beginning (left end)
of the n+i generic substructure, thus from Equation (I) it follows that
{-_r}= -el_{-_ }
(7)
{-Or} = e_{-_}
where the minussign in the first of Equation (7) accounts for the fact that
internal nodal forces acting as external forces on the right cut of generic
substructure n are opposite in sign to the internal nodal forces acting on the
left cut neighboring substructure n + i.
The next step in the development is to substitute Equations (5) and (6)
into Equation (4); the subsequent cancellation of eimt permits us to drop the
bar superscript notation thus arriving at a "reduced form of Equation (4)".
At this point there are five groups of unknowns, namely {Ur}, {U_}, {Ui}, {F_},
{F_}o The three row partitions of the reduced Equation (4) in conjunction with
the two Equations (7), provide 3 + 2 = 5 corresponding groups of equations to
balance the five groups of unknowns. Next, we substitute Equations (7) into
the reduced form of Equation (4), and subsequently employ the third row parti-
tion of reduced Equation (4) to eliminate the {F_} unknowno Doing these opera-
tions result in the following set simultaneous equations for the displacement
unknowns {U_} and {Ui}:
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m-__2 [MLL]+ I -L°2[MLI]+
ioJ [BLL] + I i_o [BLI] + {U}_ + e-lJ*i{F a]
[KLL] I [KLI]
l
•, .... (8)
-co2 [MIL] + I -_°2 [MII] +
io_ [BIL] + J i_o [BII] + {Ui} {F_}
[KIL] I [KIll .
(L+I) x (L+I) matrix (I) x (L+I) vector
where
[MLL]= [Mzz] + Cos]_*[Mcr]+ Cos_* [Mrz] + [Mrr]
[BLL]= [Bzz]+ CosiJ*[B_r] -mSin_* [Mzr]+ (Sin_*/m)[K_r]
+ CosIJ*[Br_]+ [Brr]+ mSinIJ*[MrA]- (Sinp*/m)[Kr_]
[KLL] = [Kzz]+ CoslJ*[Kzr]- mSiniJ*[B_r]
+ CosIJ*[Kr;L] + [Krr] + mSin_* [Brz]
[MLI]= [Mzi]+ Cosu* [Mri]
[BLI]= [B_i]+ Cos_* [Bri]+ mSinI_*[Mri] - (SinlJ*/m)[Kri]
[KLI]= [K_i]+ Cos_* [Kri]+ _SinlJ*[Bri] (9)
[MIL]= [Mi_]+ CosiJ*[Mir]
[BIL]= [Bi_]+ CoslJ*[Bir] - _SinlJ*[Mir]+ (SinlJ*/m)[Kir]
[KIL] = [Kiz]+ Cosl_*[Kir] -mSinl_* [Bir]
[MII] = [Mii]
[BII]= [Bii]
[KII]= [Kii]
At this point, the linear set of complexalgebraicEquations(8) can be solved
for the unknowndisplacements{Uz}, {Ui}. The unknowndisplacementat the
right cut, {Ur} can be easilycomputedwith the secondof equation (7). The
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size of the algebraic system is governed by the (L+I) x (L+I) coefficient
matrix (i.eo, matrix multiplying the unknown displacement vector) where L+I
equals the number of left cut, L, plus interior, I, unknown displacement com-
ponents. Typically I>>L, therefore it is not a very big additional burden on
the equation solver to include the second of Equation (7) as part of the overall
system (actually, we add R extra unknowns, {Ur}, and R extra equations (where
R = number of right cut unknowns). Thus in place of Equation (8), we consider
the slightly larger, but equivalent system of
' _m2 [MLI] + " {F_} +__2 [MLL] + ,
I
im [BLL] + , im [BLI] + [0] {U_}
, e-_*i{F_}[KLL] , [KLI]
J J .....
__2 [MIL] + __2 [MII] +
i_ [BIL] + i_ [BII] + [0] • {Ui) = {F_} _ (10)
[KIL] [KII]
J J .....
I I
i_ [BRL] + I I
, [0] ,[KRR {Ur } {0}[KRL] ,
(L+I+R) x (L+I+R)
coefficient matrix
where [BRL]= (sin_*/m)[Iu]
[KRL]= Cos_* [Iu]
[KRR]: -[Iu] (11)
and [Iu] z diagonalunit identitymatrix
The RI block of the displacementcoefficientmatrix in Equation (10) above
is identicallyzero, thus the bottom R rows of the systemof simultaneousequa-
tions are totally independentof the solutionto the top L+I rows° The length
of the solutionvectorL+I+R is of exactlythe same length of the originalsub-
structurematrix (Equations(4) and (6)), consequentlythe modificationof the
DMAP instructionsbecomessimplierbecauseof the fact that one need only
interceptthe logic of the equationsolver and replacethe existingmass stiff-
ness and dampingmatriceswith the modifiedmatrices definedby the new coef-
fient matrix of Equation(10) (and associatednew entry definitionsfrom Equa-
tions (9) and (11))o Since the length of the solutionvector is still the same
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as the originalproblembeforemodification,the post processingDMAP opera-
tions for displacementprintout,stress recovery,etc. need not be modified.
An alternatescheme (althoughnot yet implemented)would be to modify the
input to the complexequationsolver to accept the smaller (L+I) x (L+I) coef-
fient matrix used in Equation(8) directly. After solvingthe smallerL+I
length displacementvector,the full vector (ioeo,attachingthe missing{Ur}
portion)can be formed by expandingit to length L+I+R via the secondof Equa-
tion (7). Finally,stressand displacementresultscan be processedin the
usual way with existingDMAP operations.
RIGID FORMAT-8DMAPMODIFICATIONFORNASTRAN
The periodicstructurecapabilitydescribedin the previoussectioncan be
implementedin a standardversionof NASTRAN. In particular,the DMAP sequence
required to performthe necessaryoperationsare listed in AppendixA. This
DMAPsequence was checked out on an 1108 computer, standard version of level
15.5 NASTRANand is introduced in the EXECUTIVECONTROLdeck with the following
instructions:
ALTER 138
(see Appendix A for specific instructions)
ALTER 139,139
(replace KDD, BDD, MDDwith KDDX, BDDX, MDDX
within call arguments of FFRDmodule level 15.5
see Appendix A for detailed instruction) implementation
ALTER140
(Conditional print statement, see Appendix-
A for detailed DMAPinstructions)
These same level 15.5 DMAPinstructions can also be applied to level 17.0
NASTRAN,the only difference being that
replace ALTER 138 with ALTER 158
replace ALTER 139,139 with ALTER 159,159
replace ALTER140 with ALTER 160
It is pointed out, however, that the level 17o0 modifications described
above have not actually been tried although due to the similarity of the change,
the DMAPsequence is expected to work.
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It is important to note that we are modifying the standard NASTRANunknown
displacement vector coefficient matrix just prior to the entry into the FFRD
module used for the solution to the simultaneous complex algebraic equations.
The implication of this statement is that the row numbering scheme for the dis-
placement vector has already accounted for the fact that single point con-
straints, multipoint constraints and omitted coordinates have already been
accounted for. Thus, for example, the length of the {U_} vector, L, is not
simply the number of nodes on the left cut times the degrees-of-freedom per
node, but rather is less by the amount corresponding to the number of SPC's,
MPC_sand OMIT's relating to the nodes along the left CUto Similar comments
apply to the lengthof the {Ui} and {Ur} vectors. The understandingof the
above displacementvector lengthcommentsmust be clearly understoodby the
user before attemptingto fill out the input data matrix partitioningvectors
CVIO0, CV01O, CVO01 definedlater in this paper.
INPUT DATAFORNASTRANRUN
The BULK DATA input to a typical periodicstructurerun consistof two
basic parts. The first part correspondsto the usual bulk data input cards
normally requiredto make a NASTRANrun (e.g.,GRID CARDS, ELEMENTCARDS, DAREA
CARDS, FREQ CARD, DLOAD CARD, etc.); the second part consistsof specialinput
cards that are explainedin the followingtext.
PARAMCards
These cards are used to enter variousmatrix coefficientsappearingin
Equations(9) and (11); especiallythe constants
Text Variable ComputerVariable
Cosu* _ CMST
0.0 + i_ _ FI#VMEG
._2 _ N_MEG2
-I.0 _ N#NE
-sin_*/m _ NSMSB_ (12)
-(sin_*)m _ NSMST_
+i.0 _ P#NE note: 0 = zero
sin_*/m z SMSB_ # = letter
(sin_*)m _ SMST#
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are read in on standardNASTRANPARAM cards where IJ*is the phase angle defined
in Equation (2) and _ is the angulardrivingfrequencyin radiansper second
(m = f.2_ where f = driving frequencyin Hz specifiedon the FREQ card). The
format for a typicalPARAM card is:
Col's I - 8 PARAM
Col's 9 - 16 one of the 8 computervariablenames definedby
Equation(12)
Col's 17 - 24 real part of variabledefined in Col's 9-16
Col's 25 - 32 imaginarypart of variabledefined in Col's 9-16 (only
non zero entry is for variableFI_MEG)
Comments
Strictly speaking, the real part of variable FI_MEGshould be 0.0; however,
for the NUSCUnivac 1108, operating with the level 15.5 version of NASTRANused
to implement the procedure, an arbitrary small number if entered (say 1.0xlO -2°)
in order to avoid a strange system type error message that is printed when
exactly 0.0 is entered as the real part. The FI_MEGvariable is only used to
compute and subsequently print out the internal forces at the cuts after all
the main calculations for displacement are completed. The mentioned error mes-
sage probablywill not appear iF other NASTRANversionsand/or other computer
systemsare used.
DMI Cards for Matrix Partitioning
A set of DMI directmatrix input cards are needed to providethe informa-
tion NASTRAN needs to partitionthe mass, dampingand stiffnessmatrices.
Three groupsof cards are needed;a column partitioningvector for the left cut
group of displacementnode components,CVIO0;a column partitioningvector for
the interiorgroup of displacementnode components,CV010; and a columnparti-
tioning vector for the right cut group of displacementnode components,CVO01.
A set of row partitioningvectorsare automaticallygeneratedby the AppendixA
DMAP instructions. The column partitioningare made up of entries that are
either 1.0 or 0.0. Since all entrieswithin NASTRANare assumedto be zero
unless otherwisespecified,the user need only enter 1.0 values in the appro-
priate slot in each of the above mentionedpartitioningvectors. The rules are
simple and are as follows:
° Formationof left cut partitioningvector CVlO0
Enter a 1.0 in each row number correspondingto each active indepen-
dent componentdegrees-of-freedomlying along the left cut. The
length of the CVIO0 vector is L+I+R and there should be L 1.0 entries
(the remainingI+R entriesare automaticallyzero by virtue of not
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being defined). If the left cut nodal numbering pattern is sequential
and starts with the lowest node number of the whole system (e.g., node
I, 2, 3 .), then the first L entries of CVIO0 will be all 1.0
values.' However, if the left cut numbering scheme does not contain
only the lowest node numbers, but instead the whole system is num-
bered at random, then the L 1.0 entries will correspondingly be dis-
tributed throughout the CVIO0 vector, and the "bookkeeping" involved
with defining the CVIO0 vector becomes messy° The user having MPC's,
SPC's or OMIT's applied to nodes along the left cut must be sure to
account for these during the process of entering the 1.0 values into
the partitioning vector CVIO0.
• Formation of the interior partitioning vector CVOIO
Enter a 1.0 in each row number corresponding to each active indepen-
dent component degree-of-freedom lying on the interior of the struc-
ture. The length of the CVOIOvector is L+I+R and there should be I
1.0 entries (the remaining L+R entries are automatically zero). If
the interior nodes are numbered sequentially, (following the same
sequential pattern used in the CVIO0 vector), then the middle L+I,
L+2, . . . L+I entries of the CVOIOvector will all be 1.0 values.
Again remember to account for SPC's, MPC's and OMIT's in the number-
ing scheme.
• Formationof the right cut partitioningvector CVO01
Enter a 1.0 in each row number correspondingto each active indepen-
dent componentdegree-of-freedomlying pn the right cut of the peri-
odic structure. The length of the CVO01 vector is L+I+R and there
should be R 1.0 entries (the remainingL+I entriesare automatically
zero). If the left cut, interior,and right cut nodes are all num-
bered sequentially(in the respectiveorder mentioned),then the end-
ing L+I+I, L+I+2, . . L+I+R entriesof the CVO01 vector will all be
1.0 values. Again r_memberto accountfor SPC's, MPC's and OMITS's
in the numberingscheme.
DMI Cards Format
The bulk data cards for the definitionsof the partitioningvectorsvia
the standardDMI cards is as follows:
• CVIO0 vector cards
CoI's Ent_v
first header card
1-8 DMI
9-16 CVO01
17-24 0
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Col ' s Entry
25-32 2
33-40 I
41-48 I
49-56 blank
57-64 integer value equal to magnitude of (L+R+I)
65-72 1
second card
I-8 DMI
9-16 CVO01
17-24 I
25-32 enter integer row number ,say N1, of first 1.0 entry
33-40 1.0 for entry NI
41-48 1.0 or 0.0 for entry NI+I
49-56 1.0 or 0.0 for entry N1+2
57-64 1.0 or 0.0 for entry NI+3
65-72 1.0 or 0.0 for entry NI+4
73-80 Continuation card name, say CONT1, if needed.
third continuation card (if needed)
1-8 +ONT1
9-16 1.0 or 0,0 for entry NI+ 5
17-24 • •
25-32 • •
33-40 • •
41-48 • •
49-56 • •
57-64 • •
65-72 1.0 or 0.0 for entry N1+12
73-80 Continuation card name, say CONT2, if needed.
fourth continuation card (if needed)
similar to third continuation card ... etc.
• CV010Vector Cards
These cards are made up analogously to the CVIO0 vector already described
above, the only differences being that on the first two cards, replace CVIO0
with CVOIO; also, the number of the first 1.0 entry slot (NI value in col's
25-32 of the second CVIO0 data card) is different.
• CVO01Vector Cards
These cards are made up analogously to the CVIO0 vector already described
above, the only differences being that on the first two cards, replace CVIO0
with CVO01; also the number of the first 1.0 entry slot (NI value in col's
25-32 of the second CVIO0 data card) is different.
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Finally, examples of making the partitioning cards is given later in a
demonstration problem.
DMI Cards for Merge Operations
A set of DMI direct matrix input cards are needed to define certain dum_v
matrices which NASTRANneeds to successfully merge certain internal
matrices within the Appendix-A DMAPsequence° These input cards will consist
of a group of eight cards that must always be included for a run. The only
thing that changes from one NASTRANrun to another is the lengths of these
dummy arrays. These dummy null arrays are only introduced to avoid DMAP error
message printouts for Univac 1108, level 15.5 NASTRANthat occurred when the
lead matrix entry in the standard DMAPMERGEoperation is not defined.
DMI Cards Format
Col's Entry
first header card
1-8 DMI
9-16 LIXLI enter characters, _oes not mean multiDly LI times LI)
17-24 0
25-32 2
33-40 1
41-48 1
49-56 blank
57-64 enter integer equal to L plus I
65-72 enter integer equal to L plus I
second card
1-8 DMI
9-16 LIXLI
17-24 1
25-32 1
33-40 O. 0
third card
same as first card, except
Col's 9-16 enter LIXL2
Col's 57-64 enter integer equal to L plus I
Col's 65-72 enter integer equal to L plus L
fourth card
same as second card, except
Col's 9-16 enter LIXL2
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fifth card
same as first card, except
Col's 9-16 enter L2XLI
Col's 57-64 enter integerequal to L plus L
Col's 65-72 enter integerequal to L plus I
sixth card
same as second card, except
Col's 9-16 enter L2XLI
seventh card
same as first card, except
Col's 9-16 enter L2XL2
Col's 57-64 enter integerequal to L plus L
Col's 65-72 enter integerequal to L plus L
eighth card
same as second card, except
Col's 9-16 enter L2XL2
DMI Cards for Unit Matrix Definition
Finally, a set of DMI direct matrix input cards as needed to define the
unit matrix [I u] employed in Equation (11).
DMI Cards Format
Col's Entr____yy
first header card
I-8 DMI
9-16 UMATR
17-24 0
25-32 6
33-40 i
41-48 2
49-56 blank
57-64 enter integer equal to L plus L
64-72 enter integer equal to L plus L
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Col ' s Entry
second card
I-8 DMI
9-16 UMATR
17-24 1
25-32 1
33-40 1.0
third card
same as second card, except
Col's 17-24 enter 2
Col's 25-32 enter 2
fourth card
same as second card, except
Col's 17-24 enter 3
Col's 25-32 enter 3
etc.
last (L+I st) card
same as second card, except
Col's 17-24 enter integer value equal to L
Col's 25-32 enter integer value equal to L
DEMONSTRATIONPROBLEM
The use of the DMAPsequence in conjunction with the new PARAMand DMI
input cards defined in the previous section will perhaps be better understood
by including a specific example solution that has the features that (i) is a
small size problem convenient for matrix operation checking and debugging
purposes; (2) contains most of the main ingredients typical of a representa-
tive problem, thus the system has mass, stiffness, and damping; (3) the exact
solution to the problem is known for checking purposes. The problem illus-
trated in figure 4a meets all of these conditions, and corresponds to a plane
pressure wave propagating in an infinite acoustic fluid medium. Upon sampling
the pressure response along any two parallel vertical cuts (separated by the
horizontal distance Lp) it can be shown that the response (pressure and dis-
placement)is differentonly by the amount ei_* where for this particular
problem
M* = (_)(Lp) Cos_ (13)
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where m = driving frequency (rad/sec), Lp = length (in.) between two parallel
cuts, c = compressional wave speed (in/sec); _ = angle of incident wave. The
solution for the pressure and motion response is sought_for the shaded region
shown in figure 4ao Only the dotted outlined region is modeled with finite
elements and is correspondingly shown in figure 4bo
In order to exercise this demonstration problem to the fullest extent, we
will use different types of boundary conditions on all four sides of the fig-
ure 4b finite element model.
Boundary Conditions
• Left and right vertical cuts
Since this problem falls within the class of problems solvable by
the phase difference type boundary condition, boundary conditions
specified by Equations (7) are enforced. Here the left and right
cut forces and displacements are taken as unknowns°
• Top face
The boundary condition for the top face is different from the left
and right face in that here we explicitly apply the free field pres-
sure (converted into equivalent nodal forces). The formula for the
freely propagating pressure wave is given by the expression
i(kr) imt
p(x,y,t) = poe e (14)
where k = _/c = wave number (in. -1)
r = spatial coordinate normal to direction of wave propagation (ino)
Po = steady state pressure amplitude (psi)
i = _-1
p = pressure (psi) (spatial variation)
and r is related to the x,y coordinates by the relation
r = x cos_ + y sin_ (15)
The y-direction force at upper face node 3 is computed by substituting
p(x,H) from Equation (14) into the expression
X=Lp/4
(3F_)y =/- p(x,H) dx (16)x:O
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the force at upper face node 4 is computedsimilarlyby
x=3Lp/4
(4F_ = f-p(x,H)dx (17)
X=Lp/4
and finallythe upper face node 9 is computedsimilarlyby
X=Lp
(F_) = f-p(x,H)dx (18)9 y
x=3Lp/4
The demonstrationproblemis evaluatedfor the followingspecific input data:
Po = 100o psi
c = 60000° in/sec
Lp = 2°0 ino
H = 2°0 ino (19)
f = m/2_ = 3000° Hz
= 45o
p = mass density = °000096 Ib_sec/in 4
Substituting the above Equation (19) input constant into Equations (16),
(17) and (18) results in
i 28°6378o
(3F_}. = -49°8972 e
Y
38o1837o
(4F_). = -99°7944 ei (20)
Y
i 47.7297 o
_9F_).= -49.9742e
Y
An importantpoint must be made regardingloadingthe final force array
{_} (Equation(4)) for the periodicstructureproblem. Observationof the
Equation(10) loadingvectorof the new periodicstructureproblemstatement,
revealsthat the left cut applied forces,{F_}, are applied,as normal, to
the correspondingleft cut node; also, the interiorappliedforces, {F_}, are
applied,as normal,to the correspondinginteriornodes; however,the right
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cut appliedforces,{F_}, are not appliedto the right cut nodes, but rather,
are first multipliedby the complexconstante"_*i, and then applied to the
corresponding,left cut node° For the demonstrationproblemat hand, substi-
tuting Equation (19) into Equation(13) impliesthat _* = 25°455840, thus
a ei22o27387 °
ei_* (9Fr) = -49°9742 (21)
Y
therefore,in summary,at node number 3 in the y directionapply a net sum
force = -49°8972e i28°6378° -49°9742 e i22°27387° (22)
and at node number4 in the y directionapply a net
force = -99°7944ei38"1837° (23)
and at node number 9 in the y directionapply a net
force = 0o0 (i.e.,do not apply any force)°
• Bottom face
The boundary condition for the bottom face could have been selected
similar to the top face (i.eo, we convert the pressure into equiva-
lent nodal forces). However, instead we use a slightly more compli-
cated boundary condition that permits us to introduce a [B] matrix
entry into the problem° More specifically,the pressureand normal
velocityalong the bottomcut can be obtainedfrom the expression
p(x,o) = _V n (24)
where Vn is the particlevelocity normal to the wavefront propagation direc-
tion. Therefore the relation between the Vy velocity component and the y
direction resisting reaction is given by
(F_) _ (p(x,o).AA)= pc_a Sin_ Vy (25)y
damping
constant_Cd
Thus, the bottom face boundarycondition(simulatingan approximatewave
absorbingboundarycondition)is achieved by placingviscousdampersalong
the bottom cut (see figure4b), whereinthe damper constantsare definedby
Cd = pcAA Sin_ (26)
where AA is an appropriatearea factor relatingthe pressureand concentrated
force (FI) . When the wave lengthof the incidentwave is long relativeto
Y
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the mesh size, one can set AA = the surface element length for bottom surface
nodes off the cuts and set Z_A= 1/2 the surface element length for the nodes
lying on the cuts° Thus for the demonstration problem at hand, Cd = 8.14587
for the middle damper and half that amount for the end cut dampers°
Preparation of DemoNASTRANInput Data
• executive control
The form of the DMAPinstructions presented in Appendix A are general and
are not problem dependent° The only times the user deviates from the presented
DMAPsequence is (I) when he switches from one level of NASTRANto another
wherein the ALTER Statement numbers change; or (2) when he wishes to turn off
or turn on the intermediate matrix printout switch ISW, defined in the third
DMAPALTERstatement (ISW = +I prints all intermediate matrix operation steps
in addition to a printout of the FORVECvector which lists the left cut,
interior, and right cut nodal forces; ISW = -i no intermediate printout)°
° case control
The standard CASECONTROLdeck is shown in the APPENDIXA, wherein the
only thing worth no_ing is the fact that a DLOADcard is used for the purpose
of superimposing the two vectors {F_} and e-_*i {F_} which are both applied to
the same left cut nodes (in correspondence with the first partition of Equa-
tion (10))o
• bulk data
The CDAMP2cards are used to define the damping constants applied at the
bottom surface nodes° The CQDMEMmembrane elements (and corresponding MAT2,
PQDMEMcards) are used to define the fluid media, employing the displacement
fluid element approach described in refo8. The collection of DLOAD,DAREA,
DPHASE,RLOADI, TABLEDI cards are used to insert the applied forces defined by
Equations (22) and (23). The GRDSETcard is employed to eliminate the non-
applicable 3, 4, 5, 6 degrees-of-freedom for the 2-D membraneelements° Stand-
ard GRID cards define node coordinates and the standard FREQcard defines fre-
quency of f = m/2_ = 3000 Hz. The special Dine PARAMcards defined by Equations
(12) are evaluated using the data in Equations(19)o In the case of the DMI
cards for the partitioning vectors CVIO0, CV010, CVO01, the first thing to
establish for the problem is the sizes L, R, I for the individual partitions.
It is convenient, for bookkeeping purposes, to number the left cut sequen-
tially; and to also number the interior sequentially (with the lowest interior
node number appearing next to the highest left cut node number) and finally
number the right cut sequentially with the lowest right cut node appearing next
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• to the highest internal node number° Thus for the problem at handt, L = 2
degrees-of-freedom/node times 3 left cut nodes = 6; I = 2 degrees-of-freedom/
node times 3 interior nodes = 6; and R z L = 6 due to the periodicity of the
structure° The first 6 entries of CVIO0 are 1.0, the rest of the entries are
zero; the 7th through 12th entries of CVOIOare 1o0, the rest being zero; and
finally the 13th through 18th entr_es of CVO01are 1.0, all other entries being
zero° The 8 merging DMI cards LIXLI ... L2XL2 are defined according to the
instructions given earlier in the paper and need no further comment° Finally
the unit matrix DMI cards for the UMATRmatrix are defined according to the
instructions given earlier in the paper°
Results of NASTRANDemoProblem
Selected output results for the figure 4b demonstration problem are pre-
sented as NASTRANdirect printout (real and imaginary part type output format)
in APPENDIXB. The first part of the NASTRANprintout illustrates the net
input vector (e.go,resultsof Equations_2,)and _3-));it is always good to
includeas a checkingfeatureof the input.
Next the stress output is printedand refers to the stress computedat the
center of the element. Note that due to the sign conventiondifferenceregard-
Ing-_ress and pressure (oppositein sign, see refo 8 for details),the user
must reversethe sign of stress to obtain the pressure,ioeo,
P = -_xx -Oyy
It should be noted that the NASTRANoutput format headings are in error
(due to a formating bug in NASTRANthat has remained in practically all levels
of NASTRAN);the output heading should be read as follows (for each element row
of stressoutput):Real Pto (OXX),Real Pt_-(_yy),Real Pto (axy),Imgo Pt. (_xx),
Img. Pt. (Oyy), Imgo Pto (Oxy)O The resultsshown in APPENDIXB, Table B-l,
show the NASTRAN resultsnext to the exact solution,after converting,the real
and imaginaryparts into amplitudeand phasedata.
The exact solutionis evaluatedwith p(x,y) from Equation (14) at distances
r that locatea l:ine(drawnparallelto the wave front) which passes throughthe
midpointof an element. The NASTRANresultsagree quite well with the exact
solutionin both phase and amplitude° It is noted that avery slight asymmetry
exists betweenthe NASTRAN phase angle resultsfor element3 and element4°
This is probablydue to the fact that the boundaryconditionson the%Dpand
right cut surfacesdo not result in exactlythe same appliednodal forces (eog.,
the top forceswere not computedusing a consistentpressure-to-forceapplica-
tion formulathat involvesthe displacementshape functions). A similarcom-
ment appliesto the relationbetweenthe bottom surface forcesand left cut
?Suppose,for illustrativepurposes,node 5 had the x displacementSPC con-
strainedto zero and supposethe x displacementof node 4 was forced(through
an MPC relation)to equal the x displacementof node 6. In this particular
case L = 2.3 = 6; I = 2.3-1-1 = 4; R z L = 6°
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forces° When the programis run with the detailedprint switch triggered
(ISW = +1), the left and right cut forcesare computedfrom the solutiondis-
placementvectorand subsequentlyprintedin condensedformat {underthe FORVEC
header). Inspectionof these resultsshowed that correspondingleft and right
cut internalnodalforces differedby the properamount,_* = 25.4550.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
The DMAPsequence presented in APPENDIXA, permits the NASTRANuser to
solve a class steady state dynamically loaded periodic structures, wherein the
internal forces and resulting response at the periodic ends of the typical
repeating substructure are related by a known complex phase relation, ei_*.
The DMAPsequence is general and need not be changed from one problem to the
next. When using the methodology presented here, one should be extremely care-
ful that the CVIO0, CVOIO, CVO01partitioning vectors are prepared properly.
For large problems, a preprocessor should be written which automatically gen-
erates these vectors° One should also be careful to allow for SPC, MPCand
OMIT cards which compact the solution vector and consequently should be taken
into account in the preparation of the partitioning vectors. The user is
strongly advised to study the sample demonstration problem presented here
before undertaking anymore complicated problems.
At this point, the DMAPsequence has been checked out for a set of small
size problems, therefore comments regarding computer run time on large problems
cannot be made at this time. Someof the DMAPoperations can be increased in
efficiency by employing the matrix operation ADD5DMAPmodule in place of
repeatedly employing the matrix ADDDMAPmodule° The ADD5routine was not
used in the 1108, level 15o5 version of NASTRANdue to the fact that the system
did not consistently successfully add a string of 5 matrices during certain
checkout phases of the programming.
Finally, it is advised that before attempting to exercise the DMAPsequence
presented in APPENDIXA, one should run the demonstration problem as a bench
mark check ino If a Univac 1108, level 15.5 version is used, it may be necessary
to increase the "max-files" to 40 in NTRAN$.
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APPENDIX-A
(NASTRANDEMONSTRATIONPROBLEMINPUT)
NASTRAN EXECUTIVE cONTROL DECK
ID NUSC PERIODIC STRUCTURE SAMPLE
APP DISP
SOL 8wn
TIME 30
DIAG 2p3pBp14f15
DIAG 22
ALTER t38
$ DMPA INSTRUCTIONS FOR PERIOnIC STRU_TUn_ (_nn_n BY a.J:_ALIMnW_Kt}
$ ISW=+I PRINT ... =-I NO PRINT OF ALL KEY MATRICES FOR PERIODIC STR.
PARAM //C,N,NOP/V,N,ISW:+I $
PARAM //C,NpNOP/VIN,IMI:-I $
PARAM t/¢,NpNOPtVeNpPURSWi:-I $
$ DEFINE ROW PARTITIONING VECTORS WITH DUMMY ADD OPERATION
$ WHERE CV100 CVOI_ CVO01 ARE RFA_ IN _N DMT BUlK DATA
ADD CVIO0p/RVIO0 $
ADD CVO10p/RV010 $
ADD CVOO1,/RVO01 $
COND MAReISW $
MATPRN RVlOOpRVOlOpRVO01,p// $
MATPRN CVIO0tCVOIOpCVOOtpP// $
LABEL MAR $
$ CONDITIONAL PRINT OF KDDpMDD, BDO BEFORE PARTITION APPLIED (
COND KALpISW $
MATPRN KDDpMDDpBDDpo// S
$ SAVE.ORIGINAL KDD MDD BDD MATRICES FOR pROCESSING FORCES AT CUTS
ADD KDD_/SAVKDD $
ADD MOD,/SAVMDD $
ADO BDD,/SAVBDD $
LABEL KAL$
$ PARITION KpM,B MATRICES
$ PARTITION LL BLOCK
PARTN KDD,CVZ00,RVIQO/pptDKLL/¢pNp_ $
PARTN MDDpCVIOOoRV100/,ppDMLL/CpNpl $
PARTN BDDpCVIOOwRVIOO/ppPDBLL/CpNpl $
$ PARTITION LI BLOCK
PARTN KDDoCV01OoRV_O0/tttDKLI/CtNol $
PARTN MDDpCV010,RVlqO/pppDMLI/CtNpl $
PARTN BDDwCVOIOpRVIOO/PpPDBLI/CpNpl $
$ PARTITION LR BLOCK
PARTN KDDpCVOOlwRVIO0/pppDKLR/CwNpl $
PARTN MDDpCVO01,RV100/_DMLR/C,N*I $
PARTN BDD_CVOOI_RVI00/_*DBLR/C_N_I $
$ PARTITION IL BLOCK
PARTN BDD,CVIOOpRVOIO/,_DBIL/CeNf_ S
15_
l_ KDDpCVIOO,RV0101Pp_DKIL/CpN_I
PARTN MDDpCVIOOtRVOEOIwppDMIL/CpNpl $
$ PARTITION II BLOCK
PARTN _DDtCVOI0,RVO10/pPPDKII/C,Npl $
PART_ MDD,CVOIO,RVOIO/,w3DMII/C,N,I $
PARTN BDOPCVOI0,RVO10/ptpDBII/C,Npl $
$ PARTITION IR BLOCK
PARTN KDDpCVOOI_RVOI0/_p_DKIR/CpNtl $
PARTN MDO_CVOOIoRVOIO/pppDMIR/CpNpl $
PARTN BDDpCVOOI,RVOIO/PwpDBIR/C,Npl $
$ PARTITION RL BLOCK
PARTN KDDp CVIO0, RVOOI/PppDKRL/CpNpl $
PARTN MD_P CVl00t RVO01/,ppDMRLICpN,I $
PARTN BDO, CVl0Ot RVOOI/_tpDBRL/CwN,I $
$ PARTITION RI BLOCK
PARTN KCO,CVOIO,RVOOI/,,,DKRI/C,N,I
PART,_ MGD,CVOIO,RVOOI/,,,DMRI/C,N,I
PARTIJ BDDpCVOID_RVDOI/pp,DBRI/CwN,I S
PARTITION RR F_LOCK
PARTN KDDt CVO01, RVOOI/p,wDKRR/CpNpl $
PARTN MDDt CVOOIp RVOOt/,p_DMRR/CpNpl $
PARTN BDD, CVO01, RVOOI/ppPOBRR/CpN,I $
$CONDITIONAL PRINT OF PARTITIONS
COND KALIN,ISW $
MATPRN DKLLpDMLLpDBLL,P// $
MATPRN DKLItDMLIwDBLI,t// $
BATPRN DKLRPDMLRpDBLRp,// $
MATPRN DKILpDMILpDBILt_// $
MATPRN DKII,DMII_DBII_,// $
MATPRN DKIR,DMIR_DBIR_// $
NATPRN DKRL,DMRL_DBRL_,// $
MATPRN DKRI_DMRI,DBRI_// $
MATPRN DKRR,DMRR_DBRR_// $
LABEL KALIN $
$
$ FORM PARTITIONS OF ASSEMBLED MATRIX MDDX_ BDDX, KDDX
$ FORM LL BLOCK
$
$ FORM AMLL
ADD DMLL_DMLK/DIAMLL/V_Y_PONE/V_Y,CMST $
ADD DIAMLL,DMRL/D2AMLL/V_Y_PONE/V,Y_CMST $
ADD D2AMLL,DMRR/AMLL/V_Y_PONE/V_YoPONE $
PURGE KDD_MDD_BDD/PURSWt $
-- PURGE DtAMLL_D2AMLL/PURSWl $
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$ FORM ABLL
ADD DBLLPDBLR/DIBLL/VpYfPONE/VpYpCMST
ADD DIBLLIDMLR/D2BLL/VpYpPONE/V_YpNSMSTO $
ADD D2BLLpDKLR/D3BLL/VwYpPONE/V_YpSMSB 0 $.
ADD D3BLL,DBRR/D4BLL/VpYpPONE/VpYpPONE
.PURGE DIABLLpD2ABLL,O3A.BLL/PURSWl $
ADD D4BLLwDMRL/DSBLL/VpY_PONE/V_YPSMSTO
___OO DSBLLt__KRLIABLL/VtYfPONE/V,YpNSMSB_ $
PUR@E D_BLLpD5BLL/PURSWl $
$ FORM AKLL
ADD DKLLw_KLR/DIKLL/VpYPPONE/V,YpCMST $
ADD DIKLLPDBLR/D2KLL/VwYpPONE/VpY°NSMSIO 5
ADD 02KLLpDKRL/D3KLL/VpYpPONE/VpY_CMST $
ADD D3KLLpOK.RR/D4KLL/VpYpPONE/VpY,PONE $
ADD OWKLLpDBRL/AKLL/VpYwPONE/VpYwSMSTO $
PURGE DIKLLwO2KLL,D3KLLwDWKLL/PURSWl $
$ FORM LI BLOCK
$
$ FORM AMLI
ADD DMLIpDMRI/AMLI/VpYpPONE/VpYpCMST $
$ FORM ABLI
ADD DBLIpDBRI/OIBII/VpYpPONE/VpYwCMST $
ADD DIBLIwDMRI/D2BLI/VpYpPONE/VpYpSMSTO $
ADD D2BLIpDKRI/ABLI/VpYpPONE/V,YtNSMSBO $
PUR@E DIBLIpQ2BLI/PURSWl $
$ FORM AKLI
ADD DKLIpDKRI/DtKLI/V_YpPONE/VpYwCMST $
ADD DIKLItOBRI/AKLIIVoY_PONE/V,Yw_TO $
PURSE DtKLI/PURSWt $
$ FORM IL BLOCK
$
$ PORM AMIL
ADD DMIL_DMIR/AMIL/V_Y_PONE/V_Y_CM_T $
___._._$ FOR_ AOI_
ADD OBIL_DBIR/DtBIL/V_Y_PONE/V_Y_CMST $
ADD DIBIL_OMIR/D2BIL/V_Y_PONE/V_Y_NSMSTO $
ADD D_BIL,OKIRIABILIV_Y_PONE/V_Y_SMSBO $
PURSE DIBIL_O_BIL/PURSWt $
$ FOR_ AKIL
ADD DKIL,DKIR/DtKIL/V_Y_PONE/V_Y_CMST $
ADD DSKIL_OBIRIAKILIV_Y_PONE/V,Y_NSMSTO $
PUR@E DIKIL/PURSWl $
$ FORM II BLOCK
$ AMII SAME AS DMII ABII SAME AS OMII AKII SAM_ AS DKII
$ FORM RL BLOCK
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ADD UMATR_/ABRL/VpYpbMSBU $
ADD UMATR,/AKRLIVpYtCMST $
$ FOHM RR BLOCK
ADD UMATRt/AKRR/VpYtNONE $
$ THE LR w IR oRl BLOCKS ARE NULL
$ PRINT BLOCKS BEFORE ASSEMBLY
COND DEBtISW $
MATPRN AMLLpABLLpAKLLp,// $
MATPRN AMLIpABLIpAKLI_p// $
MATPRN AMILPABILpAKILPp// $
MATPRN ABRLpAKRL_AKRRp_// $
PRTPARM //CpNpO$
LABEL DEBS
$ •
$ NEXT ASSEMBLE BLOCKS WITH MERGE
$ •
$ MERGE LL BLOCK
MERGE LIXLIpPpAKLL_CVlOOtRVIOO/KDDXLL/CwNpt S
MERGE LIXLIpppAMLL_CVIOOpRVIOO/MDDXLL/CpNpt $
MERGE LIXLIpppABLLoCVtOOpRVZOO/BDDXLL/CpN_t $
$ MERGE LI BLOCK
MERGE LIXL2ppPAKLIpCVOIOtRVtOO/KDDXLI/CPNpl $
MERGE LIXL2PttAMLI_CVOIOpRVIOn/MDDXLI/CpN,t $
MERGE LIXL2ptpABLIpCVOIOpRV%OO/BDDXLI/CpNet $
$ FORM PARTIAL SUM
ADD KDDXLLpKDDXLI/SUMKI $
ADD MDOXLLwMDDXLI/SUMMI $
ADD BDDXLLpBDDXLIISUMBI $
$ PURGE COMPONENTS OF PARTIAL SUM NOT NEEDED ANY MORE
PURGE KDDXLLtKDDXLIpMDDXLLpMDDXLIpBDDXLLoBDDXLI/PURSWl $
$ MERGE IL BLOCK
MERGE L2XLIPtPAKILpCVIOOtRVOIO/KDDXIL/CpNwt $
MERGE L2XLIpppAMILPCVIOOpRVOtO/MDDXIL/CPN_I $
MERGE _XLIwppABILpCVIOO_RVOIO/BD_XIL/C_N_I $
$ CONTINUE PARTIAL SUM
ADD SUMKI_KDDXIL/SU_K2 $
ADD SUMMt_MDDXIL/SUMM2 $
ADD SUMBI_BDDXIL/SUMB2 $
COND JOHN_ISW S
MATPRN SUMKI_KDDXIL_SUMK2_SUMMI_MDDXIL//S
MATPRN SUMM2_SU_BI_BDDXIL_SUMB2_/I$
LABEL JOHN $
$ PURGE COMPONENTS OF PARTIAL SUM NOT NEEDED ANY MORE
PURGE SUMKt_KDDXIL_SUMMI_MDDXIL_SUMBI_DDXIL/PURSW1 $
$ MERGE II BLOCK
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MERGE L2XL2,p,DKII_CVOIOpRVOZO/KDDXII/CpN,1S
MERGE L2XL2,,,DMII,CVOIO,RVOIO/MDDXII/C,Nwl $
MERGE L2XL2,,,DBIItCVOIOpRVOIO/BDDXII/CwNpt $
S CONTINUE PARTIALSUM
ADD SUMK2,KDDXII/SUMK3 $
ADD SUMM2,MDDXII/MDDX S
$ WHERE MDDX IS THE FINAL MASS MATRIX SUM
ADD SUMB2pBPDXII/SUMB3 $
COND BULL, ISW $
MATPRN _UMK2,KOnXtI.SUMK3.SUMM_,M_n_III/_
MATPRN MDDXPSUMB2,BDDXII,SUMB3,//$
LABEL BULLS
S PURGE COMPONENTS OF PARTIAL SUM NOT NEEDED ANY MORE
PURGE SUMK2pKDDXII,SUMM2PMDDXII,SUMB2,BDDXII/PURSWl S
$ MERGE RL BLOCK
MERGE ITXLI_poAKRL_VI_B_RVOOIIKDnWRi ICIN.I }
MERGE LIXLIpp,ABRLwCVIOOpRVOO1/BDDXRL/CpNpl $
S CONTINUE PARTIAL SUM
ADD SUMK3,KDDXRL/SUMK4 $
ADD SUMB3pBDDXRL/BDDX $
$ WHERE BDDX IS THE FINAL MATRIX SUM
COND PILL,ISW $
MATPRN SUMK3,KDDXRL,SUMK4,SUMB3,BDDXRL//$
MATPRN BDDXpppp//$
LABEL PILLS
S PURGE COMPONENTS OF PARTIAL SUM NOT NEEDED ANY MOR_
PURGE SUMK3,_DDXRL,SUMB3,BDDXRL/PURSW1 $
$ MERGE RR BLOCK
MERGE LIXLI_epAKRRpCV00teRV001/KDDXRR/CtNP1 $
$ CONTINUE PARTIAL SUM
ADD SUMK_,KDDXRR/KDDX S
S WHERE KDDX IS THE FINAL SUMMED MATRIX
COND BOOKpISW $
MATPRN SU_KWpKDDXRRoKDDXpp//S
LABEL BOOK $
$ PURGE COMPONENTS OF PARTIAL SUM NOT NEEDED ANY MORE
PURGE SUMK_wKDDXRR/PURSW1 S
S •
S *** NOW ALL THE KDDX BDDX AND MDDX MATRICES ARE FORMED
$ •
COND JACK,ISW $
MATPRN MDDX,BODX,KDDX_t// $
LABEL JACKS
ALTER 139,139
FRRD CASEXX,USETD,DLT,FRL,GMD,GOD,KDDX_BDDX,MDDX,,DIT/UDVF,PSF,PDF,PPF/
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C,N,DISP/C,N,DIRECT/V_NtLUSETD/V_NwMPCFI/VwN_SINGLE/VwN_OMIT/
V,NpNONCUP/V,N,FRQSET/CwY,DECOMOPT=I $
ALTER I_0
COND ABE,ISW $
$ PRINT THE FORCE VECTORS USED BY THE EQUIVALENT PERIODIC STRUCTURE
MATPRN P_F,PSFtPPF,,// $
$ PROCESS THE LEFT AND RIGHT PERIODIC CUT FORCES
ADD SAVMD_,SAVKDD/OSAV/V,Y,NOMEG2/V,Y,PONE $
ADD DSAV,SAVBDD/KNET/V,YwPONE/VfY,FIOMFG $
PURGE DSAV/PURSWl $
MPYAD KNET,UDV_,/FORVEC/C,Np0/C,N,1/C,NpQ/c,N,1
MATPRN KNET,UDVF,FORVECwp// $
LABEL ABE $
ENDALTER
CEND
C A SF CONTROL DECK _ CHO
TITLE = PERIODIC STRUCTURE (FIRST sAMPLE)
MAXLINES = 30nQO
DLOAD = 10
_ FREQUENCY : 1
OLOAD = ALL
DISPLACEMENT = ALL
BE_IN _ULK
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S 0 R T E O R U _ K D A T A ..E C H O
1 ,, 2 .. 3 ,, 4 °. 5 ,, 6 .. 7 .. 8 .- 9 °. 10 •
DAMP2 161 .... _,0_293"! "2
CHAMP2 106 8.14587 6 2
CDAMP2 197 4.07293 7 2
CODMEM I t 2 5 4 3
CQDMEM 2 t 1 6 5 2
CQDMEM 3 _ 4 5 8 9
CQDMEM 4 1 5 6 7 B
DAREA 21 3 2 -W9,8972
DAREA 21 4 2 -q9,794_
DAREA 210 3 2 -_9,9742
DLOAD 10 1. 1, 100 1, 101
DMI CVOOi 0 2 % 1 _B $
DMI CVO01 1 13 t, 1. 1. 1. 1. DOGS
+OGS t,
DMI CV010 0 2 1 1 18 1
DMI CV010 1 7 1, I, 1. 1, 1. pIGS
+IGS 1,
DMI CVlO0 0 2 t 1 18 1
DMI CVlO0 1 1 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, CATS
+ATS 1,
DMI LIXLI 0 2 1 1 12 12
DMI LIXLI 1 1 ,0
DMI LIXL2 0 2 1 I 12 12
DMI LIXL2 I I .0
DMI L2XLI 0 2 1 1 12 12
DMI L2XLI i I ,0
DMI L2XL2 0 2 I 1 12 12
DMI _2X_2 1 1 °0
DMI UMATR 0 6 t 2 6 6
DMI VMATR 1 _ I,
DMI UMATR 2 2 1,
OUl UMATR 3 3 _,
DMI UMATR _ 4 1.
DMI UHATR 5 5 11
DMI UMATR 6 6 1,
DPHASE 23 3 2 26,63T8
DPHASE 23 4 2 38°18377
DPHASE 230 3 2 22,273_7
FREe 1 3000.
GRDSET 3456
GRID 1 °0 ,0 o0
GRID 2 ,0 1,0 ,0
6RID 3 ,0 2.0 ,0
GRID 4 1,0 2,0 .0
GRID 5 1,0 1,0 .g
GRID 6 1°0 .0 .o
GRID 7 2mO *0 ,0
GRID 8 2,0 1,0 ,0
GRID 9 _,0 2,0 ,0
• MAT2 10 3_5600, 345_00, .0 3_5600, .000096
PARAM CMST ,9029168,0
PARAM FIOMEG 1,0-20" 18849.55
PARAM NOMEG_ -3,553+8.0
PARAM NONE -1,0 ,0
PARAM N_MRRn -_.2Rn-_.n
PARAM NSMSTO -8108,830°0
PARAM PONE +1.0 .0
PARAM SMSBO +2,280-5°0
PARAM SMSTQ +8108.830,0
PeOMEM 1 10 1,0
RLOAnl inn _1 _ 22
RLOAD1 101 210 230 22
TABLED1 2_ PUL_I
+ULS1 0,0 1.0 lO.OnO0, 1,0 ENDT
ENDDAfA
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APPENDIX B (NASTRAN DEMONSTRATIONPROBLEMOUTPUT)
:_E_UFLNCY =.....-3_0060--O--+b3-........
............................................ =C__O_._.Nt._B._.L_E_X_I 0 a D V. Er T o R
(REAL/IMAGINARY)
• OINT ID, TYPE T1 T2 T3 RI R2 R3
........ ,0 ........... -=_?_8562__+J_L.... _n .... _ __,_E____ ,0___
.... _ G .... ,0 -7,8l_4159+01 ' ._ ,O _0 tO
,0 -6,1691_7+01 .p ,0 .0 ,0
"REQUENCY = 3, OOnO0()_-03 ............... ......
C. 0 M P L E X S T R_.E S..S E S ..... ,I...N...... _Q V._A___D_R__I_J=___T , A__J=_ .... M F ._ B__R__N E S ( C e D M E.M_)_( N_ALi _;-',_.C: ,L.'.*.°Y)
" EL_EMENT .......................... - STR-_SES--_ ELEMENT COORDIN-ATE-S-Y-S-TE-M--. ......
ID, real o _'_Tn_,__. real o real ox_ _ imag _yyxx .....:,,_rz,,_.__...._Ly imag 0__ "_ _ma.g_Oxy
w 1 -9o069812+01/, -9, n69812+01 ,n /, - _ 31_65---2-_+_-01 -W,316528+O1/t ,0
c_ 2 -9,808248+01/p -9,8_82_8+01 ,0 /w "2L207309+01 "2__20.7309+01/L_ tO
3 -7", 895863+01/ ," " ---7,895863_+'01 "0 /' "6,209007+01 --6,20-9007+01_, -,0 .......
tt -9,080797+01/, .....................-9,080797+01 ,.0_ /_' "u,J 51 q.?-__q') + O_ -t.t, 31Q'__4.__0 _....
TABLE B-1
NASTRAN-EXACTSOLUTION COMPARISON
-e_plement_ NASTRAN EXACT NASTRAN EXACTIPl,psi IPI, psi Phase of p Phase of p
1 100.53 100o00 12.6830 12.728°
2 100.44 100o00 25.451° 25.456°
3 100o44 100.00 38.180° 38.183°
4 100o53 100.00 25.4120 25°456°
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Fig. 1 Periodic Structure Notation
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APPLICATIONS OF NASTRAN IN GUST RESPONSE ANALYSIS
AT NORTHROP
Ashok K. Singh
SUMMARY
A comprehensive gust response analysis _has been performed on a complete
model of an airplane using the NASTRAN aeroelastic package by the Advanced
Structural Computer Methods (ASCM) group at Northrop. Earlier the same model
was used to perform subsonic flutter analysis of the airpl_ne using the
computer program. Both the random and discrete gust response analyses have
been performed including the control system dynamics in the problem. On a
large aircraft gust response analysis including the flexible modes of the
vehicles is a major design task. On a light weight fighter aircraft the
analysis is p _marily performed in order to study the ride quality and to
provide the frequency of exceedance curves for the control surface hinge
moments and some selected dynamic loads for static and fatigue analysis.
INTRODUCTION
The NASTRAN finite element program has been used at Northrop since 1972.
The ASCM group has been actively evaluating and exercising the various NASTRAN
dynamics analysis features and the aeroelastic package for several months.
Integrated NASTRAN structural analysis combining static and dynamic analysis,
e.g., flutter and gust, is the planned goal at Northrop. In order to achieve
this end, a common structural model throughout an engineering project must be
used. This practice is also expected to minimize the use of inconsistent struc-
tural data and unnecessary data handling among the various engineering disci-
plines.
Symmetric response analysis is evaluated in two applications to the complete
airplane aeroelastic model. The analyses are random response to atmospheric
turbulence and transient response to a discrete gust. The structural and aero-
dynamic models are the same as that used in the flutter analysis as presented
in Reference i.
The gust response analysis by NASTRAN can only be performed with the aero-
dynmnic forces computed by the Doublet-Lattice Method. Supersonic gust response
capability has not been provided. Spacewise variation of the gust velocity is
not allowed in the present NASTRAN formulation but should be considered for
future development. The gust velocity normal to the free stream velocity is
taken as an additional source of downwash in the computation of the aerodynamic
forces. The standard forms of power spectrum of the atmospheric turbulence
available in NASTRAN are Von Karman and Dryden. However, provision is made to
use any other form of spectrum by the means of tabular input. In the case of
the random gust analysis, the frequency response, power spectral density, root
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mean square value and the frequency of zero crossing, N , of the response areo
output. A post processor can be easily written in order to compute the A and
frequency of exceedance N(y) of the response. A procedure of weighting the
aerodynamic forces _o match measured data on each panel must be developed.
The discrete gust analysis is performed by the Fourier method. First, the
time varying loads are transformed into the frequency domain by Fourier series
or Fourier integrals. Second, the responses computed in the frequency domain
are converted into the time domain by inverse Feurier transform methods_
Three approximate methods are available in order to evaluate the inverse.
A flight control system is incorporated in the NASTRAN model that utilizes
a Ride Improvement Mode System (RIMS) and pitch Control Augmentation System
(CAS). A dedicated accelerometer and pitch rate gyro near the pilot station
are chosen to measure acceleration and pitch rate which are fedback as the
control signal in order to actuate the flaperon and stabilator (Figure i).
To obtain satisfactory ride qualities during low altitude high speed
flight, extensive effort has been expended in the development of a ride improve-
ment system. The system tries to maintain a constant value of lift for changes
in angle-of-attack due to turbulence. This is performed by sensing the load
factor at the pilot station and using that as a control signal to command the
high rate flaperons, so that the flaperons can minimize the turb_ulence-induced
incremental load factor at the pilot station.
Operating in parallel with the ride mode is the CAS which uses a blend of
load factor and pitch rate to maintain aircraft stability while trying to
minimize uncommanded pitch rate and load factor.
With the advent of the control donfigured vehicle, today's control system
engineer must have a thorough knowledge of aeroservoelastic behavior of the
flying machine. The design of the filters in the feedback loop cannot be
completed without the knowledge of elastic and aeroelastic characteristics of
the modern aircaraft. A new engineering discipline of aeroservoelasticity
is emerging which will play a prominent role in the early design phases of an
integrated control system.
SYMBOLS
A Ratio of root-mean-square value of load to root-mean-square
value of gust velocity
bI b2 Intensity parameters in the expression for probability of oa
Hja(_ ) Frequency response due to the gust excitation
N Average number of zero crossings with positive slope,o
per unit time
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N(y) Number of exceedances of the indicated value of y per unit time
PI,P2 Fractions of total flight time in non-storm and storm turbulence
respectively
Sa(_ ) Power spectral density of gust velocity
Sj(_) Power spectral density of response
Or Root-mean-square value of response quantity
oa Root-mean-square value of gust velocity
Circular frequency
Cutoff frequency beyond which aeroelastic responses are
c no longer significant in turbulence
NASTRAN GUST RESPONSE ANALYSIS
The gust response analysis is performed on a complete aircraft in the
following steps:
o Random response to Von Karman gust spectrum without
control system interact$on
o Random response to Von Karman gust spectrum with
control system interaction
o Transient response to a discrete gust with control system
interaction
RANDOM RESPONSE ANALYSIS
A NASTRAN beam element model of a complete airplane was used to perform
the gust response analysis. The airplane with a tip store, launcher rail,
wing, flaperon, fuselage, fin with rudder and horizontal stabilizer was modeled
as finite beam elements as shown in Figure 2. The store and launcher rail
assembly was tied to the wing tip by rigid elements which may be modified to
possess elastic properties. The wing root and fin root flexibilities were
modeled by lumped springs, which may be made more complex as the finite element
model of the airplane is developed. The horizontal stabilizer root stiffness
is a general dement accounting for the spindle and the actuator assembly
flexibilities. Mass properties were input on lumped mass element cards.
A doublet-lattice finite element program was used to represent the aero-
dynamics of the vehicle as shown in Figure 3. The wing with the launcher rail,
fin with the rudder and horizontal stabilizer are represented as lifting sur-
face elements. The fuselage is represented as slender body and interference
elements. In the present analysis, the aerodynamic induction effect among all
the elements is considered. The wing, horizontal stabilizer and fin are
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divided into 145, 20 and 20 micro lifting surface elements, respectively. The
fuselage is divided into 14 slender body elements. There are ii interference
elements on the fuselage.
A complicated network of linear spline funct$o_s is used to relate the
modal deflections to each of the aerodynamic element deflections. Five
distinct splines were used for the wing, rail and flaperon panels, two for the
horizontal stabilizer, three for the fin with rudder, two for the fuselage
and one for the store.
The flight control system is represented in the model as 9 extra points
and 2 scalar points with their coefficients in the mass, damping and stiffness
matrices in order to represent the filters in the feedback loop. The two
scalar points are the relative rotations of the flaperon and the stabilator.
Constraint forces in the equations of motion due to the control laws are
introduced by the Lagrange multiplier technique. An accelerometer and a
pitch rate gyro are located near the pilot station in order to measure the
airplane responses. The measured data are fedback in order to activate RIMS
and CAS laws, which control the aircraft response.
The unsteady aerodynamics for Mach0_8 and sea level is generated for eight
reduced frequencies using the Doublet-Lattice Method available in NASTRAN.
Symmetric flight condition is considered in the analysis. Three symmetric
rigid body modes and twenty-two elastic modes are selected to generalize the
aerodynamic forces. Only the modal method of aeroelastic response computation
is available in the program. Generalized aerodynamic forces at other inter-
mediate reduced frequencies are computed by means of a linear spline interpo-
lation routine.
The gust response analysis of a light weight fighter considered in this
problem is primarily performed in order to study the ride quality of the vehicle.
In,order to increase the survivability of modern fighter aircraft, new emphasis
is being given to the capability of low-altitude high-speed penetration. For
such an aircraft, the low-wing loading/high-lift curve slope which maximizes
turn rate capability and maneuverability essential for survival in air combat
also tends to deteriorate the ride quality during high-speed penetration, This
can lead to reduced mission success in attacking heavily defended ground
targets, or in the worst case even mission failure.
For the evaluation of ride quality through turbulence, A is used. A is
the root-mean-square (rms) of the response divided by the rms gust level in
feet per second (fps) as defined in Equation i.
_:c Hj a(w) 2 Sa(00)dl½ Or= . ....... (i)
I f JSa(W)d_ %
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To simulate turbulence the Gaussian Von Karman model was used with an rms
gust intensity level of one fps (References 2 & 3)_ The scale of turbulence
used in the analysis is 500 feet. In order to compute the A of the pilot
acceleration response a cutoff frequency of 30 Hz was used.
The characteristic frequency, N is the radius of gyration of theO'
response power-spectral density curve with respect to zero frequency (E_qua-
tion 2),
(foC_(w/2_)eSj(_)d_)
Ne =
NASTRAN computes o and N by the solutio_ of the airplane equations ofr o
motion. A post processor may be written in order to compute A and load
exceedances N(y). Frequency of exceedance, N(y), is the number of exceedances
of y per unit time or distance flown, where y is any response quantity (Equa-
tion 3).
NyNI lexplYl IY)Io " _ + Pe exp - _-_ (3)
The first fuselage bending mode, whose frequency is 9.5 Hz, is shown in
Figure 4. Note that the pilot station coincides with the forward node point.
Transfer functions and power spectral densities of the aircraft with and with-
out the active controls are given in Figures 5 thru 12. Most of the response
at the pilot station without the active controls is due to the short period
and the first wing bending modes. When the RIMS and CAS are incorporated in
the equations of motion, the response due to the short period mode is markedly
lowered_but some of the high frequency responses are amplified. The net result
in the A of the pilot station acceleration is a 37% reduction due to the control
system dynamics, while the N values are higher. If the visceral response of
the pilot is only frequency _ependent, the ride quality is significantly
improved by the RIMS and CAS system used in the analysis. Most of the improve-
ment in the ride quality is due to the RIMS interaction alone.
The restart capability of NASTRAN has been used to study the ride quality
by varying the gains in the feedback loops. Similar restarts may be made to
vary the scale of turbulence or the gust spectrum at a fraction of the cost
of the parent analysis.
TRANSIENT RESPONSE ANALYSIS
Due to the poor ride quality of the modern fighter aircraft a great
interest has been generated in time domain analysis in parallel with the
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frequency domain analysis in order to evaluate the handling quality. Transient
analysis by a Fourier method is available in NASTRAN. The loads defined as a
function of time are transformed into the frequency domain by Fourier transform
methods.
In the present analysis a (1-Cosine) gust profile with a critical gradient
of 12.5 chord is used. The maximum gust velocity in the profile is 50 ft/sec.
The NASTRAN restart capability was used to tune the gust response by varying
the critical gradient.
Using the Fourier method, the single gust profile is replaced by a series
of pulses with a period of 20 seconds. The forcing function is zero for some
time interval to allow _or the decay of the responses. In order to evaluate
the inverse transform equal frequency intervals, method O, is used.
The time histories of the relative rotations of the flaperon and the
stabilator are presented in Figures 13 and 14, respectively. The time history
of the pilot station displacement is shown in Figure 15. Most of the pilot
station response is due to the short period mode with a first wing bending
mode contribution superimposed upon it, as shown by the magnified view in
Figure 16. The responses are well decayed before the next gust pulse hits
the aircraft.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper shows that NASTRAN is an extremely effective tool for aero-
elastic analysis.
A subsonic gust response analysis has been performed in order to evaluate
its usefulness in the flight vehicle system design. In an earlier evaluation,
NASTRAN flutter analysis capability has been found to be very satisfactory
as it provides several state-of-the-art methods and also saves considerable
amount of man-hours by avoiding duplication of the structural model by the
static and dynamics group(Reference i). In the pre-NASTRAN era it has been
a normal practice in many aircraft companies to model the vehicle structure
separately in the stress, flutter and gust response groups. The aerodynamic
model is also duplicated within the groups. A consistent and systematic method
of incorporating control system dynamics in the various engineering disciplines
is also lacking. With the advent of the control configured vehicle, a new
engineering discipline of aeroservoelasticity is emerging in a dominant
engineering role in the early design phases of the aircraft structure and
integrated control system. NASTRAN aeroelastic package with its integrated
stress, flutter, gust response, and control systems interact_o_ is a very
powerful structural analysis tool. It is well tailored for interactive graphics
environments with data base management Systems. With the emphasis on aero-
elastic tailoring and structural optimization in the aircraft design, NASTRAN is
amply ready to play a central role.
The gust response analysis performed in this paper on a light weight
fighter has given a great insight in the active control system design. The
use of RIMS and CAS systems reduce the _ of the pilot station acceleration
responses by 37%. The random gust response due to the short period mode is
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significantly lowered. However,the response due to the structural modes either
remains unchanged or some of the higher frequency modes are sttenuated. This
means that the present RIMS and CAS feedback loop gains and filters have to be
modified to suppress the high frequency structural responses. This is an impor-
tant revelation, which would have gone unnoticed in a customary rigid airplane
control system analysis. Use of the active control system aggravates the
dynamic loads on the flaperon, stabilator, etc.,structures.
The transient response analysis of a fighter aircraft is also performed
by NASTRAN to satisfy a point of view, which wants to look at the time history
of the pilot response in addition to the frequency related behavior studied
by the random gust analysis. It is quite possible that the pilot's discomforts
are related to the jerks he feels while flying over the discrete impulses of
the gust rather than a visceral response based on the frequency contents of
the gust induced excitation. More work has to be done in this area in which
NASTRAN can be used as a major design tool.
In all aeroelastic analyses,the checkpoint and restart capability should
be used in order to study the influence of changing the scale of turbulence,
gust spectrum, structural damping, feedback loop gains and filters,etc.,on the
responses. Restart procedure is very cost effective and should be further
improved.
Generation of aerodynamic influence coefficients and a procedure to weight
the aerodynamic forces and_moments on each of the panels should be provided
in order to match the test data. Additional plot capability should be provided
to plot all the aerodynamic elements, spline fitted modes and aerodynamic
pressure distributions. For the design of large aircraft,spacewise variation
of the gust spectrum should be incorporated and coherency, cross-correlation and
cross-spectral density should be calculated as gust response analysis. Mode
acceleration method of response computation should be provided in the rigid
format. A method of computing shear,bending moment and torque at wing statlo_s
or fuselage stations_tc., and plotting them as response quantities is also needed.
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IMPLEMENTATIONOF NASTRANONTHE
IBM/370 CMSOPERATINGSYSTEM*
Stephen S. Britten
M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory
Betsy Schumacker
M.I.T. Department of Civil Engineering
SUMMARY
The NASAStructural Analysis (NASTRAN)computer program is
operational on the IBM 360/370 series computers. While execution
of NASTRANhas been described (ref. I) and implemented under the
virtual storage (VS) operating systems of the IBM 370 models, the
IBM 370/168 computer can also operate in a time-sharing mode under
the virtual machine (VM) operating system using the Conversational
Monitor System (CMS) subset. This report describes the changes re-
quired to make NASTRANoperational under the CMSoperating system.
"The views and conclusions contained in this
document are those of the contractor and should
not be interpreted as necessarily representing
the official policies, either expressed or implied,
of the United States Government."
This work is sponsored by the Department of the Air Force
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INTRODUCTIONAND BACKGROUND
M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory first obtained NASTRANin April 1974, when it
purchased Level 15.5 from COSMIC for use on its newly installed IBM 370/168
computer. Minor modifications were made in order to make NASTRANoperational
under the virtual storage concept of the IBM 370 system. However, much of
the source code did not match the specialexecutable load module code that
had been received for direct loading onto IBM 3330 disk driveS.
The Laboratory's NASTRANcapabilities were upgraded to Level 15.5.3+ in
November 1975 with the assistance of NASA Goddard Spaceflight Center. The
new source code and new executable load module code was in complete agree-
ment. This Level 15.5.3+ of NASTRANhas adequately served the computational
needs of the Laboratory since that original installation.
However, the Laboratory's computer configuration and operational schedule
restrict the original version of NASTRANto nighttime operation under the
virtual storage (VS) batch-processing environment. The daytime operating
mode (when engineering users are present) consists of an interactive time-
sharing environment of up to 170 users under the virtual machine (VM) opera-
ting system using the Conversational Monitor System (CMS) subset.
It was desired to have NASTRANavailable for general use in the inter-
active (CMS) as well as the batch (VS) environment, with commonality of input
files. From an engineering user standpoint, the availability of NASTRANin
both environments is highly desirable. The CMSenvironment can be used for
input data syntax checking, plotting of input and/or output data, and execu-
tion of relatively small analyses; while the VS environment can be used for
execution of large analyses that require substantial computer time. The CMS
environment is also useful to the programmer for maintenance and development
of the many NASTRANsubroutines and functions.
For these reasons, the decision was made to develop a CMS/370 version of
NASTRAN, working from the Laboratory's Level 15.5.3+ source. Compatability
between the source files, the source listings, and the executable code under
both the VS and CMSoperating systems was required. Our primary objective
was to make NASTRANoperational with minimal changes in computer coding.
This report describes the changes which were made to the NASTRANcomputer
program to develop a time-sharing version under 370-CMS and a compatible 370-VSl
batch-processing version. In this report, the following terminology is used:
I. CMS-NASTRAN: the version of NASTRANdeveloped at M.I.T.
Lincoln Laboratory to operate under VM/370 (Virtual Machine
facility for the IBM S/370) using the CMS (Conversational
Monitor System) subset of VM/370.
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2. VSI-NASTRAN: the version of NASTRANdeveloped at M.I.T.
Lincoln Laboratory to operate under the VSl (Virtual
Storage) operating system for the IBM S/370.
The following definitions are based on the hardware and software devel-
oped by IBM for the implementation of the virtual storage concept.
Address Space - the set of memory addresses used by a
program. VSI allows a maximum total address space
of 16 megabytes. CMS allows each user a possible
maximum address space of up to 16 megabytes (limited
at MIT-LL to 2 megabytes).
Pa__a___- a subdivision of the address space, 2K bytes on
VSI and 4K bytes on CMS.
Real Memory - the set of memory addresses which are
physically available on the CPU. (3 megabytes
on the Lincoln computer).
Virtual Memory - the address space which can be
addressed by a relocating CPU. Physically,
the virtual memory exists on a direct access
storage device, and although a program may
reference virtual memory in a random fashion,
the information must be transmitted from virtual
memory (direct access) to real memory one page
at a time.
CMS DIFFERENCES AFFECTING NASTRAN
The CMS subset of the VM operating system is noticeably different from
its VS operating system counterpart, in several areas:
(I) Input/output file structure,
(2) Load module formation, and
(3) Memory management and open core concepts.
These differences between CMS and VS required design decisions regarding
implementation of NASTRANunder CMS. In all cases, we attempted to introduce
minimal coding chan_es into the Level 15.5.3+ version of NASTRANand tried
to remain consistent with the original design philosophy regarding NASTRAN
operation on IBM computers.
The following sections will deal in specifics concerning the above-
mentioned areas of difference and will describe our solutions to the problems
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encountered. The final section will mention some discovered coding errors
as well as the implementation of a plotting package using the SC4060 plotter.
Input/Output File Structure
Execution of NASTRANunder the VS operating systems requires a large
number of standard Job Control Language (JCL) cards. Modification of the
Procedure (PROC) card that precedes these basic JCL cards allows the user
flexibility to define space allocations, physical units, and program libraries
to be searched.
The CMSoperating system has NOJob Control Language cards. File defini-
tions are performed by issuing FILEDEF commandsimmediately prior to execution
time. The FILEDEF commanddefines the physical device type and the character-
istics of the file. All CMSfiles are always stored and retrieved in 800
byte blocks. Wehave chosen 6400 byte blocks for the NASTRANfiles - a size
which will physically fit two blocks per track on an IBM 3330 disk drive as
well as be wholly compatible with CMSblock sizes. These FILEDEF commands
are stored into an EXECfile which can be invoked by a user along with other
commandsto load and execute CMS-NASTRAN.(refer to Appendix A).
In order to minimize the coding changes required in GNFIAT (the program
that generates the file allocation tables), it was necessary to provide a
list of acceptable file names as input to the program. Under the VS operating
system, acceptable names are chosen from the JCL cards included in the data
deck. In CMS, the first card in the IOLIST file indicates (412 format) the
number of acceptable (permanent, primary, secondary, and tertiary) file names,
and the names themselves follow (refer to Appendix B).
Since file chaining is accomplished by CMS, the SPACElimitations needed
for VS operations are no longer pertinent under CMS. For this reason, all
IOLIST files were allowed to expand in additional 6400 byte blocks as often
as needed to provide file space. The VSI-NASTRANversion uses the same file
extension scheme outlined (ref. 2) for NASTRANon the IBM 360-370 operating
system.
The POINTmacro differs in its operation under CMSfrom that under VS
and thus coding changes were necessary for successful operation of BSAMI/0
processing in CMS-NASTRAN.
Load Module Formation and Usage
The most significant difference concerning load module formation and
usage under the CMSoperating system is that no provision exists in CMSfor
an overlay structure. The NASTRANload module generation under VS attempts
to minimize the core requirements of each control routine LINKNSii, ii = 01,
..., 14 by use of overlay structures. Program core space in a virtual machine
no longer becomes so critical, and thus provisions for overlay structure under
CMSwere felt not to be important.
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As a simple first approach, the load module generation of all fourteen
control routines LINKNSii was carried outwith no overlays. While LINKNSOI
required 660K for storage, the next largest, LINKNSI3, required only 530K.
NASTRAN,the super-link module, needs 45K and the system consumes 129K. Allow-
ing for a reasonable work space in open core and providing FORTRANwith
sufficient buffer space, CMS-NASTRANthus requires a minimal core of 120OK.
Our present account structure provides us with 2048K which we fully utilize
while running CMS-NASTRAN.However, we are eyeing the possibilities of
reducing core requirements to I024K by splitting the larger LINKNSii control
routines into multiple modules.
Load module formation under CMSalso differs from the process of linkage
editing used by VS. The linkage editor under CMSfirst searches the user's
directory for TEXT files with the same names as CSECTentry names and then
searches user-specified libraries called TXTLIBs in a specified order. Unlike
partitioned-data sets (PDSs) on VS where member names are user-specified, the
CMSmain entry in a TXTLIB consists of the nameof the first CSECTin the
program, irrespective of the original nameof the compiled program. For this
reason, FORTRANsubroutines in NASTRANcontaining only BLOCKDATA statements
and named COMMONshave the CSECTname of the first named COMMONwhen compiled
and thus that entry namewhen stored in TXTLIBs under CMS, but have the
assigned member namewhen stored in OBJECTPDS's under VS.
In VS, the linkage editor has input cards - such as INCLUDEand INSERT -
which specify specific members to be included in a module from a PDSand
specify specific placemen£ of a CSECTwithin a load module. It was this ability
of the linkage editor to have the user specify placement within a module which
enabled the developers of NASTRANto implement the open core concept on IBM
batch systems.
In CMS, there is no linkage editor, per se, but rather a loader with two
user functions associated with it - LOADand INCLUDE. The loader builds its
own CSECTlist which can be resolved from only two places: TEXT files or
TXTLIBs. All TEXT file names and entry names in TXTLIBs must therefore be
CSECTnames. Since the loading process is primarily a search process, the
order of CSECTsin a module will depend on the order in which programs were
encountered in the search. This absence of user-specified ordering in CMS
loading required the removal of certain CSECTs(CONMSG,MAPFNS,EJDUM2,and
some named COMMONs)from TXTLIBs and their storage in TEXT files with file
names different from CSECTnames. These CSECTswill be unresolved externs
after the LOADfunction but will then be put at the end of the module in a
user-specified order by means of the INCLUDEfunction, making sure EJDUM2is
last since it represents open core.
The CMSlinkage editor also differs from its VS counterpart in that it
resolves COMMONCSECTsat execution time rather than at load time. For this
reason, a way had to be found to force those FORTRANsubroutines containing
only BLOCKDATAstatements and namedCOMMONsto be loaded with the other CSECTs.
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This was accomplished by writing additional FORTRANsubroutines LINKiiC that
did nothing more than CALL the namedCOMMONswhose CSECTentries existed in
the TXTLIBs. This forced inclusion at load time. (Refer to Appendix C.)
A change was also required to LINKNSii and NASTRANto reference the proper
entries in the current FORTRANfunction library (e.g. IHOERRM,etc.).
The lengths of all load modules formed in the CMSsystem are stored in a
MASTERfile. These lengths can than be used to control the open core require-
ments described in the next section. Load module generation under CMSreserves
the first 128K (origin hex 20000) for the operating system and CMS. All load
modules have the user's lowest address origin_d to 20000, which for NASTRAN
execution meant loading the super-link NASTRANat location 20000. In order
to allow for future growth and/or modifications to the super-link NASTRAN,the
origin for all LINKNSii entries was taken to be hex location 2ADO0. This
LINK origin is stored in the MASTERfile along with the total load module
lengths of all fourteen LINKNSii modules (refer to Appendix D).
Memory Management and Open Core Concepts
Memory management and open core concepts under the VS operating system
have been very clearly presented (ref. I) and will not be reviewed here. In-
stead, the manner in which the CMSoperating system must handle these tasks
will be explained.
Under CMS, the super-link NASTRANload module is initially loaded into
core at origin hex 20000 and execution begins. (Figure 1 depicts address
space allocation for CMS-NASTRANexecution.)
I. Within the NASTRANmodule, a user request for
working storage (GETMAIN)will be issued for all
of available memory.
2. The NASTRANmodule then releases FOURK(16K words
under CMS) high address space for operating system
use via the FREEMAINmacro.
3. All of the GETMAINedarea will be managed by
NASTRANrather than by CMSfor all executions
of LINKNSii load modules requested by the
super-link program NASTRAN.
4. The load modules LINKNSOI thru LINKNSI4 have been
generated at origin 2ADO0and are loaded with the
CMSmacro LOADMODinstruction as they are needed.
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The above memory management scheme was required since the CMSsimulation
of VS LINK, GETMAIN,and FREEMAINmacros did not present a duplicate image of
core to NASTRANof that which VS presented. Thus, the macro for loading a
module into core could not be LINK but had to be LOADMOD.This in turn said
memory had to be obtained prior to and for the LOADMOD.Since the LOADMOD
forced CMSto obtain buffer space for itself, we were forced to resort to a
single GETMAINwith total core management performed by NASTRANso that frag-
mentation of memory (into NASTRANblocks intersperced with system blocks) was
eliminated.
Since CMS-NASTRANhas now assumed the responsibility of managing memory,
the "open core" concept of data management must also be assumed by NASTRAN.
Under the overlay load module structure of VS, "open core" at the end of an
overlay tree segment was denoted by a dummynamed-COMMONsection. This named-
COMMONcould contain an array whose length extended into the open core region
but yet would not destroy or overwrite code or data in other segments of the
overlay. Unfortunately, under CMSwith no overlay structure, we are faced
with numerous dummynamed-COMMONs,each of which must be located near the
end of the load module so that it will not overwrite other code and/or data
in the module. The placement of these named-COMMONsis accomplished by
INCLUDing newly-written FORTRANsubroutines, LINKiiCC, when doing the load
module generation (refer to Appexdix E).
Minor Differences
Several subroutines contain DATA statements which are used to initialize
variables which are subsequently modified. The DATAstatements were used
assuming that the programs containing these statements exist on segments of
the overlay tree in VS, implying that a fresh copy of the subroutine will be
loaded (and thus reinitialization of DATAvariables will occur) each time the
segment is needed. Under CMS, the subroutine when it is reentered contains
the last values of the DATAvariables and they are not reinitialized, thus
causing errors. This problem would also occur in a non-overlay VS version of
NASTRAN.
The graphics package acceptable to the CMSenvironment at M.I.T. Lincoln
Laboratory utilizes SC4060meta code to generate the meta code for on-line
Tektronix terminals. For this reason, a SC4060 plotting package was added
to the NASTRANpackage. Since the CMSenvironment provides disk file facilities
for graphics as well as standard I/0, restrictions on graphics files in NASTRAN
were removed so that disk file definitions for PLTI and/or PLT2 files are
permissible.
Conclusions
The implementation of CMS-NASTRANhas been completed. While operation
has been limited to test examples and several small production runs, it
definitely shows promise as a useful program on future projects inwhich
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NASTRANwill be needed. Program enhancements (such as the SC4060 graphics
package) are easily made while working in the CMSenvironment and can be
added to the VS-NASTRANafter successful debugging has been completed.
A new VSI-NASTRANis being generated at the present time. It will embody
the design philosophy of CMS-NASTRANand, thus, will not be in overlay struc-
ture. Compatibility of source (except for several assembly language programs)
and executable code between the two systems should provide for the reliability
needed to assure identical results in either mode.
It is anticipated that CHKPNTsaves and restarts should be possible be-
tween the CMSand VS operating systems. This would allow preprocessing (data
syntax checking, undeformed structural plots, etc.) to be performed and check
pointed under CMS; restored, executed, and checkpointed under VS; and finally
restored and postprocessed (including deformed structural plots) under CMS.
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Figure 1 CMSAllocation of Address Space For NASTRAN
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Appendix A: Partial Listing of NASTRAN EXEC File
gCONT__OL OFT NOMSG
-STARE gTYPE ENTER FILENAME OF NAST_AN FILE
gREAD ARGS
gIF gINDEX NE I gGOYO -START
gFN = g l
-CONT _[YPE ENTER FILEMODE FOR NAS_RAN OUTPUT FILES
gREAD AEGS
glF gINDEX NE 1 gGOTO -CONT
gFM = gl
FILEDEF 1 DISK =T01 NAST gF_ (BLOCK 80 RECFM F LRECL 80
FILEDEF 4 DISK FY04 NAST SFM (BLOCK 133 RECFM F LRECL 133
FILEDEF 5 DISK gFN NASTRA%I
FILEDEF 6 DISK SFN OUTPUT 8F_ (BLOCK 133 RECF_ F LRECL 133
FILEDEF 7 DISK g_N PUNCH _F_ (BLOCK 80 RECF;_ F LREC_, 80
FILEDEF POOL DISK POOL NAST gFM (BLOCK 6400 RECFM F
FILEDEF NPTP DISK NPTP NAST gFM (BLOCK 6400 RECFM F
FILEDE_ ODTD DISK OPTP NAST _Y_ (BLOCK 6400 RECFM F
F!LEDEF PLT2 DISK gFN 4060 GFM (BLOCK 800 RECF_ F LRECL 800
FILEDEF PRI01 DISK PRI01 NAST $F_ (BLOCK 6400 RECFM F
F!LEDEF PRI02 DISK PRI02 NAST gFM (BLOCK 6400 PECRM F
_ILEDEF PRI03 DISK PRI03 NAST gFM (BLOCK 6400 RECF_ F
Q
FILEDEF PRI30 DISK PRI30 NAST SFM (BLOCK 6400 RECFM F
FILEDEF PRI31 DISK PRI31 NAST gFM (BLOCK 6400 RECFM F
FILEDEF PR132 DISK PRI32 NAST gF_ (BLOCK 6400 RECFM F
FILEDEF SEC01 DISK SEC01 NAST gF_ (BLOCK 6400 RECFM F
_ILEDEF SEC02 DISK SEC02 NAST 8FM (BLOCK 6400 RECFM F
FILEDEF SEC03 DISK SEC03 NAST 8FM (BLOCK 6400 RECFM F
FILEDEF TER01 DISK TER01 NAST gFM (BLOCK 6400 RECFM F
LOADMOD NASTRAN
S_ART
Appendix B: Listing of NASTRAN IOLIST File
0_320301
PE_MPOOL
PERMNPTP
PERMOPTP
PERMPLT2
PRIMPRI01
PRIMPRI02
PRIMPRI03
PRIMPP, I0_
PRIMPRI05
PRIMPRI06
PRIMPRI07
PRIMPRI08
PRIMPRI09
PR IM PRI 10
'PRIMPRI11
PRIMPRI12
PRIMPRII 3
PRIMPRII 4
PRIMPRI15
PRIMPRI16
PRIMPRI17
PRIM PRI 18
PRIMPRI 19
PRIMPRI20
PRIMPRI21
PRIMPRI22
PRIMPRI23
PRIMPRI2_
PRIMPRI25
PRIMPRI26
PRIMPRI27
PRIMPRI28
PRIMPRI29
PRIMPRI30
PPIMPRI31
PRIMPRI32
SECOSECO 1
SECOSEC02
SECOSEC03
TERTTER01
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Appendix C: Listing of Typical LNKiiC FORTRAN Subroutine
SUBROUTINE INK0 IC
C
C SUBBOUTINE RPDA_D
CALL XSFAI
C SUBROUTINE IFXDBD
CALL IFPDTA
C SUBROUTINE IFXOBD
CALL I_PX0
C SUBROUTINE IFXIBD
CALL IFPXI
C SUBROUTINE IFX2BD
CALL I]_PX2
C SUBROUTINE IFX3BD
CALL IFPX3
C SUBROUTINE IFX4BD
CALL IFPX4
C SUBROUTINE IFX5BD
CALL IFPX5
C SUB£OUTINE IFX6BD
CALL IFPX6
C SUBROU?INE IFX7BD
CALL IFPX7
C SUBROUTINE IFPABD
C ALL IFP IA
C SUBROUTINE AXICBD
CALL IFP3BD
C SUBROUTINE XGPIBD
CALL XGPIC
C SUBROUTINE XMPLBD
CALL XGPI2
C SUBROUTINE XSORBD
CALL XSRTBD
C SUBROUTINE UMFZBD
CALL UMFZZZ
C SUBROUTINE XBSBD
CALL XLKSPC
C
RETURN
END
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Appendix D: Listing of NASTRAN MASTER File
LINKORIG 02AD00
LINKNS01 0D00A8
LINKNS02 08C580
LINKNS03 092F50
LINKNS04 072030
LINKNS05 094F00
LINKNS06 078218
LINKNS07 078428
LINKNS08 0976B0
LINKNS09 054950
LINKNS10 073AD8
LINKNS11 08DSD0
LINKNS 12 05C688
LINKNS13 0AF908
LINKNSI_ 07A390
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.Appendix E: Listing of Typical LNKiiCC FORTRAN Subroutine
C DUMMY TO FORCE XGPI1 TO COME JUST BEFORE EJDUM2 (OPEN CORE)
BLOCK DATA
COMMON DUM_ (100)
COMMON /GINOX/ DUM6 (163)
COMMON /SETUP/ DUM2(7)
COMMON /IFP3LV/ DUM10 (104)
C BEGINNING OF DUMMY CO[_ONS THAT MARK START OF OPEN CORE.
COMMON /IFPIX/ DUM9 (371)
COMMON /ENDSSS/ DUM7(2)
COMMON /IFPXX/ DUMB
COMMON /IFP3ZZ/ DUM11
COMMON /IFP4ZZ/ DUM12
COMMON /IFP5ZZ/ DUM13
COMMON /XCSABF/ DUMI_
COMMON /ESOPT/ DUM
COMMON /UMFZXX/ DUM1
COMMON /ESFA/ DUM5
COMMON /XGPII/ DUM20 (5)
COMMON /EJDUM2/ DUM21
END
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IFEMS, AN INTERACTIVE FINITE ELEMENT
MODELING SYSTEM USING A CAD/CAM SYSTEM
Spencer McKellip, Todd Schuman and Spencer Lauer
Sikorsky Aircraft
Division of United Technologies
SUMMARY
General purpose 3D finite element mesh generators, require
detailed geometric description of the component to be modeled.
For complex shapes, this process can be very time consuming. On
the other hand, most general purpose CAD/CAM systems have the
capability of defining geometry in an efficient, interactive en-
vironment. This paper describes one method of coupling a CAD/CAM
system with a general purpose finite element mesh generator.
The problem is one of generality in application. Most inter-
active mesh generators are either tailor made to specific appli-
cations or are restricted to classes of geometry such as bodies of
revolution, dragged shapes, 2D geometry or digitized input. What
is needed is a completely general purpose, 3D interactive tool
that can handle any conceivable geometry without digitizing or any
other restriction.
A three dimensional interactive graphic system for defining
geometry can be an expensive proposition for just finite element
analysis. However such capabilities have been in existence for
some time in the form of computer aided design and manufacturing
systems, commonly known as CAD/CAM systems. These systems are
logical candidates for front ends to a general purpose, 3D finite
element mesh generator.
The system described in this paper consists of three programs:
1) CAIDS, A Sikorsky developed CAD system.
2) IFEMS, A Sikorsky developed interactive processor to
couple a CAD system with a mesh generator.
3) PWAMESH, A Pratt & Whitney developed mesh generator.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of finite element analysis in the
1960's and thru the 1970's it has become obvious that there was a
clear need for powerful mesh generation techniques.
What evolved were two different approaches to mesh gener-
ation. One was to construct a model starting with building block
elements and some computer aid to place and replicate these
elements. The result was to build a model of the desired compo-
nent or design. The second approach was to start with the compo-
nent or design and break it first into topologically simple
regions which in turn could be automatically broken into elements.
In parallel with this program CAD systems were evolving.
These systems provided powerful means for defining complex geometry
and storing it in computer readable form.
By 1978 we at Sikorsky were becoming more and more heavily
involved in finite element modeling principally with manual
methods. The burden of this was unacceptable. In our survey of
available mesh generation systems we found no commercially avail-
able system which we felt fully exploited the available tech-
nology.
It was our opinion that finite element modeling should
naturally start from defined design geometry and follow the break,
down method of mesh generation. Further we felt that the power
of interactive graphics CAD systems should be fully exploited to
obtain the geometry.
We had available to us some elements of the desired system.
We had available an in-house developed CAD system called CAIDS
(Computer Aided Interactive Design System) and a mesh generator
developed at Pratt & Whitney Commercial Products Division which
met most of our requirements. With these elements we were well
positioned to couple them into an effective system.
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IFEMS CONFIGURATION & USE
The total interactive modeling system is actually made up of
three separate programs, (Figure I). The first part is a complete
computer aided design system, CAIDS, (Computer Aided Interactive
Design System) modified to communicate with IFEMS. CAIDS repre-
sents a highly sophisticated interactive design system equipped
with a large software library of geometry generating routines.
CAIDS hardware is the ADAGE (Figure 2) vector generator terminal
with real time dynamic rotation, translation and zoom display
features. The CAIDS display space is three dimensional, thus
allowing for geometry definition of any conceivable component.
Future features will include complete three dimensional math
routines capable of solving for such things as intersections of
general 3D surfaces.
CAIDS uses 3D parametric rational cubic functions to store
its geometry. These functions are stored as labeled groups or
OBJECTS which are defined by the user. These OBJECTS become the
means by which the analyst ultimately defines the finite element
regions for the mesh generator and is the key to IFEMS.
The second program is IFEMS. Its purpose is to accept the
component geometry from CAIDS and combine it with the user de-
fined model attributes (number of elements, boundary conditions,
loads, etc.) and ultimately prepare an input file for the mesh
generator.
A functional overview of IFEMS is presented in Figure 3.
The analyst begins by defining the actual component geometry using
CAIDS. Upon completion of geometry definition, the analyst
divides the model into regions. CAIDS then creates a neutral file
which contains the model geometry grouped by OBJECTS. This neutral
file is independent of the CAIDS data base and is used as a com-
munications media to IFEMS. For large problems, the analyst may
create several neutral files, the sum of which represent the
complete model.
Mesh generator regions are defined by using the OBJECT
feature of CAIDS. That is, a generic name is defined by the user
(region number and type, i.e. 2SQUAD) to identify the region.
The appropriate geometry defining that region is then assigned
to the object.
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Phase One of IFEMS is a preprocessor which reads the neutral
file(s) performing four basic functions: (1) conducts basic data
validation tasks on the region data looking for such errors as
missing or non-adjacent edges, (2) reformats neutral file data
into in-core arrays suitable for the downstream mesh generator
(See Figure 4), (3) creates additional data, (from the cubic
functions) required by the mesh generator such as node points
representing the corners of the regions and (4) merges in previous-
ly defined parts of the model. At the end of Phase One, a per-
manent file, Perm One, is created (or updated in the case of
multipart models) and stored on disk. The Perm One file contains
all information generated during Phase One (See Figure 5).
Phase One is an interactive processor (run on a Tektronix 4014
terminal) and allows minor user intervention and minor corrections
during data validation.
Phase Two Part One of IFEMS is the major section. This is
where the actual finite element model region attributes are
defined: element type, number of elements per region, element
spacing, material definition, boundary conditions, applied load,
etc. This program begins by reading the region geometry from
Phase One, via the Perm One File.
The program uses a system of 40 menus to list the various
options used in defining the region attributes (Figure 6).
Through these menus the analyst controls the operational flow of
the program. Displayed on the menu is the particular region that
the analyst is working on.
The menu system is hierarchical in that a given option
automatically envokes a predetermined series of lower level menus
(Figure 7 & 8). This system was designed to be tutorial. Given
an upper level option, such as defining the number of elements
along a region edge, the program will effectively guide the
analyst by prompting him for the correct input. On the other hand
the user can always interrupt the flow to return to the higher
level menus.
A Phase Two session would begin with the menu shown on
Figure 9. The analyst will normally use Option D to define default
region attributes, then Option E is used region by region to
change only those attributes which are different from the default
values. Changing the region attributes is accomplished by enter-
ing the letter code corresponding to the desired change. Some of
these changes are made to the current menu and others will auto-
matically involve lower level menus (See Figures 7 & 8).
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The user has additional control over the program through the
use of the BAIL, CONTINUE, or NEXT options. BAIL nullifies all
current input and reverts to the previously defined values.
CONTINUE stores all current information and returns to the pre-
vious menu for additional processing. NEXT is used to define
the information for the next region or edge.
Disk data sets are used to transfer information between pro-
grams. The Perm Two file contains all the region attributes re-
quired by the mesh generator. This file is updated each time the
anlayst completes a region. After all the regions attributes
have been defined the program will compress the Perm Two file and
apply the default values to those regions which were not ex-
plicitly accessed.
Phase Two, Part Two is basically a pre-prpcessor to the mesh
generator, PWAMESH. It creates an input file (from the Perm Two
file) containing the region attributes which are then read by the
mesh generator. PWAMESH then generates and displays the final
mesh. The analyst reviews the final mesh and passes back and
forth between Part 1 and 2 until he is satisfied. At this stage,
PWAMESH is instructed to generate the bulk data required by the
finite element program, typically NASTRAN.
The third program, PWAMESH, is a general purpose three
dimensional finite element mesh generator, developed by Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft, Commercial Products Division. This program is
executed from a Tektronix 4014 CRT. PWAMESH includes such
features as variable thickness regions, generalized boundary
condition definition, uncoupled regions for sliding mechanisms,
automatic generation of quadratic temperature and pressure
fields, automatic region joining as well as many other features.
PWAMESH is also equipped with an interactive graphic package
for reviewing the finite element model prior to running the finite
element code. Its interactive review menu (Figure 10) will plot
either the input coarse region(s)or the generated fine region(s)
of the model. The entire model or particular regions can be dis-
played at any viewing angle along with the element and node iden-
tification numbers. Offline plots can be drawn using the VERSATEC
plotting system. In addition, the user can blow-up any particular
section by indicating the lower left and upper right boundaries
of the model. The elements of the model can also be shrunk to
make individual elements more visible (Figure 11). PWAMESH will
prepare a complete finite element input deck for either NASTRAN,
MARC or an in-house boundary integral program.
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IFEMS SPECIAL FEATURES
IFEMS was designed to minimize the amount of user defined
input data. This has been achieved by allowing the user to define
a set of initial model attributes. These attributes are applied
to each region the first time the user displays the region. The
user need only change those attributes that are unique for that
region. Typically just the number of elements along an edge, or
thickness.
Additional features include automatic continuous backup of
user input, free field input, automatic cursor positioning and a
full compliment of displayable help pages.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
IFEMS, in conjunction with CAIDS and PWAMESH provide the
analyst with a completely interactive tool for modeling mechanical
component independent of geometric complexity. The usual errors
associated with manually preparing mesh generator input are
virtually eliminated as the analyst continually Lsees' the result
of his work.
Production use of IFEMS at Sikorsky has resulted in tremendous
saving in both man-hours and lead time. Models that previously
took three weeks are now being generated in two days. Solving
complex problems and performing stress evaluation for minimum
weight and cost with practical lead times has resulted in the more
efficient use of the analyst's time and knowledge.
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A TOTAL INTERACTIVE MODELING SYSTEM
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APPLICATIONOF A DATABASEMANAGEMENTSYSTEMTO A
FINITE ELEMENTMODEL
James L. Rogers, Jr.
Langley Research Center
INTRODUCTION
In today's software market, much effort is being expended on the develop-
ment of data base management systems (DBMS). Most commercially available
DBMSwere designed for business use. However, the need for such systems with-
in the engineering and scientific communities is becoming apparent.
A potential DBMSapplication that appears attractive is the handling of
data for finite element engineering models. The purpose of this paper is to
explore the application of a commercially available, business-oriented DBMS
to a structural engineering, finite element model. The model, DBMS,an
approach to using the DBMS,advantages and disadvantages are explored in de-
tail; and plans for research on a scientific and engineering DBMSare dis-
cussed.
THE FINITE ELEMENTMODEL
Many organizations use more than one finite element computer program
for analyzing structural models. For instance NASTRANmight be used because
of its generality, standardization, and universal acceptance, or SPAR
might be used to gain quick turnaround and interactive capability. Input
into these programs usually consists of data representing a finite element
model. Typically, the model has a single physical representation which
can easily be pictured as a hierarchial structure composed of the complete
model, substructures, elements, and grid points (see fig. I). This single
representation, however, can take the form of input to any one or more of
the many finite element programs available today.
If an engineer wishes to use more than one application program for
analysis, a separate input deck must be maintained for each program, although
in truth only one model is being analyzed. This proliferationof input
decks can lead to a loss of integrityin the data, becauseof the difficulty
in keepingall relatedinput decks at the same level of modification--
especiallywhen many changesare being made to the model. To solve the
proliferationproblemand maintain integrityof the data, the finiteelement
model input data can be stored in a data base.
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THE DATABASEMANAGEMENTSYSTEM1
Storing the model input data in a data base independent of all the
application programs that are to make use of it as input can solve the
problem of proliferation of input decks and aid in maintaining the integrity
of the model. The data base is loaded into the DBMSin the steps shown
in figure 2. Step 1 simply defines a data base name for the user to work
with. The model input data must now be stored in data elements, the basic
components of a data base. By using the data base definition the hierarchial
structure of the finite element model is easily adapted to the hierarchial
structure of the data base. A typical data base definition is shown in
figure 3. Particular attention should be paid to its generality and its
hierarchial arrangement. Most any finite element model, large or small,
can be input with this definition. The hierarchial structure can be seen
by scanning the indentation of the definition. Data element 1 allows
input of a model name. Data element 2 is a repeating group (RG) of sub-
structures. A repeating group allows more than one substructure per model
to be input. Data element 3 allows input of a substructure name. Data
element 4 is a repeating group of finite elements within a substructure.
Data elements 5-10 provide for input of element information. Data element
II is a repeating group of grid points within a finite element. Data elements
12-16 provide for input of grid point information. Data elements 20-49
define supporting information (not necessarily hierarchial) about the
model such as element properties, single point constraints, omitted coordinates,
and eigenvalue information. Step 3 (fig. 2) inputs the finite element
model into the data base through the data base definition.
After the data has been loaded into the data base, it cannot be used in
an application program without undergoing some sort of conversion. The
easiest approach when working with already existing programs, is to use
FORTRANpre-processor programs to convert the data from the independent
data base format to an input format for a particular application program
such as NASTRANor SPAR(see fig. 4). Pre-processor programs for converting
data base input into NASTRANand SPARinput decks are shown in Appendices
I and II, respectively. A different pre-processor is needed for each
application program that will use the model data as input. A data manipulation
language (DML) which can be embeddedwithin the pre-processor programs allows
the user to write a FORTRANprogram that will interact with the data base.
The DMLstatements of the programs in the appendices have *PL in columns I-3.
ISYSTEM2000, a commercially available data base management system developed
by MRI Systems Corporation, was used for all research done for this paper.
However, almost any DBMSwith a FORTRANprocedural language and query language
could have been used. Use of commercial products and names of manufacturers
in this report does not constitute an official endorsement of such products or
manufacturers either expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
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Another powerful tool of some DBMSis the query language. This language
allows the user to interactively query the data base. Using this language,
he can list the grid points associated with a particular finite element or
vice-versa he can list the finite elements associated with a particular grid
point. Many other associations can be listed depending upon the relationships
defined in the data base definition.
This has only been a brief introduction into the world of DBMS. More
details concerning the data base definition, data base input, DML, query
language, and creation of a data base, can be obtained from manuals available
from the developer of a specific DBMS.
APPLILCATIONOF A DBMSTO A FINITE ELEMENTCANTILEVERBEAM
The data base input of a cantilever beam is shown in figure 5. Close
attention should be paid to the correlation of numbers between figure 3 (data
base definition) and figure 5 (data base input). To demonstrate the process
shown in figure 4, a cantilever beam finite element model is created (see
fig. 6). The data base definition and data base input described above and
shown in figures 3 and 5 are used in this demonstration. After the data is
stored in the data base, it is input into the pre-processor programs shown
in appendices. Other input that does not pertain to the model but is necessary
input to NASTRANand SPAR(e.g., Executive and Case Control decks of NASTRAN)
are read in from another file and inserted into the proper place in the output
from the pre-processor programs. The pre-processor program for NASTRANis not
set up to handle PARAMand CNGRNTBulk Data cards, thus these cards are also
read from the same file as the Executive and Case Control cards. The pre-
processor programs could be expanded and made sufficiently general to handle
almost any input requirement. The pre-processor programs output a file ready
for input into either NASTRAN(fig. 7) or SPAR(fig. 8). Thus it is shown
that a finite element model data can be stored in a data base, independent of
any application program which would use the model data as input. With the aid
of pre-processor FORTRANprograms, the model data can subsequently be converted
to a format for direct input into one of several application programs.
ADVANTAGESANDDISADVANTAGES
The advantages in using a data base to store a finite element model have
been discussed in detail in previous sections so only a summary appears in
this section. The data base requires only one copy of the model to be stored
even though the data may be used as input to more than one application program.
This situation aids in maintaining the integrity of the model, especially
a model undergoing frequent changes. The stored data are independent of the
application programs that use it, thus changes can be made to the programs
and/or the data without having cross effects. A query language in the DBMS
gives the user easy interactive access to the data, allowing listings of many
types of data elements and cross-references between data elements.
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The use of a DBMSis not without disadvantages. Of primary importance
is the computer storage overhead (disk space) required to store a model. The
small cantilever beam problem described earlier took almost II,00010 words of
storage. Changing the NON-KEYvalues to KEY in the data base definition re-
sults in the data base requiring 23,50010 words of storage. (A KEY value per-
mits the user to make sorts on that particular data element.) The user must
judiciously choose which data elements are KEYto minimize storage overhead.
Another disadvantage is that most business-oriented DBMSdo not permit "E"
formats (scientific notation). Since many structural terms involve very large
or very small numbers, the "E" format is essential. One final disadvantage is
the lack of support for matrix or vector input to the data base. Although
this capability is not required to store finit element model data, it would
be particularly useful when storing and querying intermediate or final results
from the application programs.
These are the major advantages and disadvantages revealed during the course
of the research. The user will have to make trade-offs in determining the most
optimal way to use a DBMSwith finite element models and computer programs.
PLANSFORDBMSWORKWITH FINITE ELEMENTMODELS
New data base management systems (DBMS) are now being designed and de-
veloped for engineering and scientific applications. For this reason, as well
as the previously discussed disadvantages, no future research is planned
using a commercial business-oriented DBMSwith a finite element model. Future
research is planned using E/S DMS,a scientific and engineering oriented DBMS
being developed under a NASAgrant at the University of Texas. E/S DMSis
scheduled to be delivered to NASALangley in August 1979. It executes on
CDCCYBERcomputers with a NOSoperating system. It has been proposed to imple-
ment E/S DMSon a minicomputer allowing users to distribute the data base as
well as the processing between a mainframe and a minicomputer. This arrange-
ment would give the user a very powerful tool; because the design and modeling
could then be done on the faster (line speed) interactive graphics terminal,
while the "number crunching" applications programs such as NASTRANand SPAR
could be executed on the more powerful mainframe. Future research is planned
along these lines.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
A structural engineering, finite element model can be represented as a
hierarchial structure within a business-oriented data base management system
(DBMS). Use of the DBMSand conversion pre-processor computer programs, allow
the data to be stored independent of application programs that use the data
as input. This arrangement has the advantage that only one copy of the data
needs to be stored and maintained even though more than one application program
can use the data as input. The DBMSmay also allow the user to query the data
base as an aid in his modeling. The data manipulation language of the DBMS
gives the application programmer the power and flexibility of FORTRANcombined
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with the data storage capabilities of the data base. A small example problem
demonstrates the use of a data base with one specific finite element model.
Output of the conversion programs is shown in the form of input decks to
both the NASTRANand SPAR structural analysis application programs. Advantages
and disadvantages are described to show that while although a DBMScreated for
business-oriented data can be useful for handling a finite element engineering
model, it does not have all the capabilities required for engineering and
scientific computing.
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STRUCTURE
SUBSTRUCTURE
WING TAIL FUSELAGE
ELEMENTS
NODES
• X,Y,Z
Figure l.- Hierarchial structure of a finite element model.
STEPI-CREATETHEDATABASE [ DATABASENAME ]
! J
STEP2 - LOADTHEDATABASEDEFINITION DATABASENAME
STEP3-LOADTHEDATABASEINPUT DATABASENAME
Figure 2.- Steps for loading a data base.
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1. MODEL (NAME X(21))!
2* SUBSTRUCTURES(RG}I
3* SUBSTRUCTURE NAME (NAME X(lO) IN 2);
#* SUBSTRUCTURE ELEMENTS(RG IN 2);
5* ELEMENT ID (INTEGER NUMBER 9(/) IN 4)I
6* ELEMENT NAME (NON-KEY NAME X(r} IN _);
7* XI VECTOR COMPONENT (NON-KEY DECIMAL NUMBER IN _);
8* X2 VECTOR COMPONENT (NON-KEY DECIMAL NUMBER IN _);
9* X3 VECTOR COMPONENT (NON-KEY DECIMAL NUMBER IN 4)!
10- ELEMENT PROPERTY ID (INTEGER NUMBER 9(7) IN 4};
11" ELEMENT GRID POINTS (RG IN 4);
12- GRID POINT ID (INTEGER NUMBER 9(7} IN 11);
13. X COORDINATE (NON-KEY DECIMAL NUMBER IN 11};
14- Y COORDINATE (NON-KEY DEClMAL NUMBER IN 11);
15- Z COORDINATE (NON-KEY DECIMAL NUMBER IN 11);
16" PERMANENT SPC (NON-KEY INTEGER NUMBER 9(7) IN 11);
20* ELEMENT PROPERTIES (RG IN 2);
21" PROPERTY ID (INTEGER NUMBER _(7) IN gO);
22* MATERIAL ID (NON-KEY INTEGER NUMBER 9(7) IN 20);
23* AREA (NON-KEY NAME X(/) IN 20);
2_* MOMENTS OF INERTIA (NON-KEY NAME X(7) IN _0);
25* YOUNGS MODULUS (NON-KEY NAME X(/) IN 20);
26* SHEAR MODULUS (NON-KEY DECIMAL NUMBER IN _0);
2(* POISSONS RATIO (NON-KEY DECIMAL NUMBER IN £0);
2d* MASS DENSITY (NON-KEY DECIMAL NUMBER IN _O)i
29* PROPERTY NAME (NON-KEY NAME X(1) IN _0);
35* SINGLE POINT CONSTRAINTS(RG IN 2);
36* SPC SET ID (NON-KEY INTEGER NUMBER 9(1) IN 35);
37* SPC GRID ID (NON-KEY INTEGER NUMBER 9(7} IN 3b};
38- SPC COMPONENT NUMBER (NON-KEY INTEGER NUMBER 9(/} IN 3b};
39* OMITTED COORDINATES(RG IN 2};
#0. OMIT GRID ID (NON-KEY INTEGER NUMBER 9(7) IN 39);
#J* OMIT COMPONENT NUMBER (NON-KEY INTEGER NUMBER V(7) IN 39)I
4_* EIGENVALUE INFORMATION(RG IN 2);
_3- EIGENVALUE SET ID (NON-KEY INTEGER NUMBER 9(7) IN #_);
#4* METHOD (NON-KEY NAME X(7) IN 42);
$5. LO FREQ (NON-KEY DECIMAL NUMBER IN 42);
#6- HI FREQ (NON-KEY DECIMAL NUMBER IN 42);
#7* ESTIMATE OF ROOTS (NON-KEY INTEGER NUMdER V(7) IN _2);
#8- DESIRED ROOTS (NON-KEY INTEGER NUMBER 9(() IN 4_);
_9- NORMALIZING METHOD (NON-KEY NAME X(7) IN 4_);
Figure 3.- Data base definition for a finite element model,
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DATABASE OF A
FIHITE ELEMENTRODEL
CONVERSION CONVERSION
PROGRAM $1 PROGRAM $2
I H'ASTRRHOUTPUTi ISPAR OUTPUT
Figure 4.- Flowchart of finite element data ba§e process.
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I.DATA _ASE TEST*
_*3*CANT _LAM _
II*I_*I* 13"0.0" Ib_1345"
|I'12"2"
4o5-12" b*CBAR* 7*0.0 8"I." 900.* I00_01 _
11"12o2" 13"0.I ° 1001345*
II*I_'3"
4"5"13" 6*CBA_* l*O. * _01.* 9_0.* I00_01 *
II*I_'3" 1300.2- 16-134b*
11.12o4"
4,5-14o O*CBARO 7*0.0 B*I.* 9-0.* I0"_01"
_1o12o4- |_*0._ _ _bOI_45 *
|I*12._o
4.b0150 b*CSAR* 7*0.0 _*I.* 900.* 10"_01"
II*120b* 13-0.4" Ib*13_50
II*12o6.
4.50160 b*CBA_* 7*0. ° _*i.* 900.* I0"_01"
II*IZo_0 13"0.5" 16013_5.
I1012"7.
4"5"1/* b*C_ARo 700.0 _*I.* 900.* 10"_01"
I1012.10 13*O.bo 16-134b*
llol2*_*
4,5018- b*CBA_O ?*0.* 8°I.* 9-0.* I0"_01"
11.12"8" 13"0.7" 16_13_5"
1101209*
_05_190 O*CBARO 7*0.0 S*l.o 9*0.0 I0"_01"
11"12"9" 13*U.B_ Ib*13_bo
ll*l_olO*
4*5*20* b*CBAR* 1"0. ° B01.0 900. ° I0 °_01°
11.12"10" 13"0.9" Ib*13_b*
I1012_Ii *
405021- b*CBAR* 7°0.° _*I.* 9o0.* 10"_01"
II*I_*II* 13"1.0 ° 16.1345"
11012-12.
4"5"_Z* b*CBAR _ 7"0.* _*I.* 9-0.* I0"_01"
II*12"I_* 13-1.1o 16.1345"
llol_*lJ* IJ*l.2* 1601345*
20"21"£01"
230b.0-4"
_4.b.0-90
25.7.0+i00
_7-.30
_8,B6-
290PBAR o
3503b*Z00
37"I*
38_b*
39040013* 41"0"
39040-2. _l*b *
39*40*3* 41*b*
39.40_4, 410b *
3904000, 41060
39*40*60 41"0"
390400/_ 41o6o
39*40*80 41-6o
39040*9* _l*bo
39o40"10" 41"0-
39"40011" 41"6"
39-40-I_* _l*b*
_401NV*
45*0.0*
_b*500.*
47"3_
48*30
END**
Figure 5.- Data base input for a cantilever beam,
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Figure 6.- Cantilever beam finite element model.
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TO DATAE_ASEoTEST
APP DISP
50L 3,0
TIME
CENO
TITLE = TEST PQOBLEM FOR DATA 8ASE(NASTRAN CONVERSION}
SUBTITLE = VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF A CANTILEVER BEAM
LINE = 40
ECHO = BOTH
METHO0 = 12
SPC = 20
OUTPUT
DISP = ALL
BEGIN BULK
CBAR |l 201 I 2 0,0 I,O 0,0 I
CBAR 12 201 2 3 0,0 1,0 0,0 I
CBAR 13 201 3 4 0,0 1,0 0.0 I
CBAR 14 201 4 5 0.0 1.0 0.0 I
CBAR 15 201 5 6 0.0 1.0 0.0 I
CBAR 16 201 b 7 0.0 1,0 0,0 I
CBAR 17 201 7 _ 0.0 1.0 0.0 I
CBAR 18 201 8 9 0.0 1.0 0.0 I
CBAR i9 20I 9 I0 0.0 I®0 0.0 I
CBAR 20 201 I0 II 0,0 1,0 0.0 I
CBAR 21 201 II 12 0,0 1,0 0,0 I
CBAR 22 201 12 13 0.0 ).0 0,0 1
GRID 1 0,00 1345
GRID 2 .lO i345
GRID 3 .20 1345
GRID 4 ,30 1345
GRID 5 .40 1345
GRID 6 ,50 1345
GRID ? ,50 1345
GRID _ ,70 1345
GRID 9 .80 1345
GRID I0 .90 134_
GRID II 1,00 1345
GRID 12 I.I0 1345
GRID 13 1.20 1345
PBAR 201 6 6,0-4 5,0-9
MATI 6 7,0*10 0.3 .B6
OMIT 13 6
OMIT 2 6
OMIT 3 o
OMIT 4 6
OMIT 5 6
OMIT o 6
OMIT 7 6
OMIT u 6
OMIT 9 6
OMIT 10 6
OMIT II 6
OMIT 12 6
SPC 20 I 26
EIGR I21NV 0,0 bO0,O 3 3 *BC
*BC MAX
PARAM COUPMASS I
CNGRNT II 12THRU 2_
ENDDATA
Figure 7.- NASTRAN input deck output from pre_processor program NTRNS2K.
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_XOT TAB
START 13,2 6
TITLE "VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF A CANTILEVER BEAM
TEXT
" TEST PROBLEM FOR DATA BASE(SPAR CONVERSION)
MATERIAL CONSTANT
I 7,0+I0 ,30 ,86
JOINT LOCATIONS
1 0.0
# ,3
5 .#
6 .5
7 .6
8 o'T
9 .8
I0 ,9
11 1.0
12 l°l
13 1.2
CONSTRAINT CASE l
ZERO I 3 # 5
,[XOT ELD
E_3
NSECT=I
1 2
3
3
5
5 6
b 7
7 8
8 9
9 I0
I0 II
II 12
12 13
[XOT EXIT
Figure 8.- SPAR input deck output from pre-processor program SPARS2K.
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APPENDIX A
PRE-PROCESSOR PROGRAM TO CONVERT DATA IN DATA BASE TO NASTRAN INPUT FORMAT
PROGRAM NTRNS2K(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPEIO=OUTPUT'TAPEg)
C
C THE PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAM IS TO CONVERT DATA FROM A DATA I_ASE
C INTO NASTRAN BULK DATA FORMAT
C
INTEGER GRID(30) 9PSPC(30) ,PID(IO) tC_tClO,CI_gC_L_C_2,CI6
INTEGER CJG,C3T_C_O,C_ L*C_3,C4/,C4_
INTEGER SCHNME ,RCODE ,FILLER 9PASSWD,DATASN, L)ATASP_T IME,DATE'CYCLE t
I SEPSYMgENTRYT,STATUS
C
C COMMON BLOCK FOR PICASSO DATA BASE
C
*PL COMMBLOCK/PI CASSO/SCHNME, RCODE _F ILLER,LASTDS, PASSWD, OATASN' DATASP,
_PL LEVEL, T IME,DATE tCYCLE, SEPSYM, ENTRYT, STATUS.
C
C SCHEMA FOR TOTAL STRUCTURE
C
_PL SCHEMA/LMONE OF PICASSO/Cl.
_' C
I!, C SCHEMA FOR REPEATING GROUP 2 (SUBSTRUCTURE NAMES)
C
_PL SCHEMA/LZERO OF PICASSO/C3o
C
C SCHEMA FOR REPEATING GROUP 4 (ELEMENTS)
_PL SCHEMA/LONE OF PICASSO/CbgC6,C/_Cfi,C9,CIO.
C
C SCHEMA FOR REPEATING GROUP 11 (GRID POINTS)
C
_PL SCHEMA/LTWO OF PICASSO/CI2,CI3,CI4,CIb,C16.
C
C SCHEMA FOR REPEATING GROUP 20 (ELEMENT PROPERTIES)
C
_PL SCHEMA/LTHRE OF PICASSO/C21,CEZ_C23,C:_4_CZb,C 26,c_I,C2_,c29-
C
C SCHEMA FOR REPEATING GROUP 36 (SINGLE POINT CONSTRAINTS)
C
_PL SCHEMA/LFOR •OF PICASSO/C36 _C37,C38.
C
C SCHEMA FOR REPEATING GROUP 39 (OMITTED COORDINATES)
C
_PL SCHEMA/LFIVE OF PICASSO/C40_C41o
C
C SCHEMA FOR REPEATING GROUP 4_ (FIGENVALUE INFORMATION)
C
*PL SCHEMA/LATE OF PlCASSO/C_3tC449C_5tC46tC47tC_tC49.
*PL END SCHEMAS.
DIMENSION DECKIN(8) , XCORD(30) t YCORD(30) , ZCORD(_O)
DATA BEGBULK/IOHBEGIN BULK/
C
C FIRST READ IN THE EXECUTIVE AND CASE CONTROL OECKS AND STORE ON:
C TAPEIO
I READ (g,Z) (OECKIN(1),I:ItB)
2 FORMAT (BAIO)
WRITE(IU,_) (DECKIN(1),I=I,8)
IF.(DECKIN(I}.NE.BEGBULK) GO TO I
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C
_PL START S2K,
PASSWO=6HROGERS
C
C OPEN PICASSO DATA BASE
C
_PL OPEN PICASSO.
C
C CHECK RETUR_ CODE
C
IF(RCODE.EQ.O) GO TO 10
PRINT 5,RCODE
5 FORMAT( _ DATA BASE CAN NOT BE oPENED - RETURN CODE = _,I3)
GO TO 900
C
C CHECK STATUS
C
lO IF(STATUS.EQ.O) GO TO 20
PRINT IS,STATUS _._
15 FORHAT( _ DATA BASE DAMAGED - STATUS = e_I2) I
GO TO 900 _i
C
C
C CREATE ELEMENT CARDS 'c:
C
20 READ(9_25) C3
25 FORMAT(AIO}
IF(EOF(9)) 800_30
30 CONTINUE
I=O
M=O
C
C RETRIEVE SUBSTRUCTURE FROM DATA BASE
C
C
ePL GET1LZERO WHERE C3o
C
C CHECK RETURN CODE
C
IF(RCODE°EQ.4) GO TO 700
IF(RCOOE.LQ.O) GO TO 39
PRINT 35,RCODE,C3
35 FORMAT(_ RETURN CODE = _tI3,_ FOR SUBSTRUCTURE _9AI0)
GO TO 900
39 ISW=O
C
40 CONTINUE
ISW=ISW*I
C
C RETRIEVE ELEMENT IDS FOR SUBSTRUCTURE FROM DATA BASE
C
_PL @ETD LONE NEXT,
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C CHECK RETURN CODE
C
IF(RCODE,EQ,#) GO TO 49
1F(RCODE,E_,O) GO TO 50
PRINT #5,RCODE_C3
45 FQRMAT(_ RETURN CODE = "_I3t _ FOR SUBSTRUCTURE O_Al09_ AT CHKPT2")
Go to 900
_9 ISW=-I
50 CONTINUE
C
C GET ELEMENT GRID INFORMATION
C
oPL GETO LTWO NEXT,
C
C CHECK RETUR_ CODE
C
IF(RCODE.EQ.4) GO TO ?0
IF[RCODE,EQ,O} GO TO 60
PRINT S5,RCODEoC5
b5 FORMAT(_ RETURN CODE = _,13_ FOR ELEMENT _tIl}
GO TO 900
60 I=I.I
GRID(1)=CI_
XCORD(1)=CI3
YCORD(1)=CI4
ZCORD(1)=CIb
PSPC(1)=C]b
IF(ISW,EQ,I) GO TO _I
C
C
C WRITE ELEMENT INFO ON UNIT lO
C
70 WRITE(IO,dO) CMb,MStMIOgGRID(I-I)tGRIDII)tCMIgCM_tCt19
80 FORMAT(A_I893FS.I_7X,_I*_X)
81 M=M*I
CMb=C6
M5=C5
MIO=ClO
CH7=C7
CM8=C8
CMg=M9
P_D(H)=CIO
IF(ISW,NE,-I) GO TO #0
C
C REORDER GRID POINTS IN INCREASING ORDER
C
_5 DO 95 K=2,1
LP=I-K+I
DO 90 L=I_LP
IF(GRID(L),LE,GRID{L.I)) GO TO 90
ITEMP=GRID(L.I)
GHID(L+I)=BRID(L)
GRID(L)=ITEMP
TEMP=XCORD(L*I)
XCORD(L.I)=XCORD(L)
XCORD(L) =TEMP
TEMP=YCORD(L+I)
YCORD(L.I)=YCORD(L)
YCOND(L) = TEMP
TEMP=ZCORD(L*I)
ZCO_O(L.|I=ZCORD(L)
ZCORO(L) = TEMP
ITEMP=PSPC(L.I]
PSPC(L.I)=PSPC(L)
PSPC(LI=ITEMP
90 CONTINUE
95 CONTINUE
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C
C WRITE GRID DATE ON UNIT I0
C
ITEMP=O
_0 II0 J=l,I
IF(ITEMP,EQ,GRID(J)) GO TO II0
WRITE(IO,IO0) GRID(J),XCORD(J)oPSPC(J)
IOO FORMAT(_GRID _,IB,SX_FB,2,24XtIB_IBX)
ITEHP=GRID(J)
II0 CONTINUE
C
C REORDER PROPERTY IDS INTO INCREAS'IN6 ORDER
C
DO I14 I = 2,M
LP = M-I.I
DO Ill L= I,LP
IF(PID(L),LE,PID(L.I)) GO TO Ill
IPID = PID(L.I)
PID(L*I) = PID(L)
PID(L) = IPID
IT). COtJTINUE
114 CONTINUE
C
_PL GETI LTHRE FIRST,
C
C RETRIEVE ELEMENT PROPERTIES
C
IPID = 0
¢
DO IbO I=I,M
IF(PID(1),EQ.IPID) 60 TO 150
C
C21 = PID(1)
_PL GETI LTHRE WHERE C21,
C
C CHECK RETURN CODE
C
IF(RCODE,EQ.O) GO TO 120
PRINT IIS_RCODE,PID(1)
ll5 FORMAT(_ RETURN CODE = _,13,* FOR PROPERTY ID _,17)
GO TO 900
C
C WRITE MATERIAL PROPERTIES ON LINIT TO
C
120 WRITE(TO,130) C29_C_I_C22,C23,C24
130 FORMAT(Ad,ZIB,_A8940X)
WRITE(IO,I_O) C22,C_,C_I,C2_
140 FORMAT(_MATI _tIBtABt_Xt2FB,2o32X)
IPIU = PID(1)
|_O CONTINUE
_PL GETI LFIVE FIRST.
GO TO 161
160 CONTINUE
C
C RETRIEVE OMITTED @RID POINTS
C
_PL GETI LFIVE NEXT,
C
C CHECK RETURN CODE
C
161 IF(RCODE,EQ.O) GO TO |70
IF[RCODE,EQ,4} GO TO 190
PRINT Ibb,RCODE
165 FORMAT( _ RETURN CODE FOR LFIVE IS *,I_)
GO TO 900
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CC WRITE OMITTEO COORDINATES ON UNIT I0.
C
ITO WRITE(IO,t_O) Cwu.Cwl
1_0 FORMAT(*OmIT _21d,_bX)
GO ro lo0
190 CONTINUE
_PL GETI LFOR FIRST.
GO TO 192
191 CONTINUE
C
C RETRIEVE SINGLE POINT CONSTRAINTS
C
"PL GETI LFOR NEXT.
C
C CHECK RETURN CODE
C
J92 IF(RCODE.EQ.4) GO TO 2dO
IFI_CODE,Lo.O) 60 TO _00
PRINT Lgb,RCODE
195 FORMAT( _ RETURN CODE FOR LFOR IS _13)
GO TO 900
C
C WRITE SINGLE POINT CONSTRAINTS ON UNIT I0
C
_00 .*RITE(IO_IO} C3b,C37,C38
glO FORMATi*SPC _931Bt48X)
GO TO 19l
_20 CONTINUE
_PL GETI LATE FIRST.
GO TO 224
221 CONTINUE
C
C RETRIEVE EIGENVALUE INFORMATION
C
_PL GETI LATE NEXT,
C
C CHECK RETURq CODE
C
2_4 IFIRCoDE.EO,O} GO TO 230
PRINT 2_b,RCODE
2_5 FORMAT( _ REIURN CODE FOR LATE = _tI3)
GO TO 900
C
C WRITE EIGENVALUE INFORMATION ON UNIT I0
C
230 WRITE(TO,d40) C43_C44tC4b_C4beC4rtC4_
_40 FORMAT(_EIGR _tI_AO_FS.It_Id_IbX,_*_C:_bx)
WRITE(IO,_bO) C49
250 FORMAT(e*_C _Afie6_X)
C
C READ REST OF OECK IN AND sTORE ON UNIT |0
C
_52 READ(V,dI (DECKIN(II,I=|*BI
IF(EOF(9))_bb,253
_3 WRIrE(IO,_) (OECKIN(II,I=I_I
GO TO 25_
C
C WRITE ENDDATA ON UNIT IO
C
_b5 WRITE(IO_bO)
260 FORNAT(_ENDDATA _,7_X|
ENDFILE lO
REWIND IO
GO TO 999
700 PRINT 750_C3
750 FORMAT( _ NO SUBSTRUCTURE WITH NAME *,AIO}
GO TO _O
BOO PRINT Oh0
_bO FORMAl( _ END OF DATA INPUT _)
C
C wRITE FINAL ERROR MESSAGE
C
900 PRINT 9_0
9bO FORMAT(//_ PROGRAM IERMINATEO FOR ABOVE REASON_//)
999 STOP
END
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APPENDIX B
PRE-PROCESSOR PROGRAM TO CONVERT DATA IN DATA BASE TO SPAR INPUT FORMAT
PROGRA_ SPARS2K(INPUT,OUTPUT*TAPEg_TAPEIO=OUTPUT)
DIMENSION OECKIN(_I_ISPC(b),IGRD(4)
INTEGER CbtCIOtCI2,C_I,C22,ClbtC369C3/,C_O,C_I_C_3,C47tC4B,CIB
INTEGER SCHNME,RCOOEtFILLER,PASSWDtDATASN,DATASPtTIMEtDATEtCYCLE,
] SEPSYMtENTRYT_STATUS
C
C COMMON BLOCK FOR PICASSO OATA BASE
C
*PL COMMBLOCK/PICASSO/SCHMNE,RCODE,FILLER_LASTDS_PASS_DtDATASN_DATASP9
*PL LEVEL,TIME,DATA,CYCLE,SEPSYM,ENTRYT,ST_TUS.
C
C SCHEMA FOR TOTAL STRUCTURE
C
_PL SCHEMA/LMONE OF PICASSO/CI.
C
C SCHEHA FOR REPEATING GROUP 2 (SUBSTRUCTURE NAMES)
C
_PL SCHEMA/LZERO OF PICASSO/C3.
C
C SCHEMA FOR REPEATING GROUP 4 (ELEMENTS)
C
_PL SCHEMA/LONE OF PICASSO/CStC6_CI_CB_C99ClO.
C
C SCtIEMA FORREPEATING GROUP II (GRID POINTS)
C
_PL SCHEMA/LTWO OF PICASSO/CI2_CI3,CI4_Cl5,CI6o
C
C SCHEMA FOR REPEATING GROUP 20 (ELEMENT PROPERTIES)
C
_PL SCMEMA/LTHRE OF PICASSO/C21_C£_C_J_C2WtC2b_C£btC=#_C2B,C29.
C
C SCHEMA FOR REPEATING GROUP 36 (SINGLE POINT CONSTRAINTS)
C
_PL SCHEMA/LFOR OF PICASSO/CS6,CS/,CS_.
C
C SCHEMA FOR REPEATING GROUP 39 (OMITTED COORDINATES)
C
*PL SCHEMA/LFIVE OF PICASSO/C40,C41,
C
C SCHEMA FOR REPEATING GROUP 42 (EIGENVALUE INFORMATION)
C
*PL SCHEMA/LATE OF PICASSO/C43_C44tC_btC_btC4/tC_CWg.
_PL END SCHEMAS.
C
DATA CONMAT/IOHMATERIAL C/
C
C READ IN DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION AND CARDS THROUGd MA[ERIAL CONSTANTS
C
REAO(V,2)(DECKIN(1),I=I_)
2 FORMAT(UAIO)
WRITE(IO,_) (DECKIN(1)_I=I,8)
IF(DECKIN(X).NE.CONMAI) GO TO
_PL START S2K.
PASS_D=6HROGERS
¢
C OPEN PICASSO DATA BASE
C
_PL OPEN PICASSO.
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C CHECK RETURN CODE
C
IF(RCODE.EQ.O) GO l'O IU
PRINT 5,RCODE
5 FORMAT(" OATA BASE CANNOT BE OPENED - RETURN CODE = "iT3)
GO TO 900
C
C CHECK STATUS
C
10 IF(STATUS.EO.O) GO TO ZO
PRINT Ib_STATUS
15 FORMAT( _ DATA BASE DAMAGED - STATUS = "iT2)
60 TO 90O
C
C RETRIEVE STRUCTURE FROM DATA BASE
C
20 CONTINUE
*PL GET1LMONE NEXT.
C
C CHECK RETURN CODE
C
IF(RCODE.EQ.O) GO TO 40
PRINT 3btRCODE
35 FORMAT(" RETURN CODE = *tI3," FOR STRUCTURL_)
60 TO 900
40 CONTINUE
C RETRIEVE MATERIAL PROPERTIES FROM DATA BASE
C
oPL GETD LTHRE NEXT.
C
C CHECK RETURN CODE
C
IF(RCODE.EQ.O} GO TO 50
PRINT 45,RCODE
45 FOHMAT(" RETURN CODE = _913," FOR MATERIAL CONSTANTS")
GO TO 900
C
WRITE MATERIAL CONSTANTS ON UNIT 10
C
50 WRITE(IOtbS) C25,C27tC_B
55 FORMAT( _ I "_A/_IX_F3.Z_IX,F3.Z)
C
C GET JOINT INFORMATION FROM DATA BASE
C
WRITE(IO,61}
61 FORMAT(_ JOINT LOCATIONS")
60 ISW:O
62 CONTINUE
_PL GETD LONE NEXT.
C
C CHECK RETURN CODE
C
IF(RCODE.EO.4) GO TO 69
IF(RCOOE.EQ.O} GO TO lO
PRINT 65oRCODE
b5 FORMAT( _ RETURN CODE FOR LONE = "913)
GO TO 900
69 ISW=-I
70 CONTINUE
_PL GETD LTWO NEXT.
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CHECK RETURN CODE
73 IF(RCODE.EQ.4) GO TO 62
IF(RCODE.EQ.O) GO TO 80
PRINT 75_RCODE
75 FORMAT(- RETURN CODE FOR LT_O = *iT3)
GO TO 900
WRITE JOINT LOCATIONS ON UNIT I0
80 WRITE(IOt_5) C12tC13
85 FORMAT(12tlXgF3.1)
IF(I-SW.NE.-I) GO TO b2
90 CONTINUE
RETRIEVE CONSTRAINTS FROM THE DATA BASE
WRITE(lOt95)
95 FORHAT(_ CONSTRAINT CASE I_)
ISPC(1)=CLb/IO0000
00 II0 I = 2t6
K=6-1
ISPC(1)=CI6/IO_K
N=I-I
M=I
DO 105 L = ItN
M=M-I
ISPC(I)=ISPC(1)-(ISPC(L)_IO_M)
105 CONTINUE
110 CONTINUE
DO 111 I = 1_6
IF(ISPC(1).NE.O) GO TO 112
III CONTINUE
I12 IF(I.GE.b) @0 TO 120
I=I-I
K=6-1
DO 115 J = I_K
ISPC(J)=ISPC(J+I)
115 CONTINUE
120 WRITE(IO_I25) (ISPC(J),J=I_K)
125 FORMAT(_ ZERO at6(II,IX))
WRITE(IO_I30)
130 FORMAT(_tXQT ELD_)
WRITE(I09135)
135 FORMAT(_EZ3_/_NSECT=I_)
140 CONTINUE
_PL GETD LONE FIRST.
GO TO 143
142 CONIINUE
GET ELEMENTS
_PL GETD LONE NEXT,
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C
C CHECK RETURN CODE
C
143 IF(RCODE.EQ,4) GO TO 200
IF(RCODEoEQ.O) GO TO IbO
PRINT 14b,RCODE
145 FORMAT(* RETURN CODE FOR LONE = *,13)
GO TO 900
150 CONfINUE
C
C GET GRID POINTS FOR ELEMENTS
C
DO 170 I=I,4
*PL GETD LTWO NEXT.
C
C CHECK RETURN CODE
C
IF(RCODE.EQ.4) GO TO 180
IF(RCODE.EQ.O) GO TO 160
PRINT 15b_RCODE
155 FORMAT(* RETURN CODE FOR LTWO = "913}
80 TO 900
16Q IBRD(1)=CI2
170 CONTINUE
C
C WRITE GRID POINTS ON UNIT TO
C
180 I=I-I
WRITE(IO,IgO}(IGRD(J},J=I,I}
190 FORMAT(4(12,1X))
GO TO 142
C
C WRITE EXIT
C
200 WRITE{IO,210)
210 FORMAT(*°XQT EXIT*)
GO TO 999
C
C ERROR EXIT
C
900 PRINT 910
910 FORMAT(/_ JOB TERMINATED DUE TO ABOVE ERROR*)
999 CONTINUE
C
C CLOSE PICASSO
C
*PL CLOSE PICASSO,
*PL END PROCEDURE.
STOP
END
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